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To the Editor:

I believe that Bob Avakian is very
wrong in his evaluation of the role of
students in the political economy (- strike
Against Imperialism" , April, 1969).

Avakian writes that "(students) have
very definite class origins--mainly the
middle classes.,." Wrong. The vast maj
ority of college students in the United
States come from wage and salaryearn
ing families. A handful come from the
handful of independent professional fam
ilies still left in the United States;
fewer still come fromfarm-owningfam
ilies; only a tiny minority come from the
corporate bourgeoisie, and those that do
go to the elite schools which still train
students to rule the country, not to be
come technical-administrative workers
in either big business or the state bureau
cracy. A sizeable minority (I don't know
how many, because to my knowledge there
are no data on this) come from the ten
million-odd families who own their own
small businesses. But remember that
most of these businesses are units of
family subsistence, not units of capital
accumulation. And remember that most
of the latter are partly or totally de
pendent on big capital, and in no mean
ingfUl sense are independent.

Avakian writes that" students•.•are, by
. definition, in a transition stage, relative

to the means of production, and occupy
no definitive class position." Wrong
again. Most stUdents, especially thosein
the state colleges and universities, but
inclUding many students in the so-called
private universities (which are really
Federal Universities, due to Federal
government subsidies), are in fact ap
prentice workers, undergoing training
for skilled working class jobs for the
corporate bourgeoisie as a whole. They
know it; anyone who has spent much
time, including myself, around the col
leges, knows it; Avakian apparently
doesn't know it. One small example; in
the past decade' over 98 per cent of San
Jose state College graduates took wage
or salary employment in private busi
ness or the state bureaucracy.

Avakian refers to students as "in
tellectuals (Who) are able to discern the
decaying nature of American imperial
ism•.•" Wrong again. students are not
intellectuals, and the vast majority would
be the first to point out this simple fact.
They are trained for jobs, not educated
into critical thought. Only a small min
ority of students "understand" imperial
ism; only a small minority can be ex
pected to become critical intellectuals,
organizers, and/or agitators.

Avakian writes that -the student move
ment has grown up and developed in
support of the Third World liberation
movements". Partly true, partly wrong.
Avakian Is guilty of selecting certain
facts that fit his thesis, and ignoring
others. Doesn't he remember the recent
great debate about whether or not stu
dents should continue to agitate around
their own self-interests? Well, .... there
was such a debate; many people took
part in it; it still isn't resolved. Dozens
of local chapters of SDS began around,
- student issues", including issues that I
would bet that Avakian sneers at, such
as dorm hours. On many campuses right
now, the main issues are firing of

:proft'!ssors, the main activities organized.
around these 'firings. Only by' a great
stretch of the imagination can these be
termed "third world issues" •

All of which leads to Avakian's im
plicit put-down of student act!vities which
are not "the tail on the dog of the third
world liberation movements" (myquote).
My own view is that any and all anti
"establishment" student activities are
progressive, and deserve support. There
is a danger, of course; in the fight to
"purifY" the colleges and universities,
sometimes (in some communities, freq
uently) there is lost sight of the "de
mOcratization" of the colleges and un
iversities--that is, movements demand
ing open admissions, the end to "tracking
systems", etc. The point is not to put
down student-oriented actions. Nor is
the point to uncritically support (or
mount) anti-imperialist, pro-thi,rd world
activities. The point is to skillfully
synthesize qualitative demands based on
the needs of the apprentice workers
and quantitative demands based on the
need for all poor people, especially
minority people, to open up higher edu
cation for all.

Fraternally,

~•••
To the Editor:

The April issue of the MOVEMENT
seems especially to invite comment.
Not only the general movement but the
paper itself this year reflect something
more of purposeful action and intent
than cOl'.!d be founn a ~hort time ago. .

Perhaps it is possible that the new
movement has grown big enough and
self-confident enough to pose and begin
to solve those underlying problems which
proved to be beyond the capacity of the
old left and thereby created the need for
a new left.

The weight of our task can be felt by
.stating it in the negative. No group or
party has yet solved the problem of
creating a stable revolutionary move
ment or organization with a substantial
mass following or even the promise of
massive working class support in a
modern imperialist power. There are'
promising efforts, as in Japan, but no
solid result yet.

If there is not yet any such solution,
then it is absurd to think that the reason
is that the entire left, old and 'new, has
overlooked some definite answer already
worked out in the Classics of Marx,
Lenin, stalin, Mao. Nor is it any more
plausible that such an answer has already
been found, but -the revolutionists are
simply inept at making it work•

In fact, the existence of the new left
!las always implied these two negatives;.
1'0 find a positive, the new left turned
to Fidel, Che, Ho, Fanon and Mao. There
it has found inspiration, but few specific
clues until recently as in the case of the
Black Panther Party. Recentl--y the new
left his more and more found that capi
talist imperialism in the U.S. does really
have the basic features analyzed by the
classic Marxists. But in spite of this
there is still not evident that revolu
tionary role and vanguard party which
the integration of Marxism with the class
struggle of the industrial workers surely
ought to produce.

LINK-UP

At first the new left made the opposite
turn and looked for a substitute revolu
tionary force, the various lumpen
theories, the guerrilla in the streets
fantasy, counter-institutions, youth army
3tC. But lately there is the third trend
,0 "link-Up" with the wOl'kers.

But the meaning and terms of the
link-up are far from clear. And so itwill remain just as long as the link-Up
,.een as the aim, for it is not the goal,
it is a means for a more profound
goal, which is to re-create a revolu
tionary movement among industrial
workers, not on the old basis that
failed but on a new basis. To do this

,one should know why the old way failed
and something about the alternate way to
succeed. _

A necessary startingyoint is the rec
ognition of the mseparable fusing of the
future of the domestic class struggle
and that of the anti-imperialist struggle
of all oppressed peoples and the revolu
tionary movements world-wide.

Recently violent efforts have been
made to separate the U.S. and the world
scenes and there have been theories of
.. racism" as opposed to the politics of
Black Liberation. SUch' ideas always
existed, but now they have become a
basic issue among the activists. An
alternate form of this is taking domestic
,struggle as the central issue and op
posing . that to action supporting Viet
namese, African, Asian, Middle East
Liberation struggles for all sorts .of
reasons. In effect, there has formed
a trend of anti-antI-imperialism.

A second form of the debate is to
treat the domestic anti-capitalist class
struggle as different from and more
"revolutionarY" than the anti-imperial
ist battles. This also departs from
reality and conceals the real problem
which is the absence of a significant
revolutionary workers movement in our
country. Further, this fact demonstrates
not only an adaptation to domestic ex
ploitation, but even far more explicitly
to imperialist oppression at home and
every where else. The causes and the
circumstances of this adaptation must
be discovered and exploded, but we
can state flatly that in the U.S. there
can be no anti-capitalism that is gen
uine unless it is first of all anti-im
perialist.

So it becomes vital to be very spe
cific in understanding that the idea of
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holding rent' until buUdingsarecleaned
up, college students demonstrating a-,
gainst budget cuts and for open admis
sions. And in every struggle, to varying
degrees , the Black Panther Party has
been central in interpreting the situa
tion, helping in organizational work, pro
viding the backbOne for militancy and
struggle. Panthers have been active at
the st. Nicholas Welfare Center shut
down in Harlem, the Lincoln Hospital
struggle in the Bronx, P .S. 46 com
munity control fight in Harlem, and in
their own program of providing break
fast for children in Harlem.

The Black Panthers have increasingly
been providing both ideological and prac
tical leadership, and have attracted the
most committed and militant young
people. In short, they have been build
ing their base in the communities and
schools of Harlem, Queens, Brooklyn
and White Plains, among other places.

Just as bad, from the ruling class'
point ofview, is the fact that the rev
olutionary ideology of the Panthers has
led them to reject racism and cultural
nationalism and to build alliances with
revolutionary elements in the white com
munity. The Panthers and various other
movement groups in New York were, at
the time of the bust, in the process of
planning a May Day demonstration at
the Criminal Court Building demanding
the freeing of all political prisoners
and cops out of the schools, among
other things., Of the six Panthers who
attended the first planning meeting, call
ed by SDS, three are now in prison op
the phoney conspiracy charges.

This whole conspiracy (Hogan's and
his friends') coordinates well with the
nation-wide 'plot to destroy the Panthers.

It is no accident that Huey P. Newton
and George Murray are in prison, EI":
dridge Cleaver is in hiding, Bobby-Seale
bas just been added gratuitously to the
Chicago Conspiracy indictments, 19
members of the Chicago Party are being
indicted following a shoot-out with the
Blackstone Rangers, and dozens ofother
brothers are in prison on trumped-up
charges and excessive bail. The ruling
class must react to a revolutionary threat
with repression: it is within this con
text tbat Hogan's "psychedelic freak
out", as one brother called it, must be
seen.

So far, we've given very little atten
tion to the details of the indictment. It
is really Hogan's conspiracy which is

CONTINUED-ON PAGR 11

CONSPIRACY

SMEAR CAMPAIGN
The class D.A. Hogan represents is

losing its grip on New York. As the city
falls apart, they need to strike out at
the people's revolutionary leaders and
also to generate 'racism. Hogan, in an
11 AM press conference, timed to make
the evening papers and TV coverage,
was saying to the people of New York,
"Here are the infamous reverse racist
Black Panthers, who want to kill you as
you'do your Easter shopping, 'as part
of an overall plan to harass and destroy
those elements of society which the
defendants regarded as the power struc
ture' (from the indictment)-.

Hogan's contorted logic made excellent
fuel for racist fears, especially when
accompanied by headlines like« SMASH
PANTHER BOMB PLOT" (NY DAILY
NEWS). Part of the conspiracy against
the Panthers included convicting them
before trial both by raising slander and
by making them agents of the Inter
national Communist Conspiracy. The day
after the indictments, the case was

. kept as lead story by such headlines as,
• cops; cuba helps panthers
prOWl" (NY DAILY NEWS) which in
troduced stories implying that not only
money, but also'direction comes from
Cuba (while the NY POST sees the
money coming from China and only
tunnelled through the Cuban Mission
to the U.N.) That same day, the NY
TIMES reported that two Cuban Mission
officers had been denied re-entry per
mits by the state Department, though
it admitted that formal action declaring
the two officers persona non grata was
not taken because the U.S. could not
prove espionage. The next day was
even better: "SEEK PANTHER LINK
TO STOLEN YOUTH FUNDS" • It seems
that certain unidentified pig sources had
leaked the fact that they are investigating
any possible connections between the
Panther Party and $2.7 million st~en

from the' Neighborhood Youth Corps
(one of the more popular and useful
N. Y. scandals). Nothing has been heard
about this' matter since, though the reac
tionary Spanish press ran the headline
even better than the DAILY NEWS:
"TIE PANTHERS TO THEFT FROM THE
POOR"

Counterposed to this decay and crisis
j.n New York's social institutions the
radical movement is poised for a spring
offensive: high school students beginning
to unite to shut down their racist, ex
ploitative prisons, parents demanding
control over these same schools, wel
fare ~others tearirg up the bureau
cratic centers which hold power over
them, hospital workers and community
leaders kicking the city administrators
out and running services themselves,
tenants 'fighting urban renew3.l, or with--

tinnes. What is the city power structure's
response? More middle-income apart
ments. What is the ghetto residents'
response? Tenants unions and rent
strikes.

In a city where almost one fourth
of the work force is employed by city
and state governments, the Taylor Act
denies public employees the right to
strike' and imposes a fine of two days
wages for everyone day struck. Rem
ember the growing poverty of the local
governments due to the fact that wage
earners are over-taxed to support im
perialist armies and corporate profits,
and consider how much conflict this
repressive act produces.

The President of City College and
27 department heads resigned because
the State Legislature refused to grant
adequate funds for the City University
to open in the fall. Thousands of stu
dents marched on Albany last month,
and SDS has been out interpreting the
budget cuts to fellow students an(j t!le
community at large.

Last, put not least, the city sales
tax, the most regressive of all taxes,
w'ent up to a whopping 6% on April 1.
On April 2, the indictment for con
spiracy was handed down against the
21 Panthers.

SPRING OFFENSIVE

URBAN REMOVAL

blaming the situation on "outside agi
tators· .

Welfare, too, is in a state of col
lapse. While mani clients do not even
have case-workers, services are being
drastically cut. Last fall special grants
for furniture and clothes were standard
ized at an unlivable level, and just two
weeks ago the food allotment for child
ren was cut from $0.85/day to $0.60,
thereby saving $128 million. All this
in a city with some of the highest prices
in the country. Welfare rights groups
are growing stronger and more militant,
yet still no response is forthcoming
from the city's power structure.

Black and Hispanic communities are
also demanding adequate health-care,
instead of the over-crowded, under
staffed, filthy holes known by the ruling
class and middle <;lasses as" city hos
pitals" and by the people as «slaughter
houses". Mental health workers at Lin
coln Hospital in the Bronx as well as
medical workers at Harlem Hospital have
joined with the community to demand
better facilities and community control,
so that the hospitals serve the needs
of the people, not the big private un
iversity hospital empires that control
them.

Urban renewal destroys thousands of
low-income dwellings and replaces them
with middle-income units, as on the
Upper West Side, while hundreds of
thousands of buildin[s rank as substan
dard or slum units. Rents are on the
rise, apartments are unobtainable and

·1nadeQ.wrt1r,1llla 1he housiiig crisis con--

No evidence other than the flimsiest
circumstantial sort is offered by the good
D.A., but, in reality, none is needed:
the Panthers, being in the vanguard of
the black liberation movement, are guilty
of anything for that fact alone, and just
as important, the Panther scapegoat is
necessary to build up racism and divert
people's attention from the real crisis
in the city.

The one starting point for any analysis
of the attack on the Panthers is the
recognition that crises in New York's
social institutions--schools, hospitals,
welfare, housing, universities, taxes-
are developing at a rate much faster
than normal in this city, already un
inhabitable for the working-class. In a
sense, the deterioration that mOJ;ibund
imperialism is causing nation-wide is
concentrated and, magnified in the nerve
center of the monster itself.

Not only, do the schools, for example,
function objectively as prisons, but now
all pretense to " education- has been
dropped thanks to the racist teachers'
strike of the first two months of the
school year. Parents in black and His
panic communities are demanding com
munity contrOl, while high school and
junior high students are trying to break
out of the repression-tracking cage they
are caught in. All expectations hold that
this spring will see the greatest blow
up in history in the schools. Already
the School is countering unrest with
repression--armed cops patrol every
school and some are in a state ofsiege.
t.indsay himself has gone on record
I

STATE OF SIEGE

Because of the growing power
of the Black Panther Party in New
York and the ruling class's inabili
ty to cope with the deteriorating sit
uation in Fun City's social instituti
ons, the Black Panther' Party has
found itself the victim of a conspiracy
by Lindsay, District Attorne'y Frank
Hogan, ami the mass media to destroy
the Party. According to the ridiculous
indictment produced by Hogan and _hJ_~

grand jury, 21 Panther i members and
leaders conspired to commit murder and
arson by blowing up various police stations,
the New Haven RR tracks, department stores
filled with Easter shoppers, and the Bronx Botan-
ical Gardens for good measure. Ransom for each of the 21
has been set at $100,000.

by Gerald Lefcourt
and Mark Rudd
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The day after the community showed
the CCC they meant business "Cha Cha"
was picked up by the police while rapping
to some guys on a street corner. He fig
ured it was for the CCC disturbance,
but when they got him to the station he
was tOld, "we just want to talk to you...
we want to open lines of communication
to the community.- 'It 'was the standard
ploy and "Cha Cha" didn't bite--no com
munication.

So the pigs pulled out two old warrants
and busted him on them. In 1967 he had
been told that the warrants had been
cleared in court, but that didn't make
much difference. The bond was $2500.
The money was raised and "Cha Cha"
was out in threEQ hours. But he said the
pigs had been talking to each other about
the realty company and CCCthing,
making sllre he heard them talking, but
they didn't have charges to use against
him---yet.
. That night there was a Community

School Planning Committee meeting to
elect officer-s which took place at a local
high school. Among the J51acks, whites
and Latiris'electedwas i'Cha Cha", who
was elected vice-president. During the
meeting people became aware that there
were at least 14 plainclothes pigs in the
crowd, who admitted who they were_9nly
after being recognized andpointediout.
Then someone carne in and said there

ENTER THE PIGS - OINK OINK

',' .~ ~:.'_' i,~ ;i-ra,- b('~" '::'J""1i ~11':... d

, conne.ctlon between the real estate c~rn
pany, the political machine of the com
munity, and the localbanks~ The leaflet
asked people to support YLO when future
actions were taken. The research, the
facts that got' out in the leaflet were
important in winning the support of the
Latin colony and its allies. -

In January the all white Community
Conservation Council (CCC) which deals
with "urban renewal" met. Latins from

,the area atten'ded the meeting along with
the Young Lords. When the members of
CCC saw the Young Lords, they got
uptight, decided there was no quorum
present and told some of the, CCC
members to leave. Seeing what was
happening the Latins got pissed off. Not
only weren't they represented on the
CCC, not only were they never told of
the meetings which decided which houses
in their cornmunity would be torn down
and which remain, but the CCC was now
refusing to meet in their prescence. Too
much! An argument broke out which re
sulted in overturned chairs, a broken dis
play, and shattered windows.

It was clear: if the CCC could not or
would not serve the community and be
under the control of the community, it
could not exist. The next month the CCC
voted unanimously (after plenty of pres
sure had been applied) not to meet again
until the committee had a majority- of
Latin and Afro-American representa
tives.

A NEW MILITANCY
In December' oi, 1968 YLO' found

that three realty companies in the area
(Bissell, Crown,and Romano)were plan
ning to move out all the Puerto Ricans
from the community. These companies
were figuring to bUy' up the buildings
'with Latin bars, grocery and clothing
stores, and convert the buildings so that
other businesses would occupy them and
so the people who the Latin businesses
served would move. Puerto Ricans didn' t
go for that shit, and the win~ows of the
realty co.mpanies were busted three, dif
fenant times.

One of the realtors (Fat Larry) started
'making ·the ,rounds of Latin families and
storeowners waving a gun in their faces
and' trYing to ,get them to say that YLO
had broken the windows, talking about
how he was going to blow'some Puerto
Rican brains out. Because of his har
assment of families YLO decided to
mobilize a demon.§tr,ation and go talk to
Fat Larry. On January 11, community
people and YLO marChed outside the
realty office carrYing posters while
·Cha Cha- went into the office to see

;';'

now included, Puerto Ricans, Blacks,
Anglos, and other Latins in the area.

A series of fund raising socials was
held in' February. Money was used to
hold a community summer picnic, co
sponsor a drug education program, give
a "Month of Soul Dances" with the Black
stone Rangers, give Christmas food
baskets and toys, to needy families, and
try to get an office for the organization.
But' through all this time members of
the YLO began to realize that often they
were acting like social workers, not
getting at the root causes of .the com
munity problems.

One of the things that taught YLO
members that an attack on the root causes
of their problems was first necessary,
and second possible, was the develop
ment of relations with groups from other
communities and parts of the,' country:
Meetings with people who were con
ducting other kinds of struggle, who had
experience in organizing, and also those
who were facing similar problems hel
ped YLO to broaden its goals.

For example, in October YLO was in
vited to take part in a meeting with all
Latin organizations and organizers in
Chicago~ One thing tqat was discussed
was a possible Educa'iional and Train
ing Program for the Latin community
with emphasis on youth. (Clll,cago has
100,000 Puerto Ricans, 190,000 Mexi
cans, and 60,000 Cubans). At the city
meeting people from YLO met with other
organi,zers and formed strong links with
some of them. As a result a YLO mem
ber 'went to an International Conference
in-, Canada~ Through this-broadeI)lng of.
contact, YLO became informed about
what was happening in the rest of the
country with other Latin groups who were
engaged in struggle.

~;::.
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terested in "helping" them--mostly by
getting them to play basketball at a
local church even though most of the
gI,lys had problems with police, parole
officers, drugs, and all the rest.

In 1964 "Cha Cha" Jiminez was el
ected chairman of the Young Lords. He
was one of three who 'were still around
from the original founders. At that time
the group began having social activities
at a local YMCA, At one of these gath
erings trouble broke out over girls,
glue- sniffing, and hassles caused by con-

'fusion over membership ,in the various
branches or the organization~ A lot of

, guys ,got busted, including "Cha 'Cha" ,
and had'to do some tfme. In 1965 "Cha
Clla- got out, organized the club again,

, . and statteCi a group of Lorde'ttes who
had their own chairwomen. More socials
than before were part of the revival.

Early in 1966 Orlando Davila, another
of the orii?;inal seven, took over as
chairman. His term was short, since
some of the Young Lord leaders and
many of the members were out of Chi
cago or in jail and the organization
suffered. During this time the YLO

... :- ..
.......:.:: ....
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How did a Latin street gang in Chicago develop
into a political group that recognizes the need to
build ,~"va.Ilf;uard revolutionary group of Latin
Americans?

,BY Hilda Vasquez Ignatiri
Young Lords Organization, Chicago

The Puerto Rican colony of Chicago
is on the north side of the city. Division
Street, scene of the 1966 rebellion, runs
down the center of it. There are some
black people with more and more mov
ing in, and a large number of Anglos
(mostly Polish horne owners) who live
in,the area. Throughout the area there
are at least fifteen gangs ~d clubs
with many members and sympathizers.
Their ages range from 12 to 27, with
each person belonging to only one group.

The Young Lords Organization (YLO),
centered in the Lincolq Park area, is the
first (If, these youth gfQUPS to move in a

~l1Ositive; conscious Political direction.
They see the need' for unity"with other
Latin groups, and seek to implement it.
They are seeking to build an organiza
tion that can build mass consciousness
and prepare the way for fundamental,
necessary changes. They understand that
to be relevant and effective they must be
both politically advanced and prepared
to defend the Latin colony and its people.

How did it happen? In the hope that the
story will be helpful to people organizing
in Latin American communities across

">; t" j

Q.wrR
9Y
PEOPLE:

Johnson told Police Commander Bra
ash that such-police presence hardly en
couraged a peaceful and democratic
meeting and was especially unfortunate
since men like the Young Lords were
actively participating in these types of
community activities. The commander
said he wasn't going to have a repeat
of what happened at the CCC meeting,
that he would have police at whatever
meeting the YLO attended to make sure

were twelve squad cars outside the build
ing. People were mad. A local minister
who attended the meeting, Bruce Johnson,
later went to see the local police com
mander about it.

/lIF THIS KEEPS UP I'LL .• •/1

Fat Larry.
Larry pulled out a .38 pistol and a

machine carbine. He heid one in each
hand while his sidekick called the pigs.
Ten squad cards were on the scene
instantly, to "protect" Larry and his
guns. The pigs searched "Cha Cha"
while Larry kept him covered, and
other pigs dispersed the p'i!ople out
side. Like "Cha Cha" later told a group
of community people: "When you have
money, the pigs are on your side. You
"an buy the right to threaten people
with guns, especially if the people you
threaten are Puerto Rican or poor".

The next day YLO put out a leaflet
informing the rest of the community
of what had happened,' detailing- the

CHA=. \.
, \.

A NEW ORGANIZATION
In January 1968 "C-ha Cha" returned

to Chicago, reorganized the Young Lords,
and incorporated the Lordettes in the'
YLO. As in earlier reorganizations, the
purposes of the group shifted with this
reorganization. Reflecting the tensions
within society, the growth of movement
in minority communities, the lessons
learned from pigs and prisons, and es
pecially advances and struggle in the
black community, YLO sought to 'unite
the people in the community to fight for
improvements. Unity meant that YLO

managed to open a coffe'ehouse called
Uptight #2. But by the summer of 1967
the coffeehouse was the only remnant
left of the Young Lords.

--photoS: YLO NEWSLETTER

GANG YEARS
The Young Lords were formed in 1959

by seven youths. At that time many Puerto
Ricans were getting beaten up by white
gangs-in the area, so the seven formed
their own gang for protection. The main
purpose and activity was fighting with
Italians, "Billigans- (hillbillies), as well
as other Latin gangs for control of hang
outs, streets, turf. The club grew large
and powerful quickly, and formed bran
ches in surrounding areas and high
schools so other Latins cQuId join and
have hang-outs of their own.

During the gang years the YLO was
plagued by social workers who were in-

the country this article will discuss the
development of the YLO up to the pres
ent time.
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trouble was stopped before it began. After
all, his job was to protect property, and
citizens would have to get used to police
at meetings attended by the Young Lords.
Until he was convinced that YLO was
capable of respecting property and exer
cising creative, responsible citizenship,
police would be where the Young Lords
were.

Commander pig was sorry that this
disturbed citizens, but after all, he had
a job to do. He indicated thaUfthe Young
Lords and" Cha Cha" continued to do what
they had been doing then he would find a
way to put" Cha Cha" or anyone else who
acted that way into the pen for good,

And not long afterwards the comman
der tried to do just that.

THE BUST

On January 30th "Cha Cha" took a
friend to the welfare office. The two of
them and other recipents had been there
all day with no result. At closing time
the women decided they would stay there
until they were taken care of, and some
one accidentally knocked over'a coffee
pot.

The Assistant Director of the Welfare
office shoved two women aside in order
to rush over and protect sacred Cook
County property. "Cha Cha" went up to
him, shoved him and said, "Push ME,
mother fucker". The pigs were called and
the assistant director pressed assault
and battery charges.

When taken to the police station there
was another warrant for his arrest,
sworn out by the director of the CCC.
The pigs searched for needle marks
on his arms and legs, and questioned
him about draft resistance. Then he was
jailed on the two charges: assault and
battery ($5000 bail); and mob action (also
$5000). A thousand bucks had to be
raised to get him out. It was raised the
same night and he was bailed out.

The next day representatives of var
ious organizations and churches met to
discuss police harassment as part ofthe
political repression of the Young Lords.
The group decided to raise money for
YLO and to set up an on-going bail
fund for the Lincoln Park area. The
group talked about sending a delegation
to Commander Braash. In the end it was
decided that those who wanted should go
to the monthly Police-Community work
shop, which would be held in two weeks.

POLICE COMMUNITY WORKSHOP

The meeting was scheduled to start
at 8, but people started coming at 7:20.
YLO came with signs: WE WILL NOT
TOLERATE PIG ABUSE. PIGS NEED
SPORTS CENTERS TO KEEP THEM OFF
THE STREET AND END VIOLENCE.
YLO SERVES AND PROTECTS. HANDS
OFF eHA CHA. Guys put the posters
up on the wall and the meeting was
ready to start.

By 7:30, 300 people were in a room
seating only 150. YLO had mobilized

Latins wbile a group called the Con
cerned CItizens of Lincoln Park had
organized Anglos...all by word of mouth.
Apparently pig" intelligence" hadn't been
hip to it in advance, and they were
falling all over themselves trying to deal
with the scene.

People fUled the seats, the aisles,
sat on tables and desks, lined up double
against the wall so everybody could get
inside. For the time being, the people
had taken over the police station.

At 8 the minutes were'read. Then a
Puerto Rican "Tom" tried to introduce
the scheduled speaker. Latins yelled at
him, "Shut Up Uncle Tom!". A minister
moved that the agenda be changed be
cause people had questioI\s for the Com-
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mander. Chairman "Tom" refused to
consider the motion, and loud jeers
broke out. People began to yell, "We
demand our rights! We demand our
rights!" Commander pig and "Tom"
conferred. An uncomfortable commander
then agreed to answer questions, "if he
could". Before he started he called for
a sergeant to come in, while plainclothes
men were taking pictures like crazy.
People demanded they stop, called for a
vote. The Commander was reluctant.
The vote was unanimous. They stopped
taking pictures.

SKINNING THE PIG

Reverend Jonnson began the qtJestion
ing by repeating what commander pig had
said to him about putting "Cha Cha"
away for good. Braash said he didn't
remember saying that and continued to
feign ignorance of events in the com
munity. People were yelling, "lying pig" ,
and assorted "mother-fuckers" after
every answer. The only straight answer
he gave was, yes, they were most likely
investigating the YLO. He said police
probably came to YLO in answer to
annonymous phone calls. Someone asked
him if police could function without little
old ladies calling up to tell them about
"crime a,qd violence" •

He was asked about the kUling by a
pig of a 15 year ~ld black youth a few
weeks before. He said, "according to the
officer's report, a call came in saying
a burglary was in progress. When the
officer arrived at the scene it was dark.
The offic.er 'heard' the youth charge at
him ,with a knife and shot him in self
defense". Commander pig was satisfied
with the officer's conduct.

Uncle Tom figured his Commander
had suffered enough indignity and tried
to end the meeting. He ignored a motion
passed to continue the meeting. The
meeting ended- - the first where the Young
Lords and community people had done
a fine job of exposing the real criminals'
and murderers in the streets of our com
munities.

The establishment press picked up on'
the meeting. Their reports explained
regretfully that the confrontation had
prevented two officers from receiving
awards for shooting burglars.

Political and police harassment hasn't
ceased. Since the meeting YLO members,
including "Cha Cha" have been picked up
often, USUally released once at the sta
tion. In some cases money has had to be
raised to bail out those who were held
for crimes like upside down license
plates. If January and February are any
indication of what 1969 wUl be like for
Puerto Ricans in Chicago then the ans
wer of the Young Lords is ..."Right on
Brothers!"

THIRD WORLD UNITY

On the weekend of February l5-l6th
YLO and BAD co-sponsored a Third
World Unity Conference. B.A.D. stands

for Black, Active and Determined and is
a group of young black men and women
organizing in and around the, Cabrini
housing projects, just south of the Lin
coln Park area. BAD has been organ
izing for over a year, in high schools
as well as the community. The theme
of the conference was "Non-Whites and
Latins Unite in the Third World". Sev
eral workshops were part of the pro
gram, along with speakers from BAD,
YLO and the Chicago Black Panther
Party. Plans for further talks and dis
cussions were set up between the three
groups.

At a later meeting of the groups, the
Young Patriots, a southern white group
from the Uptown area became part of

the coalition. The Young Patriots have
been organizing white youths and com
munity people around simUiar issues as
YLO has and are working a few blocks
north of Lincoln Park.

These meetings· have resulted in a
coalition of support between the groups
for future actions a,gainst the pigs of
Chicago.

A YLO NEWSPAPER

The Young Lords have also begun
publishing a monthly newspaper.~·The
paper is in both Spanish and .English,
and has many articles on local struggles
and problems. In addition there are
articles like: "Chicago Blacks Mourn
Malcolm," "Uptown Confronts Pigs",
reprints from the Black Panther paper,
well written articles on Nixon man
euvers, mUlionaire tax dodges, Cuba,
Latin history and national liberation
struggles.

An editorial called "Why a YLO news
paper?" says, in part, "A Latin Am
erican Movement is developing in Chi
cago for the purposes of putting an end
to the injustices, suffering and exploita
tion which is forced upon our people.
YLO considers itself as part of that
movement--a movement that wants a
new society in which all people are
treated as equal; a society whose wealth
is controlled and shared by all its
members, and not by a few; a society
in which men and women view each other
as brothers and sisters and not as people
to be exploited and hated." After speak
ing of police brutality, community con
trol, jobs, housing, and imperialism a;nd
the need to overcome tendencies toward
reformism in the Latin American move
ment, the editorial hopes that the tool
of a newspaper can h"ln aid the de
velopment or political consciousness 10

the community and in YLO. help develop
revolutionary goals, people, strategy
and contacts.

The editorial ends: "The YLO news
paper exists for the benefit of the Latin
American community. We welcome 'all
news items and suggestions as to how
to make YLO serve more effectively."

MORE ORGANIZATION

As the Young Lords Organization dem
onstrated to the Latin Colony that it
was truly committed to protecting the
interests of Latins in Chicago, its sup
port grew. Many young people and adults
wanted to join. But YLO felt that it
needed to clarify the path it was taking,
to strengthen itself to more effectively
tackle the job that had to be done.

YLO realized that its members had
to develop greater political conscious
ness and sophistication if they were to
help provide leadership to the Chicago
Latin movement. Thus, YLO again re
organized.

During the next few months before
summer, YLO wUl spend most of its
energies in e?ucating itself: learning

more about the capitalist system In the
U.S. and its effects; the results of Am
erican imperialism in Latin America,
especially Puerto Rico and Mexico; the
interests being served by the educational,
welfare, health and "protective" institu
tions, in localcommunitiesj and learning
from the experiences of revolutionaries
like Huey Newton, Albizu Campos, Jose
Marti, Che Guevara, and others. In
addition, YLO will reach out to other
Latin groups and individuals and recruit
the most politically advanced people in
order to develop a network of Latin
organizers throughout the city that co
ordinate their activities and share sim
ilar understanding ofwhat is happeninl!: in
this country, in the Third World, and

what needs to be done to change it.
Besides setting up study groups for

all its members and training in karate,
YLO wUl participate in Latin activities
that require protection from the pigs and
in co-sponsoring events that aim atedu
cating the people as to what is happening
and what Latins need to do in order to
resolve the present situation. By the
middle of the summer, YLO should be
prepared to work out a more systematic
ottensive against the injustices plaguing
the Latin colony.

There are 350,000 Latins within the
city of Chicago, and 12 mUlion Latins
in the U.S. (not counting the 2 and 1/2
mUlion in Puerto Rico). In light of their
objective conditions, iUs clear that basic
change in this country, and thus through
out the world, wUl require the mobiliza
tion and leadership of brown people-
as well as black people. The developing
Latin struggles for independence and
freedom in the Southwest, in Puerto
Rico, aJld in the northern cities wUl
be a key part ofthe present revolution.

, . ft \'UER~
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on chevronsfrike

:J '" ()

by Bob Avakian
The 'oil workers' strike against Chevron (Stan

dard Oil puppet) ended abruptly last week. It was
sold out by the fat cats who make up the inter
national bureaucracy of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers. Under· the misleadership of the past Pres
-ident O.A. Knight, the international apparatus of the
union was using the members' money (maiIl1y dues)

collaborate with the Central Intelligence Agency
.;receiving in turn, funds from several C.I.A.

~-.il?~

that standard not only controlled the cops
and used them to break strikes:. but

. used them to oCcupy the black com
munity, where people are dally subjected
to terror ·and even murder by the pigs.
I also pointed out that the bosses use
international cops to murder people who
try to take the resources of their own
land from companies. like standard. And
I stressed the crucial role the students
and others who identify poUticaily with
the world-wide resistance movement
iiad played in supporting- the' ~rfke and
helping to get the boycott going.

the same time they would have to over
come the inevitable resistance of the
labor bureaucrats to win supporUroin the
ranks of working people. The rank and
file also faced the problem of being un
prepared for such an all out, protracted
struggle. But at least part of the blame
for this Ues with the leadership of local
1-561, which failed to rally strong sup
port for a wildcat walk-out last year
which erupted when a mwtant young
worker was fired. Tbe:tWidcat ended
in the firing o~.3'1iiiiWli& who went
out in soU ...
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(,y. 1>,.... 1-
of the strike within bouMs acce'PtabIe
to the bourgeoisie.

FUTURE STRATEGY

"- .,(' ~ 1\( ....

tA~m,' either in one caucl,(s or in co-:~
al1tion.

(('1t.

imperial1sm-~'for;:the students to join
the picket line a,t: standard. Mi\tly, stu

, dents' who turned out for the mass
mobilizations . did return in, smaller
groups and spent considerable time 'ex
changing experiences and political ideas
with the o'n workers. And as I wrote in
the last article, the anti-imperialist
ideology--the support for the liberation
of oppressed ,peoples--that the students
brought to the picketlines w1ll ultimately

:-6~i&;t;i==~~stvalue to the workers.

:~

i'J These students increasingly d1scov~
er~, through confrontation and struggle,
that the ·factoryzation" of the university
was . rooted in the basic structure and
development of society. Some stUdents,
unable to cope with this realization,
"dropped out". But many began to in
vestigate more thoroughly the nature of
the system that had created their own
alienation.

CONTINUED ON PAGEl!

~RED PAPERS
What has Mao got to do with making

the revolution in the US? Do we need
a Marxist-Leninist Party? IS the
working class the vanguard?

READ the RED PAPERS, a pam
phlet published by the Bay Area Rev
olutionary Union. It includes:"State
ment of Principles of the Bay Area
R. U.• , U Against the Brainwash: A
Defen,se of Marxism-Len1n1sm" ,and
"Serve the People".

Send 25¢ to: Bay Area R. U.
Box 291
1230 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, Ca. 94133

Bulk Rates Ava1lable

Bob Avakian, steve Hamilton,
Bruce Franklin

-- Correspondence Committee of
Bay Area Revoliltionary Union.
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Whil~ constant military confronta
tions take place on the borders of
the Arab territories occupied by im
perialist Israeli forces during the
June blitzkrieg, an Arab nationalist
liberation movement, Al Fateh, op
erates behind Israeli lines. Var
iously slandered or ignored in the
media, Al Fateh here presents its
position. The statement below is a
press releasedatedJanuary, 1968.

The Palestine Revolutionary Liberation Movement
~Al Fat~hl, t~ this-1tr_~.K.enex:~ international comm
unique to the world press, wishes to clarify certain
misunderstandings concerning its operations and the
nature of the struggle now being waged by the Arab
Palestinian people against the Israeli invader.

The Palestine problem is essentially the problem
of an entire people, the Arab majority of Palestine.
uprooted and expelled from their 'homeland in order
to permit the establishment of Israel. As a result,
before the June 1967 aggression, nearly a million and
a half Arab Palestinians were forced to live as refugees
in numerous camps throughout the Arab World. surviv
ing 300,000 inside IsraeChave beengrosslydiscrimin
ated against by that regime and denied jobs and educa
tionalopportunities and every human right. For two
decades Israel has denied the Arab refugees' contin
ual requests to return to their homeland.

UN POWER
At first the expelled, suffering Palestinian people

looked to the United Nations to resolve their tragedy.
However in 20 years this international organization has
failed to resolve their problem. Moreover, its many
resolutions stating that refugees should be allowed to
return to their country or receive compensation were
never implemented. All this time, Israel continued to
elaborate and perfect its expansionist plans. These
were expressed in the 1956 Tripartlte aggression when
Israel occupied Sinai and the Gaza Strip for four months
in defiance of the U.N.'s admonition towiUdraw. They
were revealed beyond a doubt once again alter the June
aggression when Israel occupied and boasted oUts un
lawful annexation of the Western Bank of the Jordan
River, the Gaza Strip, the southern portion of Syria
and the holy city of Jerusalem in defiance of all inter
national law and in complete contempt of the Charter of
the United Nations, the Geneva 'Conventions, and the
Declaration of Human Rights. Today the UnitedNatio!!~_
has revealed its inability to impose a just solution
'to the Palest1n1an tragedy, by failing to reach an agree
ment concerning the withdrawal of the aggressor from
the occupied territories.

MORE COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES

It must be admitted that over the years several
Arab leaders have exploited the Palestine problem for
their own benefit. Moreover the successive Arab SUm
mit Conferences have failed to give the Palestinian
people their due support. Similarly.jtmustbeacknow
ledged that the PLO (Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion) headed by Ahmed Shukairy failed to liberate
Palestine. Although progressive Palestinian elements
genuinely wanted the latter organization to represent
the Palestinian people, certain reactionary forces tried
to use it to dominate the Palestinians. Today the PLO,
this pseudo-liberation organization, is no longer play
ing any significant role in the liberation of Palestine.
The reason being that it did not spring from the masses
themselves but was artificially imposed from above.

The suffering and frustration of the Palestinian
people over the years gave rise to a new, truly popular
dynamic Palestinian liberation movement which ex
pressed the people's revolt against the Israeli invader•
Al Fa~",h (the Palestine National Liberation Movement)
which was forced to operate clandestinelyin the occupi
ed land began in 1965 to carry out overt guerilla oper
ations sabotaging Israeli military and strategic install
ations in order to weaken and unnerve the oppressor
who was threatening our people's very existence as a
nation as well as menacing the entire ArabWorld. Until
the June 1967 aggression, these operations -- which
received immediately the enthusiastic support of the
Palestinian Arabs throughout the ArabWorld -- had to
be waged from the outside. However, the six-day war

-and the catastrophtc- effects it had on the entire Pales-
tinian population inside and outside Israel brought about
new conditions in their struggle to liberate their home
land. Ironically enough, due to the new border which
Israel now claims for itself, the Palestinians found
them selves confronting a common Zionist enemy en
tirely within the territorial boundarl~.,offormer Pal
estine. Moreover. the fascist repression which Israel
began to implement against the Arab inhabitants alter
the cease-fire engendered a resistance movement sim
ilar to that in Vietnam. This popular rebellion against
repression is being admitted byIsrael. Its proportions
and concrete manifestations can no longer be ignored
or denied by Israeli spokesmen.
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CONCENTRATION CAMP, UNRWA STYLE

FUTURE PALESTINlAN GUERRILLAS

THE MOVEMENT

A PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT
Immediately alter the aggression, Al Fateh be,gan

clandestinely organizing tbe Arab people in the newly
occupied as well as formerly occupied territories, and
encouraged them to have 'confidence in their own ab1l1ty
to liberate their homeland. Led by their vanguard, the
Palestine National Liberation Movement (AI Fateh),
they are now resisting -a vastly superior m1l1taryene
my in their midst by every means at their disposal:
strikes, non-cooperation, boycotts of Israeli goods,
denunciation of repressive measures and annexations,
etc. Under Al Fateh's coordination, political and reli
gious p-arsonalities have refused to implement the ene
mY's decrees, teachers are refusing to reopen the
schools and school children are staying away from
classes so long as their homeland is dominated by this
hostile power.

During this post-aggression period, Al Fateh' s arm
ed wing, Al-Assifa, has also been intensifying its m1li
tary and sabotage operations against Israeli installa
tions including m1l1tary camps and stores, electric
power plants and railways, in order to undermine the
enemY's economy and weaken its ab1l1ty to dominate
our people.Isr~el's industrial plants, printing press
es, administrative centers and param1litary kibbutzim
now being implanted in the newly occupied zones are
also being attacked by Al Fateh's commandos causing
great damage and casualities and increasing I : tension
in Israel. OUr people have realized that no other course
is open to them if they are not to live in slavery.

The occupation of all Palestine by Israel made poss
ible one of Al Fateb's most important long range ob
jectives -- the transference of all its m1l1tary bases
into the occupied homeland. This transference has now
been completed. From these many well-hidden, well
stocked bases, Palestinian commandos -- most ofthem
dedicated peasants and students -- are now operating
dozens of times daily through out the old and newly
occupied areas. No part of Israel, no Israeli install
ation, no Israeli target is out of their reach and that
regime may henceforth expect the steadily increasing
disruptio n of its colonialist existence in the weeks
and months to come. This undermining of the Israeli
Zionist existence will continue until Palestine has been
restored to its rightful owners, the Palestine Arabs, ,
who have lived on this land alongside the' Jewish min~

ority uninterruptedly for 4000 years. '
Al Fateh,the Palestine National Liberation Move

ment, wishes to point out, however, that its operations
which today enjoy the support of the entire Pales
tinian people, are in no way aimed at the Jewish
people as such, with whom they lived in harmony
in the past for so many centuries. Nor does it intend
to "push them into the sea.- This resistance and the
liberation movement Al Fa,teh is coordinating, is aim
ed solely at .the Zionist-m1l1tary-fascist regime which
has usurped our homeland and expelled and repressed
our two million people, condemning them to life of des
titution and misery.

Al Fateh also wishes to correct once and for all
Zionist insinuation that this "terrorist- movement is
inspired and directed from outside by such countries
as Syria, Jordan and Algeria. Under the conditions
existing in the MIddle East today, no such foreign
imposed movement could long survive for it would
soon be rejected by the people. On the other hand, the
Palestinian people's liberation movement has arisen
out of their desperate frustration and deep aspira
ations for liberty, justice and dignity in their own
self-administered historical homeland. To this it
owes its strength.

The world should recall that those who have suffer
ed most of all from the Israeli existence for the last
two decades are the Palestinian people. And the world
should note that those who are today taking 'up arms
to engage wholeheartedly, unitedly and courageously in
combating the brutal Israeli oppressor in guerilla war
fare, under the leadership of Al Fateh, are the Pales
tinian people. Their reaction to the napalm bombings,
strafings, evictions, summary executions, plundering,
brutality, imprisonment, desecration violations and
countless other crimes of fascist Israel in recent
months has been this spontaneous people's armed up
surge in defence of their dignity and their usurped
rights. The movement Al Fateh is leading is the org
anized expression of this people's liberation struggle
whose counterparts are to be found throughout the
world, wherever fascist and imperialist aggression is
being waged -- in Vietnam, South Africa, Angola,Boli
via or elsewhere. In occupied Palestine as in these
countries the humble, ordinary SUbjugated people are
taking up arms in self-defence and for the eventual
liberation of their homeland.

Today, the Arab people of Patestinehavedecidedto
take their destiny into their own hands. Today, with
arms and courage they are restoring their own lost
dignity. Tomorrow, following a long tenacious struggle
at the cost of many martyrs, -- a struggle which will
undOUbtedly have the support of the entire Arabliber
ation movement and the progressive peoples of the
world -- theY~illrestore their beloved homeland, Pal
entine. Al .Fateh and the entire Palestinian people
wholly believe in their just cause and their ultimate
victory. And they also know that on the day the nag
of Palestine is hoisted over their freed, democratic,
peaceful land, a new era will begin in which the Pales
tinian Jews will again live in harmony, side by side
with the original owners of the land, the Arab Pales
tinians.
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The 27, their fathers, their fathers,
for 200 years have been the victims of
the system of m1l1tarydiscipline.· But
it's a new era now, a new generation. And
they're ca.l1ing attention to it· to the
nation and the world.'THERE'S NO WAY
THE ARMY CAN STOP THIS MOVE
MENT ONCE ITS REACHED INTO THE
GIS. They can't stop it. Can't, when a
mother like Ginger Bunp.!l.tmother of
me man who was murdered by a Pres
idio guard just before the protest) has
said NO. My son was murdered and Pm
gonna show why. Murdered by the U.S•
Army, by Larsen and Presidio....QfficJaJs.

They can't stop it. Because who are
these 27, these 14? Some people might
think theY're nuts, or trOUblemakers,
or peaceniks. But they're part of the
GI subculture. Their average age is 19,
the average grade they reached in school
is lOth grade, there's only one high
school grad among the 14, and his
parents are both Air Force lifers. Five
of the 14 have parents who are either
retired or present lifers in the service.
They're 'the drop outs, the poor white
drop outs, from the suburbs, the little
towns like San Leandro and El Cer
rito. The guys who pumped gas into
YOUr cars when you passed through.

These are the people who said NO!
These are the people who sat in, who
demanded that the nation put an end to
the mU1tary system of justice, put an
end to it. I'm going to close but befor.e
I close I want to ask everybody to sta,nd
up, rise to their feet and give an ovation
for these men, for these heroes inside
the Presidio stOCkade.

The ovation began. The next day the
fort Ord court martial began. The mo
tion for change of venue was denied.As
of this writing the court martial panel
has just been whittled down, as lawyers
for both sides made use of the chal
lenges given them to pick a panel from
the group of judges selected by General
Larsen. Terry asked if any of the panel
had strong feelings against psychiatrists,
if any of them would be affected in their
judgement if a "scandal was part of the
case". Newspapers stressed the mys
terious "scandal". What could it be?
Meanwhile the Army took the press on a
tour of the stockade fac1l1ties to show off
the advanced conditions there, and one
official said that guys in the stockade
had life easier than regular enlisted men.

The ArmY's got the power. A court
martial is not only stacked•.•the dealer's
got a gun to the head of every player.
But the Army's runnlng scared. And the
defense is fighting every 'step . of tl£
way. It' s up to a.l1 of us to keep' the pres-
sure UP•

th,em has done it. Nobodv. Because they
Ilon't want a deal, they want justice.
Justice for themselves, for the 27, and
for all Gis. And they're gonna get it.
TheY're gonna get it.
. It's a stacked deck agaiI).St them.

l)tacked. But tha.t doesn't matter. Weare
goinglo' .get an acquittal. Because its'
£oore than 14 or 27. No matter what the
~rmy does it can't stop this, can't stop
Pte spreading movement to build a dem
ocratic army which is arising in this
nation, arising 'up from deep within the

. Army.

NO STOPPING IT

REAL HEROISM

94, mutiny, which can bea capital
offense.

And he decided to convene the court
,martial in' Fort Ord. He did it because·
be knew I had a lot of witnesses who
would .have trouble-getting down there
to that, 37 man courtroom way off from
,everywhere~ Pm gonna move for a chang~

of venue,back to San Francisco, but
it'll fail 'cause Larsen has that power
tob. And he won't move it bick because
he figures the Army won't get a fair
tria.l in the Bay Area. And they wouldn't
either•••look at llll of us here.

. 'But his reaSons for moving it are
~ven more insidious and cruel than that.
He knowsI've got 1~ psychiatrists.w111
ing to testify at the trial and that they
might find it. difficult to <;lome down.
They are volUnteering' cause the men
ain't got no money. But more than that.
When an enlisted man is court-inartialled
he has a r~ght to have one-third of his
court· martial panel be made up of en-

.. listed men. When Congress passed that
they called it "trial by a jury of one
third of your peers." These enlisted
men are invariably 'the "lifers", the
E7s, Eas, and E9s. And Fort Ord is a

. boot camP1 a tra1ning camp and these
. E7s, 8s, and 9s, at Fort Ord are DRILL
INSTRUCTORS, the most brutal and
sadistic ,of all lifers. That's why Larsen
moved the court martial down there.

Larsen also' can assign the type of
court mart.ial.••it's at the discretion of
the convening authority to say whether
a special court martial will be held (no
sentence above six months) or a general
court martial. And he also NAMES THE
MEN WHO TRY IT, who the jurors are.
And when his handpickedboar<;l returns a
.verdict and sentence.it goes back to him.
And- he' has' the power to approve it or
modify it in any way he wants.

So it's not justice, it' s discipline.

,... ~

up

WESTMORELAND'S PROTEGE

I don't have to tell you what took
place at the protest. Just to say that
Senator Allan Cranston has said that in
the three months before the proteSt there
were 54 suicide attempts at the stockade.
Imagine the bestial conditions that could
cause that. And you know what the pro
test was. Twenty seven sitting down in a
peacefUl demonstration, singing freedom
songs like "We Shall Overcome", trying.
to read grlevances about the conditions at
the stockade. People have been shocked
by the sentences already handed down.

-The commanding officer at the Pres- . This demonstration was an alternative
idio is General Stanley Lars(:m. Now to violence. Other prisoners wanted to
Larsen is a protege -of Westmoreland, kill somebody or burn something down.
and came back from Viet Nam in 1966. Why if it was non-violent did the Army
When he got back he held a press con- react like it did? The Army had good
ference in Wasllhgton and told how he .' : cause to react because the peaceful dem
had invaded Cambodian neutrality and - onstration more than a riot challenged
how the U.S. would continue to invade' at its roots the system of m1l1tary jus-
Cambodian neutrality. He came. to the tice.
Presidioabout~threemonths before the That' s why I say that THESE TWENTY
27 demonstrated, in order to put things SEVEN YOt)NG MEN ARE AMONG THE
in order, to stop once arid for all this' GREATEST HEROES OF OUR GENERA-
anti-war nonsense and restlessness a- TION. And,~9remostlamong the 27 are the
mong the troops. He's the conveningauth- ,14 men at Fort Ord who have stuck with
pritv of, tilg COJlrt martial. ()ve:!.il!e_. me as their attorney, have not tried to
advice of his own investigating officers worm ,their way out or make deals.
(2 of'. 3 recommended that charges be ~verydaysomebody says to them•••get
reduced to disobeying ail order) he de- "idof Hallinan and 1t'llgo easy, cop a
cided to. charge the men with article plea, get a. light se~tence. Not one of

FORE MOVED THE ADOPTION OF
THOSE ARTICLES OF W_.\R VERBA
TIM.

That's exactly' what our articles of
war are about, and that's what the men

,inside the Presidio stockade are facing
and that's exactly why.' they .too~ this
courageous and heroic act to protest
and bring to the attention of the Amer-
ican people. . '

So Gis, whether they join up or are
drafted have no rights, they don't have'
the same constitutional rights that every
body else in the country has. No due
process, No free speech. It's not a
system of justice, it's a system of
discipline of the commanding authority•.
Let me tell you what these young men
face..

THERE WAS EXTANT ONE. SYSTEM
OF ARTICLES OF WAR THAT HAD
CARRIED TWO EMPIRES TO THE
HEAD OF MANKIND, THE ROMAN
AND THE BRITISH, AND THE BRIT
ISH WAS MOSTLY A LITERAL
TRANSLATION OF THEBOMAN. IT
WOULD BE m VAIN FOR US TO
SE EK IN OUR INSTITUTIONS OR THE
RECORDS, OF WARLIKE. NATIONS
FOR A MORE COMPLETE SYST.E:M

.OF.MILITARY DISCIPLINE. I THERE

Terry told the crowd he had majored
1Ii American' history and that one of the
fundamental' things he had been taugtlt
was that the United States, unlike many
other countries, had no feudal traditions.
But that ain't true..•from· the beginning
all the way to now the U.S. has had at
least one feudal institution and tradition
--the U.S. Army. See, back in revelu
tionary times there had been a system
of dual power for a while, with a Brit
ish colonial apparatus existing along
side an embryonic government structure
comPOSed of colonialized people, getting
in practice for the takeover. .

And there had been this one committee
that was ,supposed to write up lIew Art..,
icles of War. People .felt the old way
wasn't in keeping with the coming thing,
was aristocratic, pledged to the Queen.
But who was chairman of this com
mittee? John Adams••.anaristocrathim
self. And the Articles of War. that were
adopted weren't revolutionary documents
like the DeClaration of Independence or

. the Bill of Rights. Here's what John
Adams himself said about them in notes
taken at,the time:

. .

On AprJl 6, East~x SW).day, 50,000 mar.ched in San FraQ
ci~c.9.against'the war and in support of the Presidio 27. At
a rally, on the Marina Green Terry Hallinan, the lawyer-for
14' of the GIs, spoke. Several weeks before c at an earlier
rally he had spoken about the COnditions in the Pre~idio

stockade that led to the sit-down, singing demonstration.
This time Terry, due to begin a defense in the general
court martial the next day at Fort Ord, layed down some
thing about the military system of injustice.
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TO THE OAKLAND SEVEN FROM THE OAKLAND TEN THOUSAND

I

When I went for my physical
At the induction Center
They were doing construction work.
So· us poor victims·had to enter
Through a side door to the pounding of jackhammers
Like the-pounding in our heads.

But at the sound of one big blast
Which sorta shook us up at first
(We didn't snap on what it'was)
It had h~rdly passed when
One cat turned to me, and flipped a V, and said
Hope it's those demonstrators at it again.

. Like during, what'd they call it?

Stop the Draft Week, a year ago.
Yeh, that was it. They raised all kinds of hell.

Yeh, I was down here then.
Hey man so was I. I came down and ran around, even though
1 missed work. Hell No We Won't Go, we said.

That was a while ago,
And tonight the Oakland Seven were acqUitted.
Innocent of conspiracy
Guilty of raising an issue
That the jury could well understand:

With a son in Nam
Dollars down the drain
Defeat upon defeat
Deception on deception
Caught napalm-handed
A grandson going to be drafted
Ghettoes going up in flames
Every movement shame
A brother dead.

Tonight the Oakland Seven were acquitted.

A victory to treasure
In an as yet too small collection
And Charlie Garry knows his stuff•
Nobody says the courts are just,
Just that there's nothin like a line
Whose time has come. '
And that constant education
Can cut through obfuscation,

.And that we still got some ri~hts.

Tonight the Oakland Seven were acquitted.

A victory
But still a long long ways to go.
Where will the 7 go?
Where will we 10,000 go?
Maybe in different directions
Maybe. head towards the same place
In different ways
But one thing remains
Once they were all there together
With us ten thousand
And they were right
And we won
A victory.

And look at us now•••where do you work?

Down at that auto plant in Fremont.

1 told him that I knew the seven dudes
They busted for conspiracy
And when he asked what kind of guys they were
1 tpld him they were all good cats•••
They had problems just like you or me
But they had a lotta guts,
And wives, and lovers, and plenty of friends.
'rold ·him they were into different things
But they'd been picked out, were on the line,
And that I didn't know what would happen to them.
We both agreed they should be free.

Hey man•••you see the doctor yet?

Uh Uh. How you tryin' to get out?

New cases coming up
New battles
'We'll remember this then.
New battles
But raise your fist
In happiness tonight . j;,.~"'.,

For the Oakland Seven.

...... " .. ''''r. _-;-

Aw man•••dig this lineup for the slaughterhouse.
Sure hope it's those demonstrators at it again.
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And hope it's those demonstrators at it again.

Lincoln Bergman
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JOIN THE CONSPIRACY

politically,. our concept of defending ourselves does
not involve defending ourselves in a narrow sense.
We don't contemplate demonstrations in our behalf
or the traditional forms of "Save the Chicago 8" or
anything of that kind. We want to press on w!th our
attack against the War in Vietnam, against the un
iversities, against racism and not be tied up by the
conspiracy charges.

People will have to think a1)out de
fending themselves in court, instead of
having a lawyer: This is an obVious
necessity because .of the, situation that
the movement is in--getting more and
more into the shadow of domestic fas
cism. This means that we are going fO
have to win the support of the people.
Weare going to have to identify the
courts as part of the class system.
We're going to have to rely on our
selves for, our own defense much more in
me future. We're going to have to pull
things together, rather than letting in
diViduals and small groups be picked
off and have their cases obscured.

In addition to the newspaper and the
travelling, we also wantto international
ize this issue--to bring to the attention
of world opinion all the political pris
oners in this country, from the GIs in
the stockade to students being kicked
out of schools to people who are in
jail on pot busts. We expect to organize
support in other countries.

We may pick a focus, maybe a week
in tfle fall, in which to have teach-:=inS,
rallies and demonstrations where ali
these issues of repression are brOUght
to' the surface in local communities.
We'll send around a lot of speakers and
information, so that everybody during
that week, gets a good idea of what's
going on.

Charles Garry and William Kunstler
are the main lawyers. Mike Kennedy,
Jerry Lefcourt and Leonard Weinglass
will also work on the case.' The trial
beings September 24. Arthur Kinoy is
going to be sort of the constitutional
theoretician for the case and he may
serve as the informal coordinator for
all cases of this type around the coun
try. This is necessary because it's
clear that the existing strains on legal
resources are going to continue to in
crease, as repression escalates.

The important thing about the lawyers
Is that for the first time in the last few
years, you have really the major move
ment lawyers in the country getting
together on a continental basis, with the
inclusion of the New York lawyers and
Charles Garry, and with Kinoy play
ing kind of a major strategic role. This
Is a major unification of lawyers against
the pattern of repression. This is a key
organizational development.

CONTINENTAL TEAM

A defense office has opened in Chi
cago and there will probably be one in
New York. These offices will do fund
raising, put out educational materials
on the case and conduct some other
work'that we consider important to our
concept of a political defense. -

First. of all, we want to use this case,
which will get a lot of publicity, to
pUblicize the numerous cases of re
pression on local and state levels a
round the country. One way of doing that
is putting out a surVival-oriented news
paper which will tell people the state
of cases around the country, the state
of appeals, who is in jail and give
people the addresses of local groups,
etc.

In addition to the survival paper,we
want to team up with members of the
Oakland seven and the Black Panthers
and do a lot of travelling to different
regions of the country to sit down and
talk with movement groups about the
concept of political defense. We want
to desanctify the courts, focus move
ment pressure on the courts, and we
want defendants to see their lawyers
as technicians and not as authorities.
They have to mobilize support far be
yond the courtroom and not depend on
deals.

to make it seem like there was just some
Violence on both sides. Those are the
ways the liberals and conservatives are
going to defin~ the case. The liberals
are going to support us and put the
blame on Daley. We want to show that
the policemen who were indicted were
only acting on Dale'Y' sorders and Daley
was only acting on general orders,
written or unwritten, of the people who
run this society.

This case opens 'up the possibilityfor
a lot of speaking and travelling around
the country on the part of black and
white revolutionaries together. We can
use the fact that Bobby Seale was in
dicted to cement an alliance between
Black Panthers and white radical groups
all over the country. It will also extend
the influence of the Panthers in the
black communities because Bobby Seale
and the leadership of the Party may have
to spend a good deal of time in Chicago
during the trial. That will strengthen
midwestern regional activities of the
Panthers.

PREPARATIONS

though we think the law is unconstitu
tional, even in the framework of cap
italist law. We want to make our case
a public matter. We want to use our
case to go over once again what the
basic issues raised in Chicago were.
We want to win our case on the basis
of widespread popular support. We want
the case to be a landmark in helping
to overturn the Daley machine in Chi
cago and set back the forces of re
pression everywherE:.

In order to do this, we'll have to
define the issues quite differently from
the way theY'll be defined by ~e judge.
The grand jury has already reduced
the issues to a case of Violence on the
part of two extremes--ourselves and the
police. We're going to have to bring into
the courtroom the fact that the real
conspiracy in Chicago was planned by
an element,of the ruling class, including
President Johnson and others assoCiated
with him, as a direct attempt to in':"
timidate the anti-war movement and the
revolutionary movement in this country.

In other words, we don't want to make
it seem like Mayor Daley is the Bull
Connor of the North--that it was a mis
take on the part of Daley that made all
the trouble in; Chicago. We don't want

We want to make sure we win our
case in Chicago not by narrow tech
nical maneuvers in the courtroom, al-

We think that one reason the gov
ernment puts down these charges is that
even if they don't hold up in court, they
will have sort of a chilling effect on the
defendants and force us to modify our
activities. We don't intend that. We don't
intend to turn poUtica~ 'inward. We want
to simply attach the issue of our de
fense and repression in general to the
basic issues--the issues of race and
class and imperialism.

Weare probably going to use the term
- conspiracy" to define ourselves, be
calise we see this as the major defini
tion that the government is trying to
impose on us. We want to desanctify
the concept. Take away the fear people
USUally associate with' conspiracy.
Through mimicking the term and en
couraging everyone in t~e country to
join in the conspiracy to destroy the
kind of government we have, we think
we can show how absurd the term is.
This will make its I use by the govern
ment less possible in future case~.

ISSUES OF THE CASE

Panthers
frompage 3
significant. The'indictment, however L

somehow ties up a series of uncon
nected and unproven crimes into one
grand conspiracy to commit murder,
attempted murder, arson, etc. The core
of the 11 count indictment runs as follows:

It was the plan of the defendants that
they would survey' and 'reconnoiter'
a number of sites including police
stations and department stores that
would become targets of the bombing
actiVities. These preliminary 're
cons' would enable the leaders of the
groups to establish priorities so that
a bombing could be ordered and car
ried out immediately. Accordingly,
the defendants agreed that police
would be bombed first, the depart
ment stores would be bombed second
and the Bronx Botanic~ Gardens the
last.

EXPOSE DA'S PLOT
The National Headquarters ofthe Black

Panther Party replied with both scorn
and the correct revolutionary analysis:

Concerning the charges, every Black
Panther Party chapter and leader
ship knows that we would not waste
dynamite on the blowing up of some
jive statue, simply because even if a
statue was blown up that would not
put any food into our people's stom
achs. Second, the Party would not
blow up railway stations and depart
ment stores simply because some of
our own poor people would be killed
and we know this is completelywrong
when it comes to organizing the
people against the demagogue pol
iticians, the avaricious businessmen
and the racist pig police forces. They
are the enemies of the people ofAm
erlca,be they white,brown, black, etc~

The movement's response to the
frame-ups has been amazingly together,
given the diversity and size of the New
York left. With only liours notice several
hundred people, from alltypes of groups,
showed up at the Criminal Court Build
ing to demonstrate support for the 21.
Almost 200 people had to be ejected

from the courtroom because of «over
crowding". The next day, well over 400
people demonstrated at the court build
ing, then marched to the Women's House
of Detention. Leaflets were prepared for
high school students, college students,
and even the general public shopping at

'department stores. One such general
leaflet, prepared by the SDS Regional
Office, and distributed in quantJ.ties of
t,ens of thousands, reads in part:

BOMB PLOT OR DA'S PLOT? •.
The Black Panther Party is an org
anization of black people fighting
WITH the workers and community
people of N.Y.C.' and in ALL 'our
interests. They have been active in
struggles to keep the hospitals open,
to geCbefter educaffon for ALL our
children, and against the budget cuts
in City Universities. They have set
up free breakfast for school child
ren, and self-defense programs in
black communities.

WHY, THEN, WOULD THEY WANT
TO BLOW UP STORES WHERE BOTH
BLACK AND WHITE WORKING PEO
PLE AND THEIR CHILDREN GO TO
SHOP?

WHY DO D.A. HOGAN, CITY HALL,
THE PRESS WANT US TO BELIEVE
THAT THE BLACK PANTHERS
WERE PLOTTING TO BLOW UP THE
PEOPLE?
Lindsay and the men who own and con
trol this city know that New Yorkers
are angry. They know that people in
this city are sick and tired of paying
more_ and more taxes for LOUSY
schools, LOUSY hospitals, LOUSY
serVices. They ALSO know that people
are beginning to DEMAND that the
city provide decent I~.ousing, health

care, and education. And they know
that the Black Panther Party was
active in these struggles--that the
Panthers Stood with the people and
said, -The City must serve the
PEOPLE!"

By this frame~up, they hope to pit
the blacks against the whites and to
crush the most effective leadership
within the black community.

BUT THE PEOPLE OF THIS CITY
WILL NOT BE FOOLED!

MOBI LIlATlON

One pitfall of - defense" movements
is consciously being avoided in the
mass defense of the Panthers. That is,
the tendency to eclipse on-going offensive
program with all the "defensive" talk
about repression. Because the Panthers
are, indeed a vanguard, we try to relate
that concept to the notion of a working
class revolutionary movement, talking
about how the Panthers' program, and
our own program, fights in the interests
of all the people. We discuss in our work
the origins and use of racism, the
maintenance of the black colony, and the
need to defeat imperialism. We continue
to speak about repressive and exploita
tive class schools, all the time relating
that back to the repression of the Pan
thers and oppression of the black people.
Repression, thus can be turned around
and used as offense, as, for example, in
the slogan: FREE/THE PANTHER 21,
JAIL THE REAL CRIMINALS!"

The mass defense of the Panthers in
New York City can be Viewed also as
ail opportunity to unite the fragmented
left around support of the group . which
almost everyone agrees is in tfie van
guard. High School groups, SNCC, SDS,
)V~lfare rights groups, workers from
Lincoln Ht:lspital, the RAT, Newsreel,
LNS, YAWF, the American SerVicemens
Union, ISC, YSA· are publicly uniting to
demand FREE THE PANTHER 21. For
example, it was a coalition of these
groups that turned the left liberal peace
march of April 5 into a militant demon
stration in support of the Panthers and
national liberation. for Vietnam. This
loose coalition is also planning a mass
demonstration for Friday, April 11, at
the ransom reduction hearings. (see
right) ,

LATE NEWS
At the ransom hearings in New York for the

Panther 21, the people took the offensive, while
. the ruling class attempted to hide its piggish
nature' behind the last of its - sacred" institu
tions, the courts. The 21 "criminals" are being

. ,held in prisons dispersed around the city, in
three separate boroughs, thus making it difficUlt
for the lawyers to get to see their clients, a
basic right in the ruling class constitution and
one theY are usually so proud to talk about. But
thousands of peopl~are no longer so easily fooled
and it was this group that turned out, over 2000
strong, including 250 uniformed Panthers to de
nounce the arrests and detention.

The lawyers for their part placed themselves
squarely within the politics of the movement in

'the streets and for that they face serious re
pression, in the form ofdisbarmentproceed1ngs
and contempt of court (maximum sentence for the
latter, six months in jail, for the former, pe~
anent loss of one's steady work.) The three
lawyers under attack are William Kunstler,
Gerry Lefcourt and Arthur Turco. Their crime
was to prepare a legal brief which stated the
truth. Simply that the ransom (bail) was a form
of preventive detention, and in addition was only
one in a series of tactics which make up a
nationwide strategy to smash the Black Panther
Party across this nation.

The white vanguard !r\ New York has taken to
the streets on three occassions in less than two
weeks and showed up in force at the Ransom re
duction hearings. None were allowed into the
Criminal Courts Building at 100 Center street.
The bulk of the demonstration showed that it
knew where the real power lies and rather than
confronting stiff pollce repression at the courts
marched on Chase Manhattan Plaza in the middle
of Wall Street. On the way windows were smashed
andsome Uniousineswere attacked.serious battle
losses were few.

Two exceptionally piggish acts occurredwithin
the sanctified court building itself. The first in
the courtroom, where the judge refused to
allow the defendants in the case to be brought
from their dispersed prisons around the city to
a hearing to get them released.

The second occurred in the lobby, where
Abbie Hoffman, one of the -ConspiracY" (Chi
cago 8) was Viciously attacked by pigs while he
was in a phone booth. Abbie was in the ,building
to 'm3ke a court appearance; He was charged

. with felonious assault.

FLASH!

~
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EDITORIAL NOTE: More and more movement people are focusing their organizing
energies on the high schools. The following piece represents an attempt by NY SDS
to talk to high school people. JAILBREAK is one example of the type of agitational
literature being designed for high school struggles. The MOVEMENT hopes that
people working in the high schools in other areas will also send us their ideas and
write-up their experiences.

....~

Every day now a new insurrection
breaks out in one of the prisons of the
New York City School system. In Feb
ruary, at Lane High SChool in Brooklyn,
clashes between white and black students
led to the occupation of the school by
New York police. To prevent further
trouble, 700 stUdents, mostly blacks,
were suspended, expelled or transfered.
At Washington Irving in Ma$attan, a
demonstration of 300 girls demanding
more police protection in the schools
was attacked by the cops. Two girls
were beaten and arrested. Irving stu
dents are now demanding pigs out of the
school.

In March, trouble hit Taft High School
in the Bronx, Andrew JacksoninQueens,
Eastern District in Brooklyn, Canarsie,
J.H.S. 73 and a dozen other schools.
At Taft a black student leader was
expelled for distributing black student
union newspapers. A demonstration de
manding the student's re-instatement
was again attacked by coPS. Three stu
dents were beaten so severely they had
to go to the bospital. Taft students now
demand cops out of the school. no
more suspensions and expulsions and
re-instatement of· student leaders. WheD.
three Jackson students affiliatedwith the
Black Panther Party tried to break up
fights between black and white students
they were suspended. And when black
students at Eastern District High School
demanded the firing of a racist dean and
an end tooppressiveconditions withinthe
school, the administration responded by

sending 50 more pigs into the school.
And the outbreaks aren't just happening

all over New York City. In Plainfield,
N~w... Brunswick, Franklin and T~aneck,

black students Irom New Jersey are re
volting against racist history courses,
racist teachers and oppressive school
conditions. High school students in Den
ver, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh and San
Francisco are struggling against lousy
schools and racist administrators. In
each case, the authorities try to blame
the problems on • outside agitators· or
• disruptive students·. Lindsay calls for
more cops, new • security officers· and
more repression. High schools students
can't be fooled that easy. We know the
real outside agitators are the Board of
Education, the racist UFT teachers, and
the cops. We know the real causes of
the demonstrations are the miserable
conditions within the schools. We don't
hate to be told what the problems of
our schools are. OUr everyday exper
ience tells us that. But if we're going
to make any real changes in the· school.
if we're going to build a strong movement,
we have to understand not only HOW
out schools are tucked up, batwhy they're
tucked up.

SCHOOLS SERVE RULING ClASS

Schools have always been used to meet
the needs of those who control society. In
early America, schools turned out pre
achers, teachers and politicians. At the
turn of the century, schools were used to

give immigrants the minimal skills need
ed to work in a factory. Today schools
meet a variety ofneeds. The men who run
the country need engineers, technicians
and bureaucrats, teachers and case
workers to administer and service the
American empire. They also need sec
retaries, clerks, mechanics and factory
workers to produce profits for them.
Flnally, they need soldiers to fight their
wars, menial workers to do the shit
work and unemployed people to provide
a readily available cheap supply of
labor.

To understand our schools today, we
have ·to understand how they're used
to meet those needs of the rulers of
America. Tracking is the main mech
anism used to insure that the schools
meet those needs. In New York City,
tracking works in several ways. Some
schools offer three courses of study:
an academic program which prepares
you for college; a commercial or voca
tional program which supposedly trains
you for a job; and a • general· program
which prepares you for nothing except
unemployment, the army or a miserable
job in the garment district. Examples
of this kind of school are Benjamin
Franklin High SChool, seward Park, Taft,
Brandeis and others. In all these schools,
blacks, Puerto Ricans and, to a lesser
extent, white working class youth are
shoved into the general and vocational
tracks whIle a few middle class white
students follow academic courses.

other schools are one track oniy.
Almost everyone who graduates from
Bronx High School of· SCience and Math
or the High SChool of Music and Art goes
on to college. Bronx SCien~e is 94%
white and Music and Art is 75% white.
Food and Maritime, a vocational school.
sends almost no one to college. Students
are trained on a .world War n Liberty
ship for jobs that have been eliminated
by automation. Furthermore, Food and
Maritime is 75% black and Puerto Rican
and blacks and Puerto Ricans are gen
erally excluded from the maritime
unions.

The tracking system is clearly racist,
that is, it systematically discriminates
against blacks and Puerto Ricans. More
than 60% of the total high school popu
lation of New York City is nonwhite,
yet blacks and Puerto Ricans make up
only 36% of the academic programs in
the city. Of that 36%. almost 20%. or
more than half, do not graduate, are
forced to drop out. Though the tracking
·system screws blacks and Latins worst,
it comes down hard on white working
class kids too. Chelsea Vocational High
School,' which also trains kids for
jobs that don't exist. is 53% white.
Lafayette and John Jay High Schools,
both schools with lots of poor white
people, have drop out rates more than
tWice as high and college acceptance
rates less than one third of Brooklyn
Technical High School and Stuyvesant
High School, both schools which train
white kids from more wealthyfamfiies.

Tracking starts way before high
school. It starts when you walk into
first grade. If you don't meet the'stan-

_dards set up by the administrators,
then you're shoved into the lower tracks.
That means if your face is black or
brown, you go into the loWer track. It
means if you come from a • good'
neighborhood you go into the higher
section. And the longer you're in lower
tracks, the worse your education gets.
Because slum kids, black and White,
spend their elementary years in ter
rible schools, they're told they don't
know enough to get into the better schools
--so they spend another six years in
miserable schools.

Tracking is also used to keep up the
myth that education is·the road to equal
opportunity. Teachers tell us if' we
work hard, we'll get into a -better track,
a better job or a better neighborhood.
That's ballshit. How many kids do you
know who have transfered from the
general program into the academic? The
fact is that the men who run this country
NEED a whole mass of badly educated
people. Otherwise where would they get
soldiers for Vietnam, workers for the
garment district or drivers for the
transit system? This does not mean, of
course, that G.I.s, garment workers or
bus drivers are stupid or eveQ that in
a decent society these people would
HAVE to be badly educated. Blacks and
Puerto Ricans don't get lousy jobs be
cause they have a bad education. They
get a bad education because bosses need
them for lousy jobs. The people who run
the schools figure they'd be wasting
their time and money if they gave a
good education to people doomed to un
emploime.lt, the army or bad jobs. And
so no attempt is made to give lower
track kids even a minimal education.

We also ~ve to understand how track
ing' is used to promote racism. It pits
white students against blacks for' the
higher tracks and later the places in
college and the better jobs. It teaches
white students to think that because
there is someone in a lower position
than they are, THEY don't have to
fight against the school. White students
are also taught that they have a certain
position to DEFEND against black people.
Racism and white supremacy are used
by administrators to prevent whites
from joining with blacks to fight their
common enemy, the principal.s, the Board
of Ed and Lindsay, who are, after all
responsible for maintaining the owres
sive schools. Agood example is Canarsie
Higb School where white students fought
AGAINST blacks instead of jolningWITH
the black students in their fight against
the owressive conditions inCanarsie.

Similarly, tracking is used to keep
women in a sub-ordinate position in our
society. Girls are pushed into bullshit
-home economics· and secretarial
courses. Black, Latin and white working
class girls are sent into the general
program or to the vocational schools
where they are trained either for non
existent jobs or the most menial jobs
ior which women are paid consistently
lower wages than· men. General pro
grams prepare girls for nothing so
they are forced to become baby-pro
ducers, collect welfare or work for in>.
human wages.



lIming out the people needed to per- Ding. U.S. soldiers are fighting guer- question is what student power is used war in Vietnam at Columbia, san Fran-;{(X,
brm certain tasks and by keeping class riIlas in BolivIa, Thailand, Guatemala for. Sometimes student radicals have cisco state. WiscoDs1n and hundreds of!.;:?~
~visions in the schools. AIlQtherfUnetion and Peru. All together now, the, New de.manded the -right" to draw up'di'ess other schools,8DS is only now beginning I;::)
~ the high school is to -socialize" us, Action Army has bases and men in 64 codes or the right to sit on certain to see the need for an ongoing struggle ?\:'i
~ deform our minds so that we will countries. U.S. imperialism, the eco- committees. That kind of demand is in which college and highscboolstudents;:!:;:;;.
lOt q:lestion the existing order. What's nomic, political and military system by very dangerous. Principals like notb1ng fight together against the wbole oppres- ri~:;;";

ught in the classroom. the way it's which America dominates most countries better than for students to regulate and stve educational system and the ruling .<:.\
.ught and disciplinary regulations all in the world, continues to expand, to discipline other students. It's like the class which it now serves. The fat bald ::n;:'

ierve to turn out the Idnd ofpeople needed search for new places to invest and plantation owner using the house nigger men who run the schools are organized.i:~::t,
keep America the way it is. for more profits, and continues to ex- to oppress other slaves. It makes the Principals from all over the country ~,~'):)
In history classes, we' renot told ploit and oppress people all over the principal's job easier. That's why last meet together to plan repression of stu- i;-;:-:'~::

low the colonists destroyed the Indian world. But things aren't looking too good December, those Mickey Mouse student dent protests; college professors do re- ::~/
~Ple in order to build America. We're for the rulers of America--all over the government -leaderS- were appointed to search on high schools; and Principals:;;;X:
kt taught about the black slaves' heroic world people are startingtofightback. th~Boar~-of Ed Committee on student conspire with pigs. the Mayor andothers. :;'::':;
~volts or about the struggles of black So l.!1 resPOnse to this crisis in U.S. Rights' In short -student power" has If we're gotnc to win we have to get just [;:.\.:
~ple for freedom for the last 100 imperialism, the government has to often meant that a small group ofmiddle as organized. Now. a buDdred men, the :,.<~:~

ears. And we're not taught about the tighten up here at home: more soldiers, class kids demand special privileges for Board of Ed and the principals. can run :;\::;
long battles of working people for de- bigger draft. calls, more missiles (like themselves. That serves to divide middle the school system because they are well ;i~·if.{~
. nt wages and unions. Wnai we are Nixon's newABM project), more people class kids from working class kids, which organized. If the half a milllon students ,:':;:':i:~:

ught is anti-communism, thatAmerica for war industries, more technic1ans and is exactly what the administration wants. in New York City were together, they'd :.:).':::
always right, that America'is a dem- bureaucrats to administer the empire, W.e must see student power as a tool need an army to stop us. We have to 'y;:y·.i;

~racy "the land of the ~ee and the less money for education, welfare, pov- Wlth which to attack thecommonoppres- learn from eachother,tradeexperiences ':>:\
me ~f the brave". And there's a rea- erty projects and other pacification pro- sion ,of ALL students and to unite stu- and help each other out. We can't be <!/

.on why the schools lie to us and feed grams and more taxes for onr parents. dents against their enemy. When student afraid of the outside agitator charge. ;~'~~;>
s all that bullshit. Because if every Rockefeller's 5% budget cut is part of power is used to demand pigs out of the People who have been through different ):';i
Ilack student knew and understood the that tightening UP. school or the firing of a racist teacher, struggles can really help us out. Until \1~.·.

fllstory of black struggles, therewouldn't And in reaction to t,his tightening uP. then it's a real good thing.. . every pig and principal is out of the i;;'X~~:1
be anyone who'd listen to Tricky Dick's more folks are startmg to fight back 2) Second, we should deCIde which of schools, we'll need outside agitators. ',:,'3':
trap about -black capitalism" or ·war here at home. The new struggles are our problems are most important~While 4) F1naIly. and most important. white .;.. :;:.~:;
pn pOverty". And if working people un- being l~d by the blacks--rebellions in there are a million things wrong with our racism has prevented us from building r~~:;~)
ilerstood, for example, how white racism Watts m 1965, then Newark, Detroit schools. from terrible food in the caf- a strong movement. Almost every high ")':'~

as a trick of the bosses to keep black and Washington D.C. And there's trouble eteria to captive lunch periods. from school action in New York City in the y-.:;.\
il.Dd white workers fighting each other, within the U.S. Army at Fort Hood, Fort tracking, cops in the school, and racist past year has been led by blacks or Puerto :(;:]:
then they'd get hip and stop playing the Dix, the Presidio in san Francisco and teachers to suspensions.dresscodesand Ricans--Brandeis, Food and Maritime. ~;;::;:'.~'

an's game. And if all of us didn't a hundred other bases. Every military boring classes, we should raise only the Haaren, theNovember-Decemberstrlke, ::P';'
believe we had to smash those commies stockade in the country is overcrowded most impOrtant and serious issues. Some Taft, Eastern District etc. And that's no }':r::
~verywhere, how could the Pentagon and most of the prisoners are blacks. people say you start with liWe issues coincidence. Black. students have led the§,:;r,~
:001 people into killing or being killed Also, we've seen struggles for com- and build up. But experience has shown struggles because they aremostoppres-~t:j,
~y their Vietnamese brothers and sis- munity control of education, the forma- that .doesn't work. students will bewUllng sed by the schools, because they under- :S~~\
ters? tion of the Black Panther Party and more to fight long and militant baWes only stand most clearly the nature of the ';:):-:.

SChools also have to teach us not to wildcat strikes by working people than over issues that really count--like track- schools and how tofignt agamst that. ·...l;..:;'

too many questions. So the teacher ever before. F1naIly, we've seen the stu- ing and expulsions and suspensions. Fur- Very often white students have failed to
ds in front of the classroom, jives dent movement grow ·from a peace.and ther. we must explain to all students support black and Latin students' de-

Dr 45 minutes, then MAYBE answers a civil rights group into an anti-racist, that only by attacking the CAUSES of mands because they have thought that the
:ew questions, if you ask politely. But if anti-imperialist movement that has led problems can we make any realc~es. black struggle was separate from their
ou challenge the teacher, if you try to militant struggles at Columbia. Chicago, We must explain that the ROOTS of the own or that the demands of the black

:t forth a different opinion, then the san Francisco state, Duke University, P.etty problems lie in the much broader students were not in their interest or
teacher very quickly turns into a cop Wisconsin and in high schools in New problem of the function of the school even went against their real interest.

ho tells you to stay in your place.. And York, L.A. and New Jersey. in society. So we must choose demands
re's a reason for that, too. because Because of these escalating struggles that wm educate people about the true

_ we learned to think we might start here at bome, the ruling class ofAmerica nature of the prisons run by the Beard CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
~ why we had to tight in Vietnam has to use more and more violence to of Education.

:d why Rockefeller makes 3 million maintain itself. Cops now occupy black 3) A third obstacle to building a
.nars a year more than a subway con- communities full time. There's very strong movement is the separation be- .
etor and why American troops have heavy repression of black militants and tween the high school movement and the ·;t::I{·,

~ed on American people in Newark, white radicals and lots of talk about college movement. Nothing helps the ;~/r
Detroit. Washington and Chicago. law 'n order (like Nixon's new pre- aMan" more than a divided movement. ./:.:X

If we believe schools are places where ventative detention act, aimed at blacks In the past college students have tbougbt \;:.{r
Iwe get educated, then some of the Board and young people), more young people that they should organize in collegeand{/;
of Ed rules seem pretty crazy. Whyean't are getting busted than ever before, high school students alone·· s!lould:):\::
Iwe wear coats or hats In school if we especially working Class kids. New laws organize in high schools. Whilestudents~::<-,li,
,want to? Why do we have to show our preventing working people from striking for a Democratic Society has led m1ll- ;::.::';~~

program card if we want to take a piss? are being passed. And, of course, there .~?;~~:
Why do we have to wear certa1nclothes? are whole herds of pigs in our high :':~~;:'
Why can't we pass out leaflets? What do schools.~::H{
any of those rules have todoWithgett1ng~;~);'"
an education? Absolutely nothing. But BUILDING A MOVIMENT ,'Wi
schools are NOT places to educate us. ~:~'.:;-:;
they're institutions to fit us into the When we understand that the problem ':.::-:~
proper slot and to teach us to accept in the high schools is part of a much :{i;li
authority which is against our interest. bigger problem. when we understand that ~~~.~":.:

Then !bose rule' m",", ...... Because our 'obools are"""" uP """""" Am- @ azI @ ~:A;;'
iWe have to learn not to question our erica is fucked up, then our tasks become 1 :r/iI
bo..." oot to ._ton the army ueute- cleam. UnUl we deatroy that ayatem ~ - . ";.'?i·
nant. and not question the system. Then which depends upon oppression and ex- r •.::.,
Iwe'll be good soldiers, good factory ploitation, until we destroy capitalism, ;.?;/;
Iworkers. or good secretar.ies. And that's neither our schools nor our society can ~ :~fL~
exactly what the ruling class needs. be free. So our goal must be to build a a:::fEffB .hN

When we understand that the schools mass movement. a revolutionary move- ;.;;::{,
are not educational institutions, but pol- ment which sees itself as part of the .~::~~..'
itical and economic institutions whose international movement to eliminate U. s. '·\1i':
purpose is to force us to accept America imperialism and U.S. capitalism. In 'U:;~~;
the way it is, then we realize that the America, that movement mustinclude:S't
recent outbreaks in high schools are not the most oppressed people, blacks, Lat- :/.):~.
only angry students fighting against lousy ins. Chicanos, and the most powerful. ~ ~fi~.j
schools, but they .are 'fighting also people, the workers. black, white ~d "8 :;:.~~:;
against a whole system. Ana that's what every other color, whC\ after all, produce .c ~:,::.;:;..
makes Lindsay. Donovan and the pigs so the goods that keep this country running. ~ .:.:~'.:.:
uptight. THEY understand that if the high Obviously building that movement will to '~~fi~;
school movement isn't stopped soon. it's be a long hard struggle, but any student S :::~~;:r

going to turn into a much bigger stronger movement that's serious has to have as Iii :!hr
movement that attacks the whole system. its strategy fighting in the interests of e '.;!:\5
This system is one in which a very few working people to helpto create and be- ~ iU./
people own most of the wealth and con- come part of a workiDg class revolution- GO :~;';,;

trol all the corporations. schools. hos- ary movement~. ·Ioi ':\iX
pitals. army and even the gover~ent. In the past th~r: have been several ~tfj; .
while most people are poor, working for obstacles to building a strong mass :.: :...... •• < .;::J~ \.
the rich people and have almost no movement in the high schools. l)First, :::.:.:-:.:.:: ::::~::::::~"->.":::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::.:-::~::::::::::::::: :.:.:::-:.::: ~ • ~ ~.;\'.....•.•...• ..•.•.•.•.••. .. '.- ;.;. ,-'

power in any institution. They understand until recently, the white middle class ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.::::::~:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. ~:-:~...., "':~..":;. ...... . '.' .............•...•. . -.... ,.,' ,.
all that and tha.t's why there are 100 high school movement has fought for :.:::.::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.' . ·':::~.~.~"'o :\'l::').'. . :.~~:::::~,."-:' . ,.,.'.',
cops in Taft High school, that's why its own self-interest at the expense of ::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ..;::.:.:.:.:.:.:-•.~~* ~"'."... ~ '~~/:·i.:'................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . -.- .. ;"f..... . :-.: ~.... .~ "." ..
700 -trouble makers" were expelled or other students. That kind of struggle has :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: :.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.:.:.:.:::.:::::.:.:.::: ~~:::~:::::::~-: 8 :<::.,;.. .'. . .
transfered from Lane High SChool and been waged with the demand for· student .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.' .•:::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.;.:.:~:::-:.:.:.:~:::.~....... rA -:':~:~i

that
. ....•..••.•....••••.•..•....••• . •. . . . . . ••. •. • . ••• . . • . . • . . . . . •. •. • • .•••••• ••••••••••• ••• v. . '

, s why Lmdsay is sending security power". The demand for student power :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::~1! P:;l~;\:::
offlcers. narcos and piglets (police cad- understands that students are power- .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. ~ Eo-o ;::.~,l.•.•............................•.•....•..•.•••.•....•••.•.•.•.•.•..•.•.•..•.•.•.•.••••••..•...•... ., 'S : N··.

fots~e~~pe:~~~~~~ ~~~c:;;,: We have ~~SS~ottha~:e~:.=~e~~ r:~J~e:: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tt~~~~~~~~M~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1: ~ :'f3?:
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STRIKE· OVER BUT
STRUGGLE·GOES. ON

EDITORIAL NOTE: While the strike at S.F. State has faded from
national headlines, the Third World Liberation Front continues to
struggle for the implementat~on of their demands. A few weeks after
the pickets were withdrawn, we talked to TWLF leaders about the
current status of the struggle, where they are going from here and
the lessons they feel people can learn from their experiences.

Tony Miranda spoke for the brown constituency of ~WLF, Nesbit
Crutchfield, for the black constituency and Mason Wong for the Asian
constituency. All three are members of the Central Committee of
TWLF. Juan Pifare represents LASO (Latin American Student Org
anization), also affiliated with the TWLF.

MOVEMENT: Why, then did you decide to risk a
mass bust? '

TONY: I think so. I think one of the main things that
happened was the people weren't politically ready to
go to jail,' they really weren't. The mass bust was a
mistake. For that reason. Not because of the tactics
involved, but because certain people who were ar
rested weren't ready, for it or ready for the con
sequences of the actions which were necessary.

The student disciplinary proceedings is one of the
bones of contention. It's also one of the things we
have to hold firm on, because of the role of the courts,
and because the strike began to enter into a decline,
around, or just prior to, the big bust (i.e. late Feb
ruary -early March). The bust was on the 23rd, and
Pd say by around the first week of March people began
to wonder what was happening.

MOVEMENT: You see the bust as a kind of watershed
in the strike?

TONY: The tactic of the mass rally on campus which
we had not had for 2 and 1/2, months was necessary
on a couple of counts. One was to bring focus back to
the campus, to show where the struggle was. Second, to
delineate between the teachers' strike, which was
involved principally in the tactic of the nonviolent
picket line, and the student strike. Third, for an
informational purpose, to tell people exactly what
was happening, which could only be done in a rally,
and in the location of the campus, and to show
physically as well as verbally where we were at.

The goal of that tactic was not by any means a
mass arrest. The' mass arrest was the consequence.
When I say it was a mistake, I don't mean that com
ing out to the campus to hold the rally was a mistake;
I say it was a mistake politically in that people had
not been prepared sufficiently to accept the con-
sequences of that action. •

I don't think it would be fair to say that the majority
of people were not well prepared, but I think a suf
ficient number were not ready for that. People who had
been involved, let's say, in the marching around the
quad, in the thousands, were prepared to do that act,
but not prepared to receive the consequences for it,
either in the jailhouse or in the courtrooms or in
the county jaU.

MOVEMENT: Can you give us some detail on the
programs you're working to implement?

MASON: Ohyes. the main idea of third world studies
is to get third world people to begin to work with
each other. The concept of third world studies is to
get third world people to stop fighting among each
other and to get together. The degrees will be in

MOVEMENT: Where is the struggle at n0Y'l?

TONY: The struggle is on two levels. One is within
the college itself, namely the formulation and im
plementation of the programs. We have to deal with
the bureaucracy, because no matter how explicit your
demands are, no matter how broad an area they cover,
you're going to have to still fall back within the
institution to implement them. This assumes your
demands are centered around implementation, which
ours were.

What we're engaged in now is the struggle to im
plement those demands within the institutional fac
ilities, and in fighting against the institutional fac
ilities. It's a myth to think that you can layout ten
demands or fifteen demands or however many de
mands you want and have them granted on April
one whatever year it is, bec;luse demands, if theY're
real demands, are building-steps; they're not an end,
they're a beginning. "

IMPLEMENTATION

TONY: Yes, one is the structuring of the school of
ethnic stUdies. The administration has in mind a
traditional dean-cum-deparlment chairman-cum-area
studies structure, right? And we are involved in the
establishment of a school which does not fit into that
partiCUlar little socket. ' ,

We're talking about a communityboardwhichmakes
the decisions for the school, rather than the traditional
thing. We're talking aboutaschoolwheretheorganiza
tions and the areas within t,he school work together as
a unit, rather than as, say, in the school of Humanities
you have a department of English and a department of
whatever-it-is, world literature. We're talking about
keeping our unanimity, while maintaining our indivi
dualism, as a culture and as a people. The traditional
structure of this institution makes no allowance for
that, because they're set up according to disciplines
which are separated and unique, and only slightly
related to one another. One of the hassles of that is
that, just to set up thal structure we have to go
through about four committees. '

MOVEMENT: Within the departmental structure you
talk about, is there a way of dealing with the common
oppression of all third world people? '

MOVEMENT: COUld you give us a more concrete idea
of the structure of the School of Ethnic Studies?

MASON WONG: The School of Ethnic studies is divided
into departments, each department dealing with a spe
cific group and the various communities, like the La
Raza studies dealing With theSpanish-speakingpeople,
and the American Natives would be in one, and the
Black Studies Department, and the Asian-American
Studies Department, which is broken down into Chin
ese.,American, Japanese-America and Fllipino-Am
ericaD and probably Korean-American too. So that
there would' be threE1 main departments dealing with
the three areas of the world where Third World
people come from, Asia, Africa,~~Latin America.

DEPARTMENTS NOT DIVISIONS "WATERSHED

MOVEMENT: Did you reach any real settlement?

MOVEMENT: The main point of contention is these
disciplinary hearings?

TONY: This was what was put forward in a couple of
cases by Hayakawa and by other indiViduals. But he
has also come out with very contradictory state
ments. At one time he said he agreed with the es
sence of the School of Ethnic studies and with com
munity inVOlvement, and at another news conference
he said he'wasn't in agreement with it.

they had no knowledge of the college as an adminis
trative bureaucracy. And they didn't have the under
standing or the skills to really deal with the issues
involved.

TONY: We finally came to a settlement agreement,
which they signed. When we signed, it was with the
understanding that Hayakawa would sign also. On thl
Friday before signing it (Mal'<<;h' 1,4), we wen~ inti
Hayakawa's office, because he was splitting to go.hav~
dinner with Nixon, and he said that he would not act
on any decisions affecting student diSciplinary hear
ings until the 11th of April, at which point he would
then, seemingly, decide whether to act upon them,
suspend them, reconsider them, or end them. So far
Ha~akawa has ignored the agreement.

TONY MIRANDA: After Christmas break, Hayakawa
appointed what became known as the select committee,
which was composed of five faculty members and one
administrator. He appointed them, supposedly, to im
plement the fifteen demands, and he'supposedly del
egated the authority of the college to them. This is
the understanding that they had.

They sent us one proposal to sit down and talk
with them and we sent back three preconditions:
(1) that they put a moratorium on student disci-

\ plinary proceedings; (2) that George Murray and Paul
Namasaki be included in the discussions (that they
either be freed from jail or that discussions take
place in jail); and (3) that they have enough authority
to implement all fifteen demandS.

They muckect around a bit for a while, then they
sent us back a letter saying that they could do num
ber (1), but not, numbers (2) and (3); then they sent
another letter saying they could do number (3), but
not numbers (1) and (2). What finally, happened is
that they met with George and a couple of other
people down at the Hall of Injustice, and they also
had an ex-officio,representative of the trustees there,
a lawyer by the name of Larry Robinson, attorney
for the trustees and the chancellor's office.

We went through about two weeks of dealing with
these people and it became pretty apparent that they
had no concept of what kind of power they had. And

MOVEMENT: Why did you begin ,to talk with the ad
ministration?
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MOVEMENT: That makes it important to talk in
more detail about how speCifically you are relating
to the communities. The phrase "meeting the com
munity's needs" can really mean different things.

'on the question of a reassessment of your prioritles.
,and where to put your strengths and where to allocate
your energies. .

THE BROWN COMMUNITY

NESBIT : I thiIUt that anyone looking at the san
Francisco state situation, wUl see that our strike
lasted forover four and a half months and that our
strike was the impetus for many other ,strikes and
many other disruptions. OUr strike encouraged many
other means by which high school 'ana college stu
dents might address their grievances directly to the
power that determines the exploitative concl.itions_
they are under. After that, if someone says that
we settled the strike in a position of weakness, he
would be. fooling himself. . '
.' HaYakawa was chosen by' Governor Reagan spec1!i
cally to crush the movement, not to appease it, not
to negotiate with it, but to crush it. His actions of
bringing on the potice,. and his actions of making
very caustic statements'to the press, would indicate
that he was doing as much as he possibly could to
relate from a position of power to us. Yet we ob
tained an agreement that dealt with everyone of the
fifteen demands to a satisfactory degree--Ieaving
Only one demand relativeTy unclear at the moment,
the demand on amnesty, which we're still working
on, and to a satisfactory degree.

The TWLF made it very clear in the first press
conference after the settlement of the strike that the
strike was over but that the struggle itself was not;
meaning that we realized after being in the struggle
for so long, thit we are-dealhig with a type of people
Who have never maintained an honest position in the
settlement of any type of treaty in their history. The
white man traditionally in this country has felt that
treaties were made to be broken. Since we have dealt
with the man for a long time, and since we've been
doing, a 1::>t of reading, and since we' ~_got a lot of
.concern~ with our DeoPle --wh,en I ~v our DeoWEh!:
mean oqr people in the street-:--then we realize that I
tlle'-sethement we have lis really a piece of p~et-,

and that it must be dealt with from a position of
ac.tion, and from a position of continuing to put as
much pressure as possible on the establishment.
That's the first point.

The second point is that it's very clear also that
the leadership of the TWLF had a very hard time
trying to convince their people that they should not
go ,o~t and be much more creative .in referenCe. to
confronting the establishment' concerning our demands:
Qilr 'peopie- at tfie present time ate at a level of con
:Sciousness and political awarenes"-j that they feel that
any time that the agreement is not abided by, they in
turn will go back out and confront the man physically
and directly. They know that he does not have the
opportunity or the means to mess with us ashe's
done in the past.

It's very clear also that the movement here at San
Francisco State is not mel'eiy a student movement; it
is a movement that involves not only the stUdents, but
the community as well. We've s:i;ld from thebe~
of our strike and we say even today that we as students
are merely extensions of our community, which means
that what we say here, is said first of all after consul.
tation with the community leaders; is said after some
kind of basic agreement of support has come down from
the community leaders. They support it because they
know that we are not issue-oriented, but we are
program-oriented, which means that our programs
are born out of the needs and desires of our people,
and that once those needs and desires have been
recognized. and have been worked with and have been
structured, then we move on it. And if those needs
and desires are not met constructively, then our people
must move and they do move! . .

TONY: We're working with the brothers at Mission
High School, and specifically with some of the bro
thers who were involved with the leadership of what
went down there. And because we: were up here
we couldn't work directly in conjunction with them.
Now that we're not involved up here to the point
where all of us have be up here, we're working
with them again.

We're involved with working with some of the
younger people in the Youth Center on 23rd street,
which like a year and a hal! ago involved the 22nd
street gang and the 24th street gang cutting each
other for a piece of sidewalk which didn't belong to
either of them. We're involved in tutorial work in
a couple of the places down in an area which is called
"south of Market" or "central citY", a part of the
Mission District. We're involved in a tutorial center
which is located at the Valencia Gardens project.

We're involved in a couple of areas which deal spe
cifically with institutions in San Francisco; one is
the juvenile defense project. which is related to two
aspects of juvenile 'law and' what's called juvenile
delinquency. One is setting upll1ternativesfor people
who are sent to San Bruno (county jail)--most of
the brothers who go to san Bruno are sent there be
cause they don't have anyone who will take respon
sibility for them, not because they've committed a
crime, but because there' ., no legal guardian. .

The .other aspect of juvenile defense'iS getllng
them out of juvey hall. Brothers and sisters are
taken there for 48 and 72 hours and aren't even al.;.
lowed to make a phone call, they're not allowed to
h'lVe a .lawyer. We made one bit of progress in that
thing which is pretty astounding, that is to get a
daily list of the juveniles who are arrested. It took
us three years to get that. Soweknow who was busted,
who to get out.

We're involved in work in the Mission with the
Teatro de Calle, in poetry workshops and writers'
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MOVEMENT: Let's be blunt. Some people have been
saying that the TWLF negotiated out of weakness.
What's your response to that?

in the same struggl~ that we were involved in on Feb
ruary 23j it takes a different f.orm and a different
content.

MASON: Well, I think one of the things--I don't know
if it's weakness or not--one of the things for us Chin
ese was that the strike was taking a lot of our energies
away from our community, because the high schools
erupted, and at the Chinese New Year's there was that
mini-riot, where it really got out of hand, the com
munity got polarized .• "

TONY: That's what we were talking about, about re
lating to the day to day needs of our people. bike,
Mission High School -went up and the brothers down
there got fucked up by the pigs, and not just by the
pigs, but because of their own political miscon
ceptions about how to wage an up-front struggle;
and we were involved up here. '.

We had to relate to the needs of the community
and where that was at. We had to begin to work on
a .program matic functioning basis, which took care of
those needs. Just like the Panthers have started
breakfast for -the <kids before'they go to school. If
all the people in the Panthers were involved in an
out-front struggle at the Hall of Injustice, they
couldn't be doing that. You simply have to fall back

.FROM THE PICKETS TO THE COMMUNITY

THE PRINCIPLES

MOVEMENT: Has the setup for the School of Ethnic
studies been guaranteed in negotiations?

MOVEMENT: You call your dealingswiththeadminis
tration "talks", not negotiations. What's the sig
nificance of the distinction?

Third World or Ethnic Studies. Every student will be
required to take courses outside his own department.
For example, Chinese stUdents majoring in Chinese
studies will also be required to take courses in Black
studies.

MASON: When you say negotiations you mean, give up
one thing to get another, bargaining back and forth.

TONY: The main distinction t,o be made between what
I referred to as talks and what are traditionally re
ferred to as negotiations is that they involve not the
specifics of each demand, but the principle behind each
demand. We said time and time again during the strike
that what was involved was the principles. And this is
again what we became involved with in the talks. On
specific issues or specific things, we may have moved
one way or another in terms ofthe way that they would
be implemented, but on the principles behind those
things, we did not move.

WIth nego.tiations, for example, in any kind of trad
itional dispute, where you walk in and, say, you create
ten demands, five of which are bullshit and they're
throwaways, so you want the first fiv~ and maybe get
three others. That isn't the way we moved. We moved
on each of the fifteen demands as related to the prin
ciples of the strike: (1) the fight against racism,
specifically institutionalized racism in education in
California--you can see that in admissions and in
programmatic content and in faculty hiringj (2) the
principle of self_determination for oppressed people,
that is, that we determine for ourselves the programs
that are needed by our people, and are relevant to our
livesj and (3) the seizure of power; all power to the
people; and that power is necessary for the fighting 01
racism, and for self.determination, and in essence to
run our own lives, in this institution spec1!ically, since
that is what the demands were addressed to.

A priority in our beginning talks was relating to the
needs of our people, In any kind of revolutionary
struggle, you must meet the day-to-day needs of the
people. You must do that. And it became apparent
to us that the strike was involved in this flght, that
the needs of the people in our community had to be
addressed. And for that we had to return to our daY
to-day work. In our day to day work we are involved

TONY: It: s the same gig, divide and conquer. Where
it's at with that: the brown position is that we're not
moving without our third world brothers together.
That's all there is to say about that. The main thing
that's going to be really significant about the School of
Ethnic Studies is that it' s not any campus-oriented
thing. There are parts of it which will be on campus,
in classrooms, but there will be a large percentage of
it in the community. Like there probably will be what
amounts to a brown college extension, in the Mission
District, being involved in community work"as well as
studying the various things that affect our community,
that affect our people.

So that even something, say, like creative writing,
which I'm involved in, will be having workshops in the
Mission, will be having el Teatro de Calle, as well as
some straight Latin theatre, so that we're not isolated
from the Mission District, which was one of the big
things that the fight here was about. That is: not that the
community is an extension of the college, nor that the
college is an ivory tower, but that we are, in fact,
an extension of the community. This institution exists
in order to serve the communities from which we come.
Like that's about as specific as we can get at this time;
that's the principle.

MASON: What's happened after the so-called talks that
people call negotiations is that the administration has
come out and stated flatly to us that they're only com
mitted to two programs, black and brown, but the ad
ministration doesn't feel there's a need for Oriental
studies. What they're trying to do now is not to give
it to the whole third world, but to give it to spec1!ic
groups, throwning our crumbs to us, acting as if there

,never was a strike in the first place.
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workshops; involved in the neighborhood arts pro
grams; we're involved in terms of this campus in
bringing people from the high schools, and those
who've dropped out, and older people, to the college,
and providing programs for them, which will develop
their lives and meet their needs, and not the kind of
bullshit and shuck and jive which isolates them from
their community.

We',re involved in working with the financial aids
office, so that the same thing doesn't go down here

, that went down at the college of San Mateo, where of
all the people that were brought in under special '
admissions, not one :r:eceived sufficient financial
aid to, finish the semester.

NESBIT CRUTCHFIELD; The Black student Union
has more or less an umbrella type of organization.
'I'he Black Student Union is the political arm of the
black students on this campus, and also the political
arm of the black community at San Francisco state.

We in turn have a tutorial center trui.t's headed by
a member of the Central Committee of the BSU, Tom
Williams, that has 18 various centers throughout the
Bay Area. We have direct contacts witli various high
schools, which deal with what's happening and counsel
iIig with the students to find out what problems they're
having, say, in the community, what problems they're
having, say, within the school itself, what problems
,they're having, say, in dealing with other elements of
the community. We have counseling programs where
we basically supplement the counseling programs, the
very poor counseling programs, ~hat are found in the

, high schools.
We have programs that relate to the anti-draft

movement, which means, basically that when various
brothers, no matter what their ethnic background,
come to us and say that they have received a letter
of notification of their selection for the armed forces,
then what we do is take it upon ourselves to counsel'
them in reference to what alternatives they have to
the selective service department.

We're expanding programs in art and in culture;
we have an off-campus center that serves the entire
black community and also acts as a supplement to
any other community within the third world that wishes
to do so in reference to dance, to art, to drama, in
reference to basically any type of com munity-oriented
programs that would deal with expanding and exploring
the ethnic background of our people. Overall it deals
basically with the concerns of our community. This
umbrella organization derives from the students here
at State and it goes into every facet of the concerns of
our people.

MASON; Because of the strike, too, now when our
people, go in the college, automatically we know

, they're going to get their financial aid. If they have
any trouble, we run it down. Quite a few of my
people never had financial aid before and got it this
time with no trouble at all.

Anything that deals with the community, we're in
it; and that's all we can say about it.

~TTACK INSTITUTIONS, NOT SYMBOLS
TONY; The difference between what's happened here

,and what's happened at a lot of other colleges and in
stitutions of higher education throughout the country
is that what happened here is based on the needs of
our people.

Most student movements are essentially transitory
in nature, in that they don't involve a struggle which
is going to entail years. When I say years I'm talking
about fifteen, twenty, twenty five, thirty years. They
involve a four year period of a person's life, where
they become radicalized, unradicalized, enter a pro
fession, become liberalized, and then unliberalized.
We're not talking about establishing another MDS.
We're talking about relating to the community and its
ne,eds,oocause those needs aren't involved in a trans
itory period, they're needs which are going to be that
much greater in 1974;

Most student confrontations are around symbols, or
about the extension of agencies. We talk about kicking
HOTC off campus, that's talking about the symbol
which r.epresents the Air Force which represents the
'oppression of third world people, in Vietnam, say,
if we're talking about that specifically. Yqu're not
talking about removing the Air Force from Vietnam,
because you can't do that. And no student movement
ever will do that. We're not talking about symboli
cally ending the oppression of third world people in
the educational institutions in this state. We're talk
ing about changing those institutions. And if it be
comes necessary, then we have to deal with the fact
of 'eliminating these insti~tions.

MASS LINE IN ACTION

MOVEMENT: You're involved in a great many, scat- '
tered projects for meeting the needs of the people.
Have you thought in the direction of how to pull
these together toward political, power and, raisiIlg
new political demands?

TONY: All the projects, all the work that's going
on, has certain underlying principles. We're involved
in a, struggle essentially for the Same principles, r
was talking about a while ago, against racism, for
self-determination, for power to the people. Those
principles are underlying and inherent in all our
work. " , ,','

If you're talking about, the way say' a tutorial
project relates to some political fight or struggle,
let's look at it this;way .for a minute. Take a chUd
who' has no kind of self-image at all, given 'to him
'in the schools. As a matter of fact he's given self.,.
deprecating'images. You give him' a positive self
imag~, so ,that instead of, dealing with Dick, Jane
and ' John; you give him a folklore tale !lbout the
Incas, the Mayas and the Aztecs, he begins to re
late' with pride, and he wonders why that pride is
infringed upon wherever else he walks.

You talk about a project relating to youth: 22nd
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and 24th street were cutting each others' throats,
and the Tactical Squad came in and kicked both their
asses. Some of those people go to Mission High
School. When the Tac Squad comes by again, they're
not going to be so bUSy kicking each other's ass
that they don't see the Tac Squad coming at them
from behind.

When a person enters Juvenile Hall, now, after
he's had dealings with the people 'in juvenile de
fense,' he doesn't relate just to green walls and
iron bars, he relates to what goes into that, why
he was put there and why he can't get out. And how
that relates to the pig that busted him and to the
judge that's going to sentence him.

It's not -building towards an issue". Your pro
grams will develop issues in themselves, if they're
effective, because the Man is goin g to have to put a
stop to them. He c;m't let them continue. They're
not reformist programs. They're revolutionary Pi'u-:
grams. I mean that in the true sense of the word. So
that the person who's involved in this project, when
the Man comes down and stomps on him. he's going
to know why, and he's not going to let it ride. 'Cause
it's all related, and all the people working on it are
related, and :come together.

MASON: When we were neglecting the community, a
lot of things began creeping up. Like the Chinese
establishment began to hire their own so-called
goons to act as a buffer so that they can start, doing
their dirty work in Chinatown against the youth that
want to make some kind of progressive or liberal
movement in the community, people who ar~ con
cerned about the needs of the community. One mem
ber from one of tile Tongs is' trying now to utilize
the conditions of Chinatwon to build up his own little
base so he can have his own lithe party or banner.
Actually what's happening is that, warlordism is
creeping up in the community, and this is one of the
things we have to fight.

When we saw this, a lot of us made the choice that
we had to run back to the community fast. Like I
went to an EOC meeting, and I stood up and spoke,
and they had 40 people there that were suppOsed to
work me over. But one of the girls that goes to
school on this campus heard about it, and the next
minute 50 other kids ran in, and there was a con
frontation of power, and is so happened that the
Establishment lost out.

Also because of the movement in the Chinese
community, the FBP s been investigating us every
day of the, week. So it's: do we get wiped out up here
at State or do we get wiped out in the community?
And at that point our committment to the com
munity came 'litst.

MOVEMENT: Has the question of power over the
ethnic studies program--the question of who is to
appoint the chairmen and all the other staff--has
that question been settled yet?

NESBIT' : That question hasn't been finally settled,
but I think it's quite obvious- -and I think I can speak
for the entire Third World here at State-~thatwhat
we plan to do is to definitely address ourselves to
the community leaders, and to the peClple iIi our com
munities who are concerned about education. The
ultimat,e decision will be made in, Pd say, a con
junction type situation, in that the TWLF will make
contacts in the various communities and we will deal
with those community leaders who have supported,
and who have been most vocal in their support of '
our strike. We In turn will suggest to them that they
suggest various names to their community, and then
in turn their communities have meetings and decide
which of the various alternative people who've been
suggested will be chosen, and they in turn will sub
mit those names to us. We will discuss it'within
the central committee of the TWLF, and in each
of the individual central committees of the TWLF
member organizations, and then we will make cer
tain suggestions of names. These people in turn will
act as a community organization and will work dir
ectly with us to deal, with curriculum, to deal with
administrative resources, to deal with counseling, to
deal with any other needs we have, and to·deal with
the educational process within the school of Ethnic
Studies. '

MASON: In terms of community, there. shouldn't be
any problem, because the Third World, cominunfty
supported,the strike all the way. '

LESSONS

MOVEMENT: What kind of lessons can be learned
from this strike? Obvio,usly some of them have been
.introduced in the, discussion we've had, but maybe
you could layout more systematically what you feel
is the strategy for campus actions.

TONY: First,' for me to take any campus movement
seriously, it's got to be connectedwith the community.
When I t.raveled back east people asked me, why did
the black and brown and yellow communities support
yori in your struggle at state? And to me the question
is pure insanity. Because I wouldn't expect anybody
from the Mission or anyplace else to come out and ,
support us if we weren't working there everyday. You,
don't just start and sit down and write out fifteen de
mands and go out on strike. You don't do that. Not if,
you're going to have some kind of movement that means
anything. That's the first thing. It's a very sort of
simple thing, 001' it involves years of ,work. Day-to
day work. And as I' said, before, work which is en-
tailed in revolutionary programs. ' ,

, Second thing is to know youi enemy. If you're dealing'
with a college; to know whatthat college is, Who runs it,
who's involved in the power of that collEige--the cats
who are connected, with the board of trustees, the
cats who run the ~udgetarY systems ofthe college, the
persons who are connected between the various law
enforcement agencies and the campus--to know what
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that college is about and what kind of forces it will
and can bring to bear upon you.

Another thing is that you deal with specifics of the
issues, but you must always keep in front and in view
the principles that you're fighting for, and relate in
everything that you do, from tactics to decisions, to
those principles. Because especially in a struggle that
has 24 hours of pressure, you must have guidelines
and you must have reference points. And the only ones
which you will find at times ar'e the principles.

Another thing is not to project one or two leaders.
And I think we've done that pretty successfully here.

MOVEMENT: On purpose?

TONY: Very definitely. If you project leaders, what
you have is a person-oriented struggle rather 'than
an issue-oriented struggle; If you project leaders,
they're vulnerable' both ~o the Ml!lli and they're vul
nerable to any fractional groups within the struggle.

I think that before you engage ina struggle, you must
decide to commit yourselves to a lon~term struggle.

Another thing is that you must always be evolving and
developing new kinds C)f tactics; you know, the sit-tit
don't make it, just don't make it., And we knew that
from the very beginning. Now it's Obvious that because'
the man knows the tactics that we used that new tactics
have to be developed. '

'It's necessary always--and we werell't completely
successful in this ourselves--tohave communications
with all persons involved iIi the struggle.

DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM
MOVEMENT: What about decision-making?

TONY: The central committee insured the continuing
locus upon the three principles, upon the 15 demands.
The strike was called by that body and it was main
tained in terms of its decision making by that body.
When you have 15 different groups making decisions
you don't make it. It' s not ultra democratic, it's not
ultra idealistic, it's functional and it's necessary.
What's also key in that is that the body that makes
decisions acts upon information and does not makfl
decisions on the basis of whims or what happens to be
very currently convenient. And, that that body is re-
sponsible to a larger body. '
MOVEMENT: Doesn't this kind of decision-making
set-up create some problems?
TONY: One problem was a lac~ of clarification of
why that clecision makL'lg body was the decision making
body. We also needed a better means of transmitting,
i!iformjition to other persons who were supporting the
strike. Specifically let's talk about the .white students.
The sttike'here'at State was about third world people
and about thirdworld demands and the persons invdlved
in making decisions for those people were the TWLF.
The central committee was made up of delegates from
the constituencies of the third world. The eentral com

.mittee operated on the prem~seof democratic central
ism.
, ,White students wereinvolvedinasupportroleand as
such had a certain amount of decision-making power
delegated to them by the central committee. They Con-
stituted a white ,strike support committee.. '

One of,'the,principal things, obvious to 'anyone in the
movement, is' tha1 there,was a hell of a lot of faction
alism involved in the white strike support committee.
At different times different caucuses gained control of
that body. They went off on V1uioustangents,all the way
from pUblishing shit without anybody having read it on
the com mittee, to other things. As I said the decisions
had to be made by the central commiitee and I have no
doubts that that was good. '

NOT ENOUGH DIRECTION FORWHITES

NESBITT: Pd like to add something here. I think that
one o!our main problems is that we didn't give as much
direction as we should have. !think that the point Tony
brought up in reference to the factionaHsm that existed
iIi the white Strike Support Committee pointed up a faCt
that most of us tried to avoid if pos,sible; yet after a
while it became so obvious that we couldn't avoid it.
The central committee ,of the TWLF was amazingly
unified and solidified in reference, to their opinions,

, Iheir analysis' of the situation, and the direction they
wanted the strike to take. We found, in turn, that it
was unfortunate, but there were ,many factions within
the support committee that ultimately had the same
goals that we had in mind, but which f,elt that the
tactics used should bea little more dramatic, pos
sibly a little more politically oriented in reference to
confronting a symbolism again.

i After, a while we found ,it necessary to brtrig l,>ut
'the reality of, the situation and let them know that we

weren't here as some type of stop gap or as some type
of short run approach. W'i;)' re dealing with something
that will last for' a very, very long time. Therefore

'it was necessary ,lor us not to relate to symbols but
to relate to the very basics of power.

If anything we should have given more direction.
I think that another thing we Should have done is

made sure that communication channels were more'
direct and more clear. ,

Also we came into another problem. That is, one of
the basic principles that we were talking about was the
eradication of racism and one of the things the people
on the support committee found out was that even
though they were considered,the vanguard of the new
left radicalism, manyof these peoplewere racists. And
they, round it very difficult, very, very 'difficult to
take directions and orders from a third world group.
Number I, I think they found it difficult because it' s

'never been' done before; and number 2, they found it
, difficult because in the past they had been accustomed

to telling other people what to do and telling other
people how good what they were doing for them wa"
for them; and for the first time they found themselves
doing something for. not only the third .world people, 
but [or themselves, and getting the direction from those
third world people. And for white people no matter how
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radical they are this is very difficult. Weare beginn
ing to realize more clearly every day, that no matter
how radical you are, being white in this society you are
bombarded with so much racism that you can't help it
if a little bit rubs off. The.refore this was a learning
experience for them and for us.

PROBLEMS WITH AFT

MOVEMENT: What lessons did your relationship with
the AFT teach?

NESBIT : You have a large number of instructors with
in this college, and probablywithin every college in the
U.S., that feel that the principles that this strike was
based upon and the idealistic directions that we were
approaching' are absolutely great; are things that
everyone should strive for and are as basic to America
as mother and apple pie. I think that the maln point that
we learned in conjunction with these people is that there
are certain people who have much too much to lose.
Ther~fore, their ability to express themselves and

. creatively try to construct society, or reconstruct the
direction they want their followers to go in is ham
pered. What I'm saying basically is that the overall
status and the overall personnel within the TWLF
has so little to lose and so much to gain that we found
it very easy for us to take certain creative attitudes
and creative directions in trying to eradicate the
ra.cism and the castration, and exploitation of this
campus, which is nothing but a microcosm of this
society.

We found that many people within the AFT, because
they found themselves almost welded to the establish
ment, because they had large families or small fam
ilies, because they had investments in our society, they
could not risk as. much as we could. They wanted to,
they promised us they would, but when it really got
down to the nitty gritty it's very obvious thaf some
times they didn't.

Therefore our conclusion is that basically you do
what you have to do for yourself. You do not depend
upon other people when it comes to what you have to
do because. if you do, then their basic personal in
terest may be more destructive to your ends than the
enemy you're trying to fight. I'm not saying that aU
of the AFT bullshitted us--that all of the AFT let us
down. Pm just really saying that when it came down
to the crux the AFT could have done a lot more than
they did do and they did not do a lot more because
they had too much invested and they had too much
to lose. We had very' little invested, we had a whole
hell of a lot to gain. Therefore we had to push harder
and we had to push harder on our own desires and on
our own resources. Depend upon your own resources
and depend upon the creativity of your own people
rather than going somewhere else.

UNDERSTANDING. RACISM

TONY: Talking about white support, I think that one
thing that wasn't made clear and shouIdhave been made
clear or more explicit was the stake that white stu
dents had in this themselves. I think a lot of them
misunderstood that or did not even clearly see it.
We talked about fighting racism, but only a few i.n
dividuals clearly understood the way that racism
divides and separates white radicals, poor white
people, from third world people. The rule of divide
and conquer is used not only to divide third world
people among themselves, but also to divide them
from any white persons who are essentially oppressed
by the same system although in different manners
and in different facets of life.

I think that one mistake that we made was under
estimating the bitterness of the factionalism in the
white strike support committee, within white radicals.
I think that, as Crutch said, one mistake that we made
was not providing enough direction in terms of the
type of activities that the white strike support com
mittee should have been involved in or was involved
in. It did not successfully do what it was supposed to
do. In a number of committees that the support com
mittee formed the factions neutralized each .:Jther.
It didn't get any work done. In turning out a very

_simple-'pamphlet it could take them a week to get
the goddamn thing out because they couldn't decide
whether to use the term "sharp struggle" or ·rev
olutionary fight". That's literally the kind of thing
that happened.

Because of that fighting and our not taking a firm
enough stand in it, a lot of the creativity of certain /
individuals within the support committee and a lot
of the creativity of certain groups within the com

'mittee was smothered. And we should have involved
ourselves in direct communication with the masses
of white stUdents, rather than leaving it to a com
mittee becaust~ the committee would distort, mis
misuse, or use information for their own political
ends.

MOVEMENT: What was the main thing that the
White Strike Support Committee should have been
doing that it didn't do?

MORE PRACTICE, LESS RHETORIC

NESBIT : One thing, continual education process.
Second, reaching out into the various white com
munities in a very significant way. Pm not talking
about leafleting a factory, I'm talking about working
with the workers. There's a very big difference.
Pm talking about taking the rhetoric and applying
it to reality and seeing what you come up with. Pm
talking about going into a poor white community
and not just saying that racism is wrong and that
you should be involved in this struggle because
you are one of the 33 million white people below
the poverty leVel, but about actUally confronting
that racism and showing them how it acts against
themselves.

Also they should have turned out real informa-
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tional literature, not just literature aimed at per
petuating a certain ideological line. Also there could
have been better work on getting support from the
other state colleges which are mainly composed of
White student bodies. They just related to specific
organizers on the campus. One group would have a
list that they would relate to on a certain campus
and another group would have another list that they
would relate to and neither of those two lists wanted
to have anything to do with each other.

Pll break it down like this. I think that there
are two factions that hate e.ach other more than
they hate the man. It really comes out that way and
I was pretty surprised by that and maybe I was a
little n~ive and idealistic, but I think the reference
point which I had was obviously not adequate, be
cause I was referring to the TWLF central com
mittee and even though we had certain differences
and pretty long discussions to resolve those dif
ferences, we worked them out.

MOVEMENT: One of the questions that has arisen
within the white movement is the fact that at least
one of the people who was on the TW central com
mittee and represented the strike at a national SDS
meeting some time ago is no longer on the central
committee. He was also a member of one of the
organizations that you referred to as factional.

TONY: Okay, let me deal with it without relating
to specifics, but rather to the principle. The TWLF
Is an organization composed of ethnic organiza
tions. It is about third world people. The TWLF is
also a politica.l organization. First a.llegiance is of.
course to your own people, but politica.lly if you
are to fUnction within the TWLF your a.llegiance is
to that organization. Now if there comes a point
where a position' of the TWLF is contradictory
to a position which will benefit' your people- or
rather is a position that will hurt your people then
you have to make that choice as to whether or not
you want to remain a part of TWLF. What Pm saying
Is that so long as you're a part of TWLF your a.l
legiance is to that organization. In other words what
you're referring to is an individual who is a mem
ber of third world, but who owed political allegiance
to another organization--other than one of the org
anizations that make up TWLF. Arid who, it came
to pass, owed first allegiance to that other organi
zation and that's where the situation came from.

SPREADING THE WORD

MOVEMENT: Could you ta.lk a little about links
that the TWLF here has had with TWLFs in other
schools?

TONY: There's around 70 to 80 Third World org
anizations on various college campuses throughout
the U.S. We've had contact with a limited amount
of them. The have evolved not from any direction
from S.F. State, but upon their own needs and
what they saw happening here. They identified with
the principle, not with the specific individua.ls who
formed TW here.

There are certain differences and perspectives
among the various TWLF's. But a.llof them are
relating to third world people not just on the basis
of students on the campus--at least in principle.

A lot of them do not have the same perspective
that we have because they had not been involved in
working in the community.

NESBIT : There is no broad coordinating organiza
tion that dea.ls with all third world organizations,
but a vary obvious fact is clear: if you are a third
world person in the USA there are certain grievances
and there are certain exploitative conditions that you

. are under and if you are at all cognizant of yourself
as an individua.l and as a person then you will try
and dea.l with those grievances as creatively as
you can.

As Tony said, the communication has not been
as strong nor as structured as we wish it could be.
Not structured from the standpoint of having an
overall national or international organization, but
structured from the standpoint that we communicate
with each other and deal with pl"oblems that we all
have and that we a.ll share in common so that we
can p6ssibly eradicate those problems asexpeditiou'siy
as possible.

RELATING TO THE VANGUARD

MOVEMENT: What do you think of the various pro
posals to raise white class demands?

NESBIT : I think that there are certain general prin
ciples or certain general approaches that apply to
anyone regardless of their cultura.l background or
ethnic background. I think that it's regrettable that
any group be it third world or white would find it
necessary to latch upon another group in order to
eradicate the grievances that they have. I think it's
necessary for any type of groups, specifica.lly any
white group, to dea.l with the problems and to dea.l
with the concerns of their people from the basic
reference point, from the basic originality of those
problems. I don't think that they should start relating
to those problems from the standpoint of what black
people have done, rather they should relate to ;
from the standpoint of how their people think
should be resolved.

MOVEMENT: But, if third world people are the van
guard, whites must relate to their struggle. Isn't
there a contradiction between the idea of a thir.d
world vanguard and white groups raising addit

. i0.11al demands?

NESBIT' : No, I don't see any contradiction in that.
There's a very definite reason as to why third world

, I ~1I~ MQV~M;ENT

people are in the vanguard. Its qUite ODVlOUS that the
type of suppressio.n and. the type. of exploitation that..
we encounter. is mucll more . blatant thlm the type
ofsuppressionand exploitation tnat whife students may
feel. But it's also very clear that if you read economic
journals and if you read historical books that we're
always bombarded with, sixty percent of the people
who are poor in this country are white, not black,
not third world. .

If you look into what's rea.lly going on you find
that the problem in America is not a third world
problem; its a white problem. For the last three
years we've been saying that if white people are
going to address themselves to their own problems
or to the problems that dea.l directly with third
world people, they must address themselves to the
origins of their p:roblem--that is, white people, be
cause the white people basica.lly control our society,
our economics, our sociology, our psychology. If
they want to dea.l with thisJ and p'o,t from some kind
of subordinate or inverse paternalistic, attitude, they
should deal with it from the standpoint'of what prob
lems and goals their people have. This means that
what they must do then, is a very frightening thing,
and that is, go home and ta.lk to their mothers and
fathers. They really tend' not to do 'this. Why? Be
cause that's a hell of a traumatic ·expe"~ience.

This is exactly what the people in the third world
have to do, we have no choice. Many of us, five
years ago were wa1kin~ carbon copies of white
folks, until we rea.lized that our own concerns and
our own psychologica.l hea.lth demanded that we go
home and relate to our people.

CLASS PROGRAMS

MOVEMENT: Wllat about demands for open admissions
for poor and working class white people?

TONY: The question which you are bringing up relates
to some of the debates that were!toing on about the
question of class. Are students a class? Are white
people a people or are they just 'subdivisions of
different classes? I think that's a questiont~t' sgot
to be worked out by white people. My own feeling is
that a very minute percentage of white people make
the decisions that affect the entire body. Poor whites
are oppressed in a certain specific type of manner
but other people, including the great amorphous non
defined mass of middle class white America, is
oppressed in certain other ways. And then you have
to delve into where that come from and how you
resolve that situation.

JUAN PIF1ARE: Special admissions for working class
people wouid take a lot ofwork with the trade unions. I
went to some of the trade unions during the strike to
rap with some of the people there and I think that
many p8Jple in S. F. are ready to startworking in that
kind of struggle. But I think it would be stupid to raise
a demand for 500 working class admissions at S.F.
State, if you don't have some kind of base and some
kind of community support·behind it. Crutchwas talkin€
about going back home, that's the way I understand ~t.

MOVEM~NT: EverybOdy--a.lmost--understands the
necessity to support black and third world admissions.
There seems to be a unanimity on supporting that.
Wh..lt people seem to be afraid of is the tliing that
you were getting at, afraid of raising demands for the
white community.

NESBIT' : I think that is a very overt expression of
inverse .acism. What we're ta.lking about is not doing
us favors. What we're saying is give us what we are
due. We have paid a higher proportion of taxes than
any other people in the world. Thirdworld people have
done this. What we're saying is that TW people have
the right, not a privilege. They have a right to that
education and what they should try to do is to expand
that education to the largest number of people possible.
If there are poor people who happen to be white,
who have come to the same type of situations, then
they should relate to it from that standpom,t. We're
not saying that they have to relate to us and us alone,
that's bullshit. You relate to the situation according
to what people f~l within that situation and according
to the needs of that situation. If they're white, that'S
COOl, if they're black that' s cool. All we're saying is
relate to it, relate to the people from a humanitarian
level.

And any people who come up and say "well we must
help those people, we must not I!elp ourselves" , I think
that they're fooling themselves because they're not
relating to the pr~ciple, they're relating to the super
ficiality of the s!tuation.

TONY: If you're going to dea.l with fighting racism
you've got to deal with it not only helping to deal with
the condition of third world peoples'· lives, but dea.l
with the conditions of white peoples'lJves. Racism
affects white people as well as it. affects third world
people.
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This was due to, the overall oppres
sion of women that women's liberation
groups have focussed on: their economic
dependence, generally, on men, their
acceptance (along with the men) of male
supremacist. ideology and propaganda,
and their objectively inferior position to
men in almost every work place. The
women at Chevron do the lousiest work
for the lowest pay (new male employees
start out working with the women, but
soon leave them behind for more plea
sant, higher paYing positions).

Just as the union has failed to fight
against white supremacy within the plant,
it has also done nothing to combat male
supremacy. The result is that many
women, though not all by any means,
saw the strike as the men's battle, and
when the going got really rough, they
were less determined to hang tough.
We did our best to point out to the men
the obvious lesson that the oppression
of women hurts them. But because we
had no women inside the plant and failed
to place special emphasis on the special
problems of the Women during the strike,
we were not able to raise the question
of 'women's .liberation effectively; or
initl,J.te R ser~ous fignt against male
supremacy.

&ince the strike, several students who
were active in the women's liberation
movement in this area have left school,
moved to Richmond and taken jobs with
companies that hire large numbers of
women. We see this as a very important
step toward organizing and liberating the
potentially awesome power of working
class women. As one advanc.~dChevron
worker put it: "Hell, if the women get
going, and we get together with them,
nothing can stop us."

•

PHONEY PROMISES

Students were promised an equitable voice in
implementing the Joint Statement. To date, however,
the administration has not seen fit to organize the
committee which was promised to carry out this im-

plementation.
The quickly castrated student movement at Treasure

Valley Community College is noteworthy only because
of its dramatic effect on the "Mississippi of the
West", a strip of southwestern Oregon and southern
Idaho, where such signs as "We reserve the right..."
and English ONLY spoken here" are not uncommon.

The first little ripple, accusing the "leaders" of
this area of obvious paternalism which they have for
so long been pracf!cing, seems to have opened the
door for some looks at a very dirty situation. Min
ority groups are truly minority groups here, andhave
never dared express dissatisfaction before. In the
past, their shameful role in this utterly backward
community has included at least enough sugar from
daddy to keep their children from starving.

Now, however, this may no longer be enough. Or
the paternalistic structure may refuse to continue
to dole out the carrots and begin to wield only the
club. In either case, a polarization may occur that
could eventually lead us out of the darkness. .

There are no more than two dozen white "liberals"
mostly of the worst kind, in the 'entire area and they,
of cOUrse, refuse openly to participate in any anti
repression struggle because they fear for their jobs.
The fear is not unfounded.

The efforts of LA OLA NUEVA may have other
hopeful effects. CITIZEN FOR CIVIC UNITY, a
Boise-based civil rights group,hasexpressedinterest
in the Ontario Situation. They may soon met in the
Oregon community, fifty miles to the northwest of
Boise, to show their support for the so far well
suppressed student movement. Perhaps the most
hopeful of all the effects will be the new look which
students will have at a local and well-established
monster with many mouths to slurp them up, swallow
them down, wipe its jowls, and two hours later forget
that it even ate.

The article, which was favorable to the student petition,
was written by a Methodist minister from Ontario,
Oregon, home of the college.

The resulting front page editorial in the hometown
paper scared the students and the minister into
agreeing to a .premature interview with the college
president. Originally the meeting was to have been
only a discussion of the POSSIBILITY of working
through the Joint Statement of Student Rights and
Freedoms as an alternative to the petition demands.
College officals agreed to meet with two of the stu
dents privately. However, shortly after the beginnings'
of some contact and agreement ·appeared, other
interested parties entered the meeting and it soon
reached a point where the students felt intimidated.
The director of the OEO program, Mr: Moneybags,
to most of the stUdents, was one of those called into
the mee.ting by the Administration; the financial
screws, evident all along, were tightened. The threat
of empty stomach for the students and their children
subdued LA OLA NUEVA (The New Wave) changing
it to a mere ripple for the moment.
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~ THE PEOPLE GAGGED
The director of the OEO Migrant Program im

mediately obtained a copy of the petition, printed a
slightly altered form of it, and distributed it in
bundles among minority group students. The effect was
to gag a majority of these students who feel the pres
sure that such a threat to their small OEO stipend
represents. The director then flew to Portland to
confer with top state education authorities about his
-new" problem.

In the midst of all this, the Administration of
Treasure Valley College worked out, unknown to any
stUdents, a deal with the College Board of Education
for the now popular AAUP-USANSA "Joint Statement
on the Rights and Freedoms of students". Administr
ation sources later admitted to the students that they
had been working on the statementfor several months.
However,. when the issue· of the student petition
began to get controversial discussions throughout the
community, the Administration statement waa quickly
finished and presented as an alternative to the student
petition.

The controversial discussion became controversial
when theINTERMOUNTAINOBSERVER, a Boise, Idaho
weekly, ran' a story outlining the student demands.

LA OLA NUEVA is an infant student group trying
sometimes desperately, to solidify its or,ganization and
broaden its base on a small community college campus
in one of the last remaining enclaves of what we
call the hinterlands. '

The group first became evident in February when
a small group of Mexican and black students began
cirCUlating a petition demanding a voice for stUdents,
especially racial minority students, in the adminis
tration of Treasure VaIley Community College. Tese
students call themselves LA OLA NUEVA, For the'
most part they represent Chicanos who are parti
pating in the Office of Economic Opportunity Migrant
Education program at the college. Most are married
and have children.

The beginning ofthe petition stated openly" We reject
the humiliating role assigned to Mexicans by Anglo
administrators and teachers. We will no longer tol
erate injustice. We will no longer be bent, bowed
and brOKen by this system. We have joined with the
millions of our brothers who fight for justice for all
workers, in the United States and the whole world."

Among the 16 "non-negotiable" demands were: im
mediate hiring of Mexican and black teachers and
counselors; an end to harassment for speaking Spanish;
banning police from arresting students on campus and
eliminating arrest as grounds for suspension; amnesty;
publicity in Spanish encouraging Mexican- American
candidates to the Board of Trustees; courses that deal
with Mexican-American and black history honestly; and
participation in decision- making.

The local press accused LA OL A NUEVA of sub
version and conspiracy. But the students made no
attempt to hide their activities. On the contrary, they
circulated their petition to various groups and in
dividuals throughout the Malheur County, Oregon area
where the college is located. Response to the petition
and their pleas for help was the usual, "I agree with
everything the petition says but it would not do for me
to sign it".
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by'Suzanne Crowell, Staff Corres
pondent, The Southern PATRIOT

~

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-In May of
1968, over 200 black garbagemen
in St. Petersburg stopped work.
Three weeks later, the city had re
sumed normal garbage collection.
iBy Labor Day, the strike was "set
tled"; there was a wage increase,
put the garbagemen were rehired
Without seniority, as vacancies oc
curred.

The summer between the walkout and the settlement
saw the failure of the city government, the business
community and the liberals to come to grips with the
situation.

It also saw a stockpile of anti-riot equipment put
into use during four nights of violence in the ghetto,
and the rise of a new black group -- JOMO, the Junta
of Militant Organizations.

While JOMO might have gained prominenc~in any
case, the failure of the strike gave it.a context in which
to work. Its insistence that traditional methods could
not work gained considerable credence in the wake. of
the strike. .

The black militants who make up JOMO stress unity.
Their program is uncomplicated. For example, Zeke
Kenyatta, the current prime minister, said "JOMOhas
no position on violence. Our position is on freedom, by
any means necessary."

Black history and other class~s are held in a
neighborhood Catholic school at night.

JOMO also runs a community blood bank in a St.
Petersburg hospital. The blood bank eliminates red
tape, since the patient does not have to pay for blood
or guarantee its replacement before getting a trans
fusion. And it helPs to build unity, since without
community support it could not exist.

The police have stepped up harassment of the black
community in general and JOMO in particular since the
garbage strike. JOMO members are arrested constant
ly for such things as disorderly conduct, vagrancy,
night prowling (in broad daylight) and verbal abuse of

. a police officer (calling one a pig).

jYounger blacks are questioned about what
leaders think and where they get their money. Joe
Waller has been singled out for special treatment. For
merly active in SNCC, he-was responsible for founding
JOMO. In addition to arrest on several minor charges,
Waller has been convicted 'of grand larceny. In 1966,
he wr.ote letters to the city protesting a mural in city
hall. It showed two black minstrels, grotesquely drawn.
During a protest marclt about the mural, Waller and
several others forcibly removed it. Waller was arrest
ed by the city for -destroy,ing public property and he
served, in the end, 'more than the 180 day sentence.

Later, the ,state charged.,him with grand larceny of
the mural. He was convicted and sentenced to five years
in the state ~nitentiary. He is appealing to the U.S.
Supreme Court claiming the second trial was double
;jeopardy;, and that he was denied access to his pre-
sentence investigation., .

JOMO hopes· ,to ,become a state-wide organization.
It has·contacts in Cocoa Beac~, Jacksonville and Miami.
In Gainesville, "a JOMO organization was recently ,
started. Both local people and st. Petersburg organiz-:
ers are involved. Carol Thomas, a white woman who
has been active in the Gainesville movementfor years,
is a staunch supporter ~ The JOMO program in Gaines
ville is similar to the one in st. Petersburg. Charles
Fullwood, 19, is the prime minister. Sfreetpatrolsare
being orginized' to protect the ghetto from the police
and eliminate dope peddlers. Discipline and respons
ibility are important parts of the group's code.

. A typical case protested by Gainesville JOMO was
the murder of Walter Spann by police during an arrest
for breaking and entering. He was unarmed. Another
man, George Baker, who was with Spann, has been
charged with murder. Under Florida law, he can be
held responsible. for the death of an accomplice at the
hands of police, since he was allegedly involved in a
felony.

An observer in st. Petersburg commentedJ "In an
other year, JOMO may be THE black organization
here. st. Petersburg is the city that ran the Job Corps
out of town. The business community has refused help
to the jobless. There's nowhere else for people to go."
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learning 'you remain in that same lowly postt1on for
the rest of your life" •

"Only 25% of the students are in the college
prep track", said Mario Cordeiro, P.T.A. "ne
tech and general tracks just produCe fodder for the
textile mills". .

, ·We· don't have' tracking at· Durfee", replied the
Vice-Pr-incipal. "Just certain curricula for certain
students to fit their appropriate goals".

The . meeting ended with the SChool Com~ttee

leaving the dress code demand for -further con
sideration". Afraid of eruptions, they voted not to
suspend offenders because of long hair until a final
decision is made•.

The P.T.A. is continuing to organize around the
three demands.

On Tuesday, March 18, about ,200, students and
other young people in the Fall-River -New Bedford
area attended a discussion with Fall. River pOUce
and city officials at Bristol CQJIlmunity (College.
Many adults were also present. The meeting quickly
developed into discussion and.debate ot radical analysis
of the role of the pOlice. Fall River's. rigid "anti
congregating" and -anti-march" laws are used to
squelch any attempted uprisings as well as to con- .
tinually harrass and arrest local young people. Durfee
students are very much aware that in their con
frontation with school authorities they are also
moving towards a confrontation with the police.
Young people are seeking to pull together to fight
pOlice oppression.

Southeast Massachusetts Technological Institute
(S.M. T.t), which lies between New Bedford and Fall
River, has an extremely active first-year SDSchapter.
An important product of S.M.T.I.'s and Durfee's
activities has been the coming together of the area's
youth to fight around common issues of oppression and
exploitation. In the midst of intensive red-baiting and
cries of outside control by the school authorities and
press, kids are advancing to new levels of conscious
ness, growing more militant, and identifying more
and more with SDS. ,

Michael Riley of S,M,T.I. SDS recently spoke at
nearby WestpOrt High. -I talked about the need to
crush capitalism and our working for revolutionary
socialism", say Riley. "Then I waited for the usual
shit, to fly. Instead kids started questioning about how
to organize an SDS chapter."

Underground newspapers are being started at West
port and New Bedford High while Bristol Community
College students are working to form an SDS.

THE MOVEMENT

distributed a leaflet calling for' students' to. fight the
dress code. That afternoon, several members of the
P.T.A. met with Hammond who said that the SChool'
Committee would determine. the future. of the dress
code at their next meeting on April 15. In ,the mean
time, it would be enforced. students assembled outside
of the meeting with the PrinciVd! and y/ere dispersed

. by pOlice. A meeting was arranged for Friday after
noon with the SUperintendent of SChools.

On Friday, while the. walkout was occurring and
with .50-75students gathertng outSide of the Adminis
tration Building, SUperintendent Nagle said· that the
School Committee would meet in special .session at
11 A.M, on Monday to talk about the dress code. sev
eral students were roughed up by coaches while dis
tributing leaflets and some of the petitions were torn
up by teachers.

Monday came with tension growing and students
preparing to walk out if anybody was suspended.
The P.T,A.'s first issue of their undergroundnews
paper was distributed before school without iacident,
since teachers found that students would fight them
if there were more attempted confiscations. At 11,
25-30 students walked out to attend the School Com
mittee meeting. Some local college stUdents, teachers,
and a few other community residents also were in
attendance. Mayor Mitchell presided.

From the very outset, the committee ruthlessly
sought to put down proponents of any view wich touched
on the totalitarian nature of the system. They also
tried to isolate the P. T. A, with the use of testimony
of handpicked Student Council representatives. Using
threats, allegations, pomposity, diversions, and sheer
nonsense the Com mittee managed to whip the students
to the .point of frenzy. When a Durfee boy who prev
iously had been suspended charged that the meetiIlg
was a -kangaroo court", he was told that he would
be expelled for "abusive language". A Bristol Com
munity college (Fall River) student tried to speak.

"An open meeting does not mean that everyone has
the right to speak," yelled the Mayor. Yelling "Sieg
Heill", the student stomped out of the room.

A committeewoman replied to student attacks on the
dress code:

"If you're sloppy in sch.;)~l. you'll be sloppy in
business. Don't you know that 'you are preparing for
what you have to do in life? Don't you know that we
need discipline and must accept' life fo'r what it is?"

Wilson Sallum of the P.T.A. commented on track
ing: "Once you are categorized into a system of

·{~Pratftt-ers_,.Troublemakers,
!' '--. ~ ~ .:. .•R·CJ:A•.
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by Ron Bitten, New England Regional SDS
Durfee High (Fall: River, Mass), has been In the

midst of an intensifying confrontation with city' and
school officials. Monday, March:17,' 25-30 students·
walked out of school to, attend a· specially. called
School Commtttee meeting, at which the fruitlessness
of working through "proper channels": was, solidly
confirmed for the students.

Classes were halted the previous Friday when most
of the school's 1800 students walked out in support
of three members of a group known at the P,T.A.
(Protestors-Troublemakers-Anarchists) who were
then meeting with SUperintendent of Schools Nagle.
The P. T. A. is circulating petitions demanding the
following: " .

1. ,Abol1tion of the dress code and ban on smoking
between buildings•.

2. An end to the school's tracking system.
3. That the school stop sending names of students

to the military without the student's consent.
The P.T. A.' s latest leaflet, which was distributed

on that Friday, reads, "Dress codes are to give
students respect for established authority, get used
to following orders, and get used to1.ooking the way
we are 'supposed to' for our future jobs. The chan
nelling of students into various courselevels (tracking
system) and the sending of names to the mUitary
also serve the interests of those same authorities-
to keep us in our places so that they may continue
to profit off our labors, and off of our getting kUled
in wars that perpetuate the system." '\

Fall River is an industrial city of 100,000 people
qO miles southeast of Boston. The area has the lowest
per-capita income in the state of Massachusetts. The
city's industrial wages are lower than any other met
ropolitan center in the country. The local power
structure consists of union leaders, a few prosperous
businessmen a.nd bankers, and the Catholic Church.
Most workers are in the textile industry with the
largest union being the International Ladies' Garment
Workers. Others are involved in port activities. Unlike
northwest Massachusetts, this area hasn't much. of a
history onabor insurrection. Neighboring New Bedford
is 12% black, while Fall River has virtually no black
populace. The drop-out rate at Durfee High is 28%.

Action was triggered on Wednesday when Principal
Thomas Hammond announced that any boy with overly
long hair, who did not get it cut by Monday, would be
im ml~diately suspended. Thursday morning, the P. T. A.

Since.the black colony is oppressed by 2. WE DEMAND OPEN ADMISSIONS IN- timidate us,toprotectracistadministra-
the white mother country, the struggle TO COLLEGES FOR BLACK AND LATIN tors and to stifle pOlitical activity. All
of black and Puerto Rican people must PEOPLE AND WORKING CLASSWHITES cops must go now.
be a struggle for national liberation and WITH FULL SCHOLARSHIPSANDSTIP- 6. WE DEMAND ROTC OFF ALL COL-

. for self-determination. Any strategy for ENDS, No one should be forced into an LEGE CAMPUSES, NO MORE MILITARY
We must understand that aU these pos- a democratic society in America must oppressive job or the army. Now the RECRUITING IN ANY SCHOOLS, NO
itions are not only racist (d~n't attack include ..national liberation of blacks. universities train white middle class MORE WAR RESEARCH, NO MORE MIL-
the s~ecial oppression of blacks) but also White revolutionaries must support the students and some white working class ITARY ASSEMBLIES, AND NOSENDING
go directly against bUilding a strong demands of the Black Panther Party for youth to become engineers; technlcians, OF NAMES TO DRAFT BOARDS. The
high school movement. decent housing, full employment, control scientists and bureauctatsfor the ruling U.S. military serves only to put down
. Black and Puerto Rican students are of the' schools andjusticeandself-deter- class of America. The university can no people allover the world who are fight-
flght~ng again~t the sa~e oppressive mination for black people. longer be a shelter for Drivilee:ed whites: ing for freedom and to protect a corrupt
~:-:,dltions WhICh hit ~hite students-- In high schools and colleges this means we must make the schools battlegrounds and decadent society here at home. The
pIgs, suspensions, political harassment, all students must support the demand for for control of educational resources. We only way the war in Vietnam can end is
lousy teachers etc. Some white students black and Puerto Rican history courses must understand that the systematic ex- by the immediate withdrawal of aU
think that because they have a slightly and black and Puerto Rican studies clusion of blacks and Latins from univ- U.S. forces. We support the heroic
better position in the school they don't department. The content of the courses, ersities is U!eant to keep these people in struggle of the National Liberation Front
have to fight. That's wrong. We must faculty and admissions policy of these their colonial status within white Amer- of South Vietnam. We will prevent our
show these people their own oppression, Third Worid studies programs must be ica. The exclusion of poor whites keeps schools from aiding the military in any
but we must also attack this white sup- determined by the black and Latin stu- them in low-paying jobs. Now many way. Our fight is here at home.
remacy in every case. We must ex- dents and their communities. Schools and young people don't go to college because 7. WE DEMAND AN END TO ANTI-
plain to white students how the adminis- universities must begin to give black and they must work to add to the family in- COMMUNIST lNDOCTRINATIONANDTO
tration uses white supremacy to force brown people the education and skUls come. In these cases the university must RACIST, ANTI-WORKING CLASS HIS-
white students to ally with their real they need to free their people. pay a stipend to the family. Less than 3% TORY COURSES. Anti-communism is
enemy: the principals, the UFT and Lind- Despite these obstacles, however, the of the population .controls and owns 90% used as a rationalization to get us to
say and his cops. We must also under- high school movement grows stronger of the wealth of America. Since blacks fight and die in rich men's wars. We
stand that this fight against white racism every day. Now the question is not and poor whites build the universities and want to learn the true history of black
is a key to our movement and that until WHETHER every high school student in the country, it should be the wealthy people's struggles here in America and
it is defeated we cannot possibly win. . New York City should rebel or WHETHER class who pays for the new buildings and the real history of the struggles of
We must always support the black and there should be a citywide high school faculty needed because of unlimited ad- working people against the boss~s.
brown students' struggles. . strike. These things are going to happen missions. We also attack all budget cuts 8. WE DEMAND AN END TO UNIV-

The black struggle in America takes no matter what anyone wants no matter arid tuition hikes and understand their ERSITY EXP ANSION INTO BLACK AND
on certain unique forms. While all people how many cops Lindsay oc'cuPies our relation to increased war spending. PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITIES. WE.
in America who are not in the ruling schools with. 3. WE 'DEMAND AUTONOMOUS BLACK PEMAND DECENT WAGES FOR ALL
class are oppressed, blacks Puerto The questions that face us now are AND LATIN STUDIES PROGRAMS ·IN SCHOOL EMPLOYEES. W~ DEMAND
Ricans and other ThirdWorldm'inorities whether we're going to get organized ALL SCHOOLS ANP COLLEGES IN THE DAYCARE CENTERS FOR THE CHIL-
are doubly oppressed. They are oppres- this spring, whether we can use the out- CITY.' 3chools must l1egin to serve the .oREN OF.UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES
sed and exploited as workers, like whites l;lreaks to build a strong movement, black and Third Woriq people 'of New AND THE NEIGHBORING COMMUN-
(except worse), getting low wages, mis- and whether we're going to win real York City. Since Albert Shanker and his ITIES. Now universities perform coun-
erable working conditions and long hours. demands. racist pals are .obviously unfit to edu- terinsurgency research and train col-
But blacks and Latins are also oppres- SDS believes these goals can be reach- .cate black people we suppOrt the de- onial administrators while at the same
sed as a people. as a colony within ed only if we have solid demands only mand for community control of education time evicting thousands of pOOr people
white America. What that means is that' if we can p-.ul together 'all parts ~f the We understand the colonial oppressio~ so that more capitalist universities Can
the relationship between black and Puerto movement and only if we're willing to of black and Puerto Rican people and sup- be buut. The fac1l1ties of the university
Rican people and the U.S. ruling class engage in a long and militant struggle. pOrt their right to selt-determination. must begin to work for the people of the
Is in many ways similar to the rela- This spring chapters of SDS in New We support the program of the Black c0¥bmunitv. th . ai d d' d
tionship between U.S. imperialism and York (and all across the country) and Panther Party and the Ten Point Pro- ese are em n eman sblackan
the People of the Third World, Asia, other' radical groups are planning a gram of Bllack student Unions. white ~adicalS around New York and all
Africa and Latin America. Black and spring offensive against the whole op- ·4. WE DEMAND AN END TO FLUNK- over the ,country will be moving on this
Puerto Rican people are forced to live pressive educational system and its use OUTS IN ALL COLLLEGES AND TO spring. Obviously these demands are
in particular places in our country,' by the ruling class to maintain American ALL SUSPENSIONS•. INVOLUNTARY non-negotiable. We don't negotiate whe.-
their housing is owned by the white rul- ,'" capitalism and U.S. imperialism. We are TRANSFERS AND EXPULSIONS IN HIGH' ther

i
tour hSCthhOOISthShOuld hbeulad lbeittlel.tbtllt

ing class, their stores are owned by putting forth the following demands: SCHOOLS. Flunk-outsandexpulsionsand rac s, weer ere SOl e
the. white ruling class, their hospitals, 1. WE DEMAND AN END TO THE suspensions are used to exclude black and bit of repression or a little bit of in-
theIr schools and their courts are. run TRACKING SYSTEM WITHIN THE Latin people from the schools of New justice or whether we should support a
by the white ruling class, their com- SCHOOLS. The tracking system syste- York City. Of the 12,000 students sus- war of genocide a littl" bit.
munities are occupied by the rUling matically shoves blacks and Puerto Ri- pended from the New York City public de~i~ds n~~l:~ t~ve t to u~usc~~ °tur

class' ~igs, t~ey are forced to work for cans into unemployment, lousy jobs or schools last year, over 90% were black or anize' and la:m 00 e.r s en s,
the whIte rulmg class for particularly the army. It also forces white working or Puerto Rican. Flunkouts and suspen- CO~litiO~ and t~ Hi ~h~ ~lg~ ~C~ool
low wages. Also ~here is ~ systematic class youth into low paying jobs. Track- sions are used to keep white students in Union plan actio~s i~ Ne~o~orku ent
attempt by the ~hite educational system ing is designed to help the rulers of line, to force them to meet the standards School if th i t f d High
and the .white media to destroy black America maintain their empire. Track- of administrators and to get rid of not m~t b 1r se s 0 emands are ~
~d Latm culture and to distort the ing exists not only in high schools, but troublemakers and political activists. All read t y ~ril 21st. We got to I:>E:
history of black people in -America. also in the university system: community suspensions and flunkouts are a ticket and:a ~ ~ve t: th~~ld:te'ir late April ril

Even worse than all this, black workers colleges, trade schools, state colleges into the army. r y ay ere e c ywide dem- C
are oppressed not only by the white rUling and elite universities. We attack this 5. WE DEMAND ALL PIGS OUT OF THE on~tra:ions around the eight demands «
class, but by poor white racists too. higher level of tracking too. SCHOOL. Cops are in schools to in- an a ew others. Let's get tOt?; III_ __________________________________________________________.;,;;,.:;;i9I.,;, ..... _

,,~\
r for a
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WHERE IT'S BEEN AT. ••
Index by Subject: ApriIl965-March 1969

AMERICAN INDIANS BLACK MOVEMENT: NORTH (GENERAL)- BLACK POWER ---------

BLACK PANTHER PARTY ------

•
MOVEMENT
oubllshtdb,the

STUDE~T NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COr..lMITTEE
glcal,lornla

"Panther CUbs." 11/68
"Huey; The Will of the B'lack People Must Be Done."

11/68
"Political Power Doesn't Only Come From a Barrel

of a Gun," Captain Crutch. 12/68
"Panther Shootout-Whose Game Was It?", Bob Avak

ian. 1/69
"The FBI's 12 Most Wanted Men" (Eldridge Cleaver).

1/69
"Bobby Seale Talks to the Movement" (interview). 3/69

"Picl\.lres for the Chicago Movement" Nancy Gitlin
and Tom Livingstone. 10/67.

"Teatro Campensino, Alive in Del Rey" Bobbi Cie
ciorka. 10/67

"Theater- of the Revolution" (NLF Song and Dance
Troupe) Karen Koonan. 2/68.

CAMPUS: S.F. STATE ------
"The Battle for S. F. State," Brooks Penney. 1/68
"SF State Is Not Columbia," Stephanie Mines. 7/68
"SF State Brings Tac Squad," Todd Gitlin. 12/68
"SF Police state College," Alex Foreman. 1/69
"Round Table Discussion with Third World Leaders,"

1/69
"SF State: History Takes a Leap," Martin Nicolaus.

2/69
'Mama Strike." 3/69

"Black Power" (editorial). 8/66
.. Black Power Not Anti-White Unless Whites Make It

That Way," Stokely Carmichael. 9/66
'Questions About the Black Power Conference,"

Hardy Frye. 11/66
"SNCC Chairman Talks about Black Power," Stokely

Carmichael. 11/66
"Malcolm X on Power, Politics and Organizing." 11/66
:'Role of Whites in Black Power," Bruce Detwiler.

11/66
"Stokely in Watts," 12/66
"Murderers of Malcolm X Still Free," Terence Cannon.

1/67
"Stokely Carmichael on Puerto Rico, Cities, The Draft,

Blackness and More." 2/67
"Black Conference," Syrtiller Kabat. 2/67
"You Better Come on Home" (speech by Stokley at

Morgan State College), 6/67
"Liberation is From a Black Thing" (Black Youth

Conference in LA.), 9/67
"A Letter from Rap Brown." 4/68

CIVIL RIGHTS

"The Church and Civil Rights," William R. Grace, 7/65
"NAACP Convention-Some Members Complain About

Restrictions". 8/65 .
"Delegates Call White House Conference a Publkity

Stunt." 7/66
"It Seems To Me" (CivilRightsAct),StokelyCarmich

ael, 8/66

"the Right To Govern OUr Own Internal Affairs"
(Free Student Union), Bettina Aptheker. 9/65

"Berkeley student Strike," Jeff Lustig. 1/67
"Tuition Equals Segregation." 3/67
"Higher Education Nothing But Politics," 3/67
"Where Cal Will Move," Morgan Spector. 11/67
"Students Suspend Cal" (Movement against Political

Suspensions), Lincoln Bergman. 12/67
"we Want The street Because We Want The street

- Because It's Ours" (Berkeley riots). 8/68
"Don't Follow Leaders Watch the Parkin Meters,"

Arlene Eisen Bergman & Joe Blum. 8/68
"Berkeley Under Seige-Radical Community Con

fused," Bob Mandel. 10/68
"Guest Lecture Power" (Cleaver course). 11/68

CAMPUS: COLUMBIA-------

"Create Two Three Many Columbias," 6/68
"Columbia Exam-A Special Supplement," Eric Mann

11/68
"Notes on Columbia," Mark Rudd. 3/69

CULTURE AND tHE MEDIA -----

CAMPUS: BERKELEY--'------

"Literature of Protest," Terence Cannon. 7/65
"Mime Troupe Minstrel ShOW," Terence Cannon. 7/65
"The Right To Be Middle Class" (review of Clark's

Dark Ghetto), Terence Cannon. 10/65
"Brecht-What Is It?", R. G. Davis. 11/65
"Theater For Those Who.Have No Theater," Gil Moses.

12/65
"Negro Folk Songs and the Freedom Movement," Alan

Lomax and GUy Carawan. 7/66
"Huelga" (review), Terence Cannon. 7/66
"The Movement's Burden" (review of Jacobs and Lan

dau, The New Radicals), Mike Miller, 7/66
•Agit Prop Pop Opera," 11/66
.. A Film Against the War" (Sons and Daughters), Ellen

Estrin, 2/67
"Where It's at in Watts" (theater review: Burn Baby

Burn), SUe Ellen Jack. 3/67
"Theater That Does Something" (JOIN Theater, Chi

cago), Melody James. 4/67
"Radical Theater...what Does it Speak To?", Ellen

Estrin and Michael Folsom, 5/67

"Teatro Campesino-Political Art Form" Luis Valdez.
June 1967.

"ABU (Alliance for Black Unity) Plans Culture Center"
9/67
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BLACK MOVEMENT: SOUTH (GENERAL)-
"Who Decides?", Jimmy Garrett. 4/65
"Supplement on Selma." 4/65
"Autobiography of Mrs. Johnnie Mae Walker." 5/65
"Mississippi Young Democrats: SNCC Front or Grass

Roots Cl~b," 7/65
"Mississippi SUmmer '65," Nancy & Gene Turity, 8/65
I'Personal Report from the Arkansas Project," Myrtle

Glasgow, 8/65
"Moderate Democratic Body Formed: Excludes Rights

Workers." 8/65
"fraud in Arkansas School Elections." 11/65
!"Brutality in J;>archman Jail-700 Arrested in Nat

. chez." 11/65
"Mississippi Woodworking Leather Cooperatives

Formed." 11/65
"Parents of Volunteers send Cars and Money South."

11/65 .
"Natchez Boycott SUccess." 12/65
"Julian Bond, 136th District, Fight for Representation,

Protest Bad Housing," 2/66
"Tuskegee: Model City Erupts," 2/66
"Southern ASCA Elections-Opening the Door." 1/66
I'Mississippi; Colony of Standard Oil and Sears Roe-

buck." 1/66 .
"Mississippi Negroes Occupy Air Base." 2/66
"Bogalusa: Year of Violence and Change," Sara

. Shumer, 2/66 . .
«Julian Bond Meet.s 'Meet the Press'" (Part I of

complete transcript). 3/66
.. The Background of the Greenville Air_Base Live-In,"

3/66
"Who Killed the CDGM?", Joan Bowman. 12/66
"More on CDGM," Joan Bowman. 1/67
"Taking Power in Sunflower C'ounty" (interview: otis

Brown Jr.). 3/67 .
"800 Black Students Sit-in" (Orangeburg), 3/67
"Nashville Cops Attack Black Students." 5/67
"Black Power Revolt at Texas Southern." 5/67
"Sunflower County-We're Gonna Rule," Bob Fletcher.

6/67
"Repression vs. Liberation in Nashville." 9/67
"We llJre To Fight these Battles Together" (inter

vi'ew: Fannie Lou Hamer). 10/67
"Fayette County-7 years later," Vicki and Bob

Gabriner. 10/67
"Nashville Cops Attack Blacks," 2/68
I'Southern Days of Secession." 5/68
I'Southern Reaction to Orangeburg." 5/68

I' Oakland is a Powder Keg" (interview: Mark Comfort,
director of ODAC), 9/65.

~I Will Serve \Vlth Pride Your30-DaySentEmce" (Oak
. land Trib. demonstration), Norman Chastain, 9/65

"Negroes Should stop (gang) Fighting," Melvin Amado
Soriano. 9/65

"Blacks Rename Park" (Chicago), Lorne Cress and Mi
mi Hayes. 6/67

"Fight: White Hope for Rochester?" (Kodak struggle),
Richard Fried and Alfred Price. 6/67 I

"Black Movement: Repression and Resistance." 4/68
"New Howard University." 5/68 .
"Terrorism and' Reform" (San Mateo College), by

Arlene Eisen Bergman. 2/69

"Carmichael Drafted by Black Panther Party," 7/67
"Defend Huey Newton." 11/67 ,
"Huey Newton Must Be Saved" (editorial). 12/67
"The Man Doesn't Have Us outnumbered, He Has Us

Outorganized" (speech b~ Bobby Seale at Huey
Newton's Birthday Party). 4/68

I' Huey Newton Speaks His Mind." 4/68
"Where It's At" (editorial). 4/68
I' Cops Shoot Panther" (Bobby Hutton), 6/68
"Oakland Pigs vs. Panthers," 6/68
"Huey on Trial: Panthers Politics and Pigs," Joe

Blum. 7/68
"Bobby Seale Gets 3 Years Probation." 7/68
"Cleaver for President." 7/68
"Huey Newton Talks to the Movement" (interview), 8/68
"Cleaver Freed." 8/68
"MDS: AMA Incurable, Panthers Healthy," Jerry

Densch. 8/68
"Huey's Trial Begins," Karen Waldo 9/68
j'Three Panthers Killed" (L. A.), 9/68
"New Wind in Babylon" (Cleaver), 9/68
"Huey Verdict: Racist Compromise," Lincoln Berg

man, Joe Blum, Karen Waldo 10(68

THE ARMY
i'The New Left and the Army" (interview: the editors

of Vietnam GI). 10/68
"Coffeehouse Crackdown, But Soldiers on the Move,"

Donna Mickleson. 10/68
"G.I. Rioters Charged with Murder," 11/68
"ROTC Building Burns Down," 11/68
"Early Out," a Ft. Knox GI, 11/68
I' America The Beautiful'is Mutiny," (Presidio), Bob

Feinglass,.12/68
"Disarming an army Base," 12/68
"Coffee Off Limits" (Oleo strut Coffeehouse), 12/68
"Mutiny," 1/69 .
"Texas backs off from Coffeehouse Prosecution," 2/69
"Shelter Half Hassled," 3/69
"Overkill" (Presidio), 3/69
"Deserters' Manifesto," 3/69

"Hell No to the Draft" (editorial), 4/67
"Harlem Against the Draft." Flo Kennedy, 5/67
"Black students to be COs," 5/67
"Hell No We Won't Go" (draft refusers meet), 5/67
"SDS Forms Anti-Draft Unions," 5/67
"Ex-Servicemen Join Draft Resistance" (interview

with Jeff Segal), 7/67
"Draft Resistance News" , 7/67
"stop The Draft Week" (An Open Letter to All People

Fighting the Draft), 8/67
"War on the Army," Mark Kleiman. 9/67
"getting the Truth Into the Army." 9/67
"Law Changes-Resistance Grows," Jeff Segal. 9/67
'He~l No We Won't Go" (stop the Draft Week). 9/67
"Closing Down the Draft Center." 10/67
"Getting Guys Out of the Army and Into the Fight,"

Jeff Segal. 10/67
"Barricades in Oakland," 11/67
"stop the Draft Week: A Political Analysis," Terence

Cannon and Jeff Segal. 11/67 ,
"Pop Art Guerrilla Warfare," Jeff Segal. 11/67
"stanford Anti-Draft Moves On," John Saari. 11/67
"The Powerful Did Not Use Their Power" (Pentagon

demonstration),·JUlius Lester. 11/67
"SDS Enjoins Hershey," 12/67
"Dumping on the Draft," 1/68
"Cleveland stops Draft." 1/68
"Cleveland Draft Union Raised." 2/68
"Stop the Draft Week II." 4/68
"Resist the Draft: From Within and From Without," 4/

68.
"Splintering the Big stick" (column on draft resistance)

5/68, 6/68, 7/68, 9/68
"We Went back" (the second stop the Draft Week),

Arlene Eisen Bergman. 6/68
"Going North? Be Prepared," Committee to Aid

American War Objectors. 1/69 '
"How it Worked in Boston" (Boston Draft Resistance

Group), Vernon Grizzard. 1/69

OCT I'THE ..
~:~, '. MOVEMENT
NO. 10
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ANTI-DRAFT ACTIVITIES AND THE DRAFT-

ANTI-WAR ACTIVITY IN GENERAL---

"We are the Defeated Vietcong of America." 7/67
"American Indians Against the War." 10/67
"Shoshone Indian Resists Draft." Lincoln Bergman.

. 10/67
"the Latest Battle in the Fishing Wars," Janet Mc

Cloud,7/68

"Vietnam Pamphlet Distorted." 9/65.
-'A Freedom Worker's View of War and Peace,"

Bob Parris (Moses). 11/65
"Bond Has a Right to Questions," Martin Luther King.

1/66
"SNCC Position on Vietnam," 1/66
"Vietnam Issue Used to Attack Civil Rights," 1/66
.. Some San Francisco Residents Talk About the War

in Vietnam," 3/66
"SCLC statement on Vietnam." 7/66
"Vigilers Face Marines, Police, Hecklers in Munitions

Protest" (Port Chicago Vigil). 9/66
"America's Predatory War," Rudolf Augstein. 1/67
"1000 Medical Students and Doctors Demonstrate

Against the War," 1/67
"Black Youth Against the War," Rene Goldsmith. 4/67
"The Immorality of Peace," Julius Lester. 8/67
.. A Sailor Tells the Movement Life is Hell in the Navy,"

mark Kleiman
"Shake the Empire" (interview: Greg Calvert). 12/67
"Students on the Move: S.F. State, UCLA," Karen Waldo

12/n7
"Cops Gas SJS Dow Protesters," Karen Waldo 12/67
"150 Protest at U. of Iowa." 12/67 .

."Dow EXj,S)s at the Rear" (LA. state College), 1/68
"The Democratic Convention: A Challenge to Oran-

izers" (interview: Rennie Davis). 2/68
"Rusk at the Fairmont: Peaceful Demonstrations Not

Allowed," Karen Waldo 2/68
"Hayden Hails Chica.go-The Elements of Victory"

(interview: Tom Hayden). 10/68
"Coordinating in the Streets," Paul Potter. 10/68
"Go Go stanford," Jack Gerson. 11/68
"After the War is Over." Terence Cannon. 11/68

.....--.......



HIGH SCHOOL STRUGuLES .......----

INTERNATIONAL-AFRICA

HOUSING AND RENT.STRIKES ----

./

MEXICAN-AMERICANSTR~9GLES---
"Man Who Led a Mexican-A:nerican Revolt in Texas:

Juan CornejOW (interview) Fred Hirsch 8/65
"The East Los Angeles Barrio-Another Wattsw, 9/66
"Small Town May Oust P'olitical Boss" , Guillermo Re

pollo 1/67
"Militant Organizers Dig In" (LADO) Mike James 3/67
"Special Supplement :New Mexico's Land Grant Move-

mentw., Jim Kennedy 8/67 -
"Chicanos on the Move" (interview with Corky Gon-

zales) 8/67
"Laredo Texas Community Project" 8/67
"Integrated Organizing (LADO) Noel Ignatin 11/67
"Murder Frame-Up in New Mexico" James Kennedy,

1/68

"On Politics and the Black Belt", Bob Parris (Moses)
and Dennis Sweeny, 1/66

"The 'Black Panther' Party: Negro Third Party
Forming in Alabama, 1/66

"It's Very Simple-We Intend To Take Over Lowndes
County", (Interview ,with Alabama Black Panther
Party Orgal}1Z~r_stokelyCarmichael),2/66. 3/~6

"Lowndes County Negores Work To Take Over County" ,
6/66 .

"Lowndes County Freedom Organization Leaders Talk
About Their Party" , 6/66

"Lowndes County: Candidates Lose But Black Panther
Strong" 12/66

"Carmichael's Speech at Mt. Moriah Church in Lown
des" 12/66

"Interview with John HUlett:We Weren't Really Pre
pared" 12/66

"Interview with Sidney Logan Jr: They'll Come Over
To Us" 12/66

"Lowndes County Churches Burned", 5/67
"War On Poverty Hits Lowndes", Terrence Cannon

6/67
"Mark Comfort on Lowndes.OEO and The Draft" 10/67

a
~

MISCELLANEOUS
"The Church Must Help Upset the Status Quo", David

Knotts, 10/65
"Participatory Democratic Centralism or..." (Org

anizational proposal for SDS), Neil Buckley, 5/68
"The Politics of Joy", (Interview with Jerry Rubin),

11/68
"The Time is Ripew, Ken Cloke, 1/69
"Smoker-Bear or Pig?w .. Huntley Barad, 2/69

"Tijerina Harassment Continued" James Kennedy 2/68
"Alianza Bombedw Mary Varela, 6/68
:Tijerina Aressted Againw, 6/68
"LA Makes War on Brown BE. ,'ets" , Clay Carson 7/68
"Chicago Chicanos" Alba Sanchez, 9/68 '
"Oakland Brown BeretswArlene Eisen Bergman, 12/68
"End of the Trial (Tijerina) Mary Varela 2/69

JNTERNATIO~AL-~TlNAMERICA,
ESP~CIAL~Y~UBA--,----
"The Labor" Movement Moves to Latin America to

Train Finks" , Jack Minnis, 8/65
"Joint Statement of SNCC and The Movement For

Puerto Rico Independencew (MPI), 2/67
"Organizing Peasants in Chilew, James Petras, 3/67
"Black Revolution is Real-stokely in Cuba" ,Julius

Lester, 9/67
"Castro on Stokely and Black Rev.olution";' Fidel

Castro, 9/67
"Cuba and the American Movement" , Todd Gitlin, 4/68
"Activists Kidnapped In Mexico", Harold Jacobs, 5/68
"Puerto Rico-Attack on Liberacion", 5/68 , '
"stop the Olympics", Stanford Burns, 10/68
"The Olympics of Murder", 11/68
"More Revolution" (Politics in Cuba), Arlene Eisen

Bergman, 11/68
~ Assault on the Isle of Youthw, Arlene Eisen Berg

man, 11/68
"A Woman Who Took a Rifle to Moncada Had To

Be A Liberated Woman" , (Interview with Haydee
Santamaria), Arlene Eisen Bergman & Amy
Ansara, 11/68

"Cuba Hero on the US", Arlene Eisen Bergman,'11/68
"Brazil: How Students Moved From Reform to Rev

olution" , Arlene Eisen Bergman, 12/68
"Red and Black in Cuba" , (Race in Cuba), Arlene

Eisen Bergman, 1/69
"Children of Zapata", (NACLA interview with Mex-

ican Students), 2/69 '

LOWNDES COUNTY STRUGGLES----

INTERNATIONAL-EUROPE AND CANADA-

:"Our G'erman Allies", -Arlene Eisen Bergman, 6/68
I' France: The Roots of Revolt", Magali Sarfatti

, Larson & Arlene Eisen Bergman, 7/68
"In Revolution One Wins or Loses:France", Jean

Pierre Lentin, 8/68
"France-October 1968", Jean Pierre Lentin, 12/68
"Simon Fraser University-The First One's Always

the Hardest" , Martin Nicolaus, 12/68
"German SDS Repressedw, 3/69

"South Africa, Land of Free (Enterprise)", Jack
Minnis, 7/65

"Why Kennedy Opposes Sanctions Against South Africa"
Jack Minnis, 8/66

"Housewife's Manual. ..Your Bantu Servant", Jack
Minnis, 9/65

"America's Stable Business Climate in South Africa's
Tyranny" , Jack Minnis, 9/66

~'Torture in South Africa", Jeremy Westall, 10/66
"Fanon on Torture in Algeria" , 4/67
"Somali Tribesman Clash With Frcnchw, 5/67
i' Freedom Fighters Battle in Southern Rhodesia" , 9/67
itIsrael-Republic of VICtims of Fascismw, William

Mandel, 11/67

U'd'enl:"1"Ii!* tiM Pl.,,' "''',,"UI! nil 'It''I''',,11
OCTOBFH 1l)f',7 .... vo

INTERNATIONAL-ASIA, ESPECIALLY VIETNAM
"SNCC Workers on War Crimes Mission-Letters

From Hanoi", Julius Lester & Charlie Cobb, 5/67
.. A Day in the War of the People", Julius Lester,

10/67
"Vietnamese SuppOrt US Black Uprisings~, from

Vietnam Courier, 10/67
"The New Left Visits Cambodia" ) steve Halliwell, 2/68
"Students of Revolution", A member of .Union of

Students for the Liberation of South Vietnam, 11/68
"What's Happened in South Vietnam Since the Tet

Offensive" , Terrence Cannon, 11/68
"Revolution in the Revolution in the Revolution"

(Interview with Chris Milton, American Red
Guard in China), 2/69

"Housing Tenant Union Challenges Authority", Judi
Lynch, 5/65

"SDS Project-West Oakland Residents Fight Destruc-
tion" , 8/65 0

"SF Plans Urban Renewal of the Aged" , Harry Brill,
11/65 '

"Rent strike Wins Contract With Slumlord", 3/66
"A Long Tough Rent Strike Goes On" , 6/66 :\
~ hunter's Point Public Housing Need NOT Be De-

molished", Harry Brill, 8/66
"Chicago Tenants Union Win Rent Strike, Collective

Bargaining Agreement", 7/66
"Residents Fight for Control of Redevelpment" , 11/66
"Public Housing Strike" , Mike Sharon, 12/66 _
"Public Housing Rent Strike", Mike Sharon, 2/67
"Poor Fight Urban Renewal", Dick Lawrence, 7/67

FREEDOM SCHOOLS -------

"Junior High students strike" (Los Angeles), 5/67
If chicago High Schools'Rebel" 12/67
"Boycott Wins Afro History in Chicago", 1/68
I'L.A. High School Revolts-Chicano Power", 5/68
"Kids Are Bustin Out All Overw, 6/68
"High School Organizer Arrestedw, 6/68
"Chicago Black Students Seize High School", 8/68
"It'll Be The Grammar School Kids Next", 11/68
"Bringing A Lot Of It Back Home" (Bronx High

School of S.cience), Todd Gitlin 12/68
"What Revolting High Schoolsw, Nick Freudenberg,

1/69
"More on NY High Schools", 1/69
"Bronx Science Revisited" , 1/69
"N0 More Teachers' Dirty Looks" (Radical Community

Control of Schools), Ted Gold, 3/69
"Mission Rebellion", Jeff Jones & Doug Norberg, 3/69

HISTORY (ANCIENT)------
"The Populist Party" (Part I, 7/65; Part II, 8/65)

Ellen Estrin
"Testimony of An Ex-Slave", C1airborbe Moss, 10/65
"The Southern Tenant Farmer's -Union", H:L, Mitchell

12/65
~when Federal Troops Seated Negros in the' Geor

gia Legislature", 8/66
"The Martinsville 7-Virginia 1951") William Mandel

11/66
"1939 DiGiorgia Pear strike", Richard Boyllen & Ken

Blum, 12/66
"Negroes in Early California", Hardy Frye, 2/67
• California's Black HeritageW, Jack D. Forbes, 7/67

"We Need Freedom Schools In The North" Jimmy
Garrett. 5/65

"Some Rambling Guidelines For Freedom School Org
anizers" Jimmy Garrett. 8/65.

"Parents Boycott Busses, Hold Freedom School" 2/66.
"inside an Oakland Dreedom School" Dave Wellman.

11/66.
"freedom Primer" by Bobbi & Frank Ciecl ~ rka. 12/66.

"Farmworkers Strike (Texas)W Sam Kushner. 2/67.
"Movement Supplement on Farmworkers (Interview

with'Mack Lyons/Cesar Chavez and ·LeroyChat-
field} 4/67. ' > \

"Farmworkers Open 2nd Front" (Texas) Terrence
Cannon. 4/67.

"UFWOC Wins New Contract" 8/67.

"The New Politics" Jimmy Garrett. 7/65.
"Elections and New Politics" (editoriai) 11/66.
"Elijah Turner Runs For Council" Carolyn Craven.
~~ .

"Lessons of Electoral Politics (Chicago) Mike James
4/67.

"Peace and Freedom -- Where Will It Lead?" Lincoln
Bergman and Buddy Stein. 1/68.

"America America" Julius Lester. 4/68.
'One Down, Three To GOW (LBJ resigns) editorial.

5/68. '
"Knocking at the Gate in 1968w Arlene and Lincoln

Bergman. 5/68.
"Radicals and the 1968 Elections" (defense of PFP)

Reese Erlich 5/68.
"A meri"a America WJulius Lester. 5/68.
"election Night USA, Movement Returns From:
~ San FranciscOW: Arlene Bergman & Jack Gerson

E Michigan Univ.!' : John Daniel
Ann Arbor": Bill Ayers
Palo Alto" : Jack Gerson
ChicagOW: Les Colemen
Los Angeles": Bill Vanderpool
Michigan statew: Scott Braley 12/68.

,
~ MOVEMENT
:~ Aflillated with the
~- STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

'Movement I:)upplement on Delano Boycott" 12/65.
'Movement SUpplement #2 Boycott Delano Grapes"
. 1/66.
"Instant Pickets at Schenley PartY" 2/66.
It Interview' with DiGiorgio Vice President" 2/66.
"Migrant Minister Replies to DiGiorgio" Jim Drake.

2/66.
~'Who Runs Schenley?" 2/66.
"Who Owns California?" 2/66.
"Delano Bulletins" 2/66.
"Support in ChicagOW 3/66.
I'Scientist Warns Farmers to Get Ahead of Unions"

3/66.
.. Schenley Foiled Again ... Guests Respect Pickets"
"Slavery in Salinas" Fred Hirsch 3/66.

"15 Years Ago Schenley and DiGiorgio Strikes" 3/66.
"Pickets Corner Brown at CDC Convention" 3/66.
"farmworkers' Investigation Rips Tulare County"

3/66.
"After The Pilgrimage - - ABurst of Organizing" 6/66.
"DiGiorgio Employees Spit on SF Pickets" 6/66.
"The Di Giorgio Struggle" 6/66.
"field Workers BOycott DiGiorgio Rigged Election"

7/66.
"Terms of the Schenley Contract" 7/66.
"Why California Ne'eds Land Reform" Brooks Penney.

7/66.
"DiGiorgio Fears Election at Its Biggest Ranchw 8/66.
"how DiGiorgio Escaped the 160 Acre Limit" Brooks

Penney. 8/66.
"Behind the August '40 DiGiorgio Election" 8/66.
<'NFWA and AFL-CIO Merge, A Movement Analysis"

9/66.
oJ How To Research A Rural Community" Ken Blum

10/66.
"Before and After The Schenley Contract" Interview

with Daniel Sanchez. 10/66.
"Teamsters Bring In Scabs, Sign Contract" 10/66.
"Arvin Workers Win Right to Di Giorgio Election"

11/66.
.. Arvin Farmworkers Vote UFWOC" Brooks Penney.

12/66.
"Why Arvin Workers Wanted A Union" 12/66.
"Farm Labor Support Group Formed" 12/66.
"Organizing Group Fights For Life" Brooks Penney.

1/67.

"Why Are Farmworkers Poor?" 7/65.
"The Voice of the Farmworkers; Same As The Negros"

8/68. '.
"Tulare County Rent Strike March" 8/65;
"Wetba~* Traffic Increases: Arrests Near stockton"

Ge!orge Ballis. 9/65.
"Strike in the Grapes" 10/65. '
"State Employment Office Hostile to'Strikers" Bob

Barron. 10/65. . .
"How A Rural Strike Is Fought" Terrance Cannon. 10/65
"Interview With Cesar Chavez" 10/65.
"Harrassment by Growers and Police" 10/65.
"The Two Farm Unions: FWA and AWOC" 10/65.
"44 Arrested -- Strike Gets Wide Support" George

Ballis. 11/65.
"The Battlefronts in DelanOW Wendy Goepel. 11/65.
"Schenely (Roma Wine) Offices Picketed in San Fran

cisco" 11/65.
~Special SNCC Report: East Coast Migrant Workers"

Glen Whitman. 12/65.

FARMWORKERS --------

J'lI Y 1967 •• VOL 3 NO 7

1f inside Vietnam is Realw (Film Review) Ellen Estrin.
2/68. .

"It's All Jungle Herew (review of Soul on Ice). -Ellen
Estrin. 6/68.' , , . :

"Sound Scene" (music column) Christopher Bergman.
6/68, 7/68, 8/68, 10/68, 11/68.

"Agit-Prop Shakes Up S~udents" Karen Koonan.7/68.
"the Americana Game" Karen Waldo 7/68.
"The Newsreel" 7/68.
"Cursing the Establishment Mediaw Todd Gitlin. 8/68.
"Getting Off The Interstate: or Back Home in Heart-

break USA" Mike James. 9/68.
"Radio Free People" 10/68.
"Culture Assaulted at Lincoln Center" Sharon Sheltpn

11/68

.ELECTORAL ACTIVITIES------



REPRESSION AND DEFENSE -----

POVERTY STRUGGLES -------

RACISM -----------

VOL. Z NO.8.-SEPTEMBER 1966.

SNCC

"_Organizing Poor Whites; Negroes in Appalachia",
Larry Lockshin, 10/65

"Notes on Rural Organizing", Charles McLauren,
11/65

"JOIN-Chicago Project Raided" , Mike Sharon, 10/66
'''Chicago Poor Whites Organize", Mike Sharon, 10/66
"A Poor White Talks Aboilt Police", Jimmy Aurey,

10/66
"Movements in Chicago", Mike James, 11/66
"Organizing Housing Tenants-Notes From Chicago",

Mike James, 1/67
"Organizers Start School-Notes From Chicago", Mike

James, 3/67
"Goodfellows Find Place" (Chicago), Junebug Boykin,

6/67
"New JOIN Coop Saves Food $' s", 8/67 _
"Poor White Response to Black Rebellion", Bob

Lawson and Mike James, 8/67
"Poor Whites Must Decide", ,Peggy Terry, 8/67
"A Role For Whites-Radical Research" ,Rennie Davis,

8/67
"Organizing Liberal Mfnneapolis-Birthpangs of a Rad

ical Project" , Douglas Elliot, 10/65
"Putting Radicals to Work", Mike James, 10/67

WHITE COMMUNITY ORGANIZING--

"Letter to Terry from Jeff Segal", 1/69
"Anti-Christian Obscenity Crusade" , 1/69
"Don't Mess With Mike" (Jam_es) 1/69
"The Nation's First State, The~ation's First Police
, State" (Wilmington, Delaware), 2/69

"Austin: Model for Movement Defense" , Thorne Dreyer
2/69

"Hallinans Hang Jury", 2/69
THE FOLLOWING ALL ABOUT THE OAKLAND 7
"STDW Felony Arrests", 11/67
"Stop The Draft Week Conspiracy Charges", 2/68
"Oakland 7 on the Offensive", 5/68
"Oakland Seven Face Court and Live", 6/68
"Oakland 7 Not a Palm Tree", 7/68
"Seven Up", 11/68 .
"Seven Up Against the Wall and Fighting Back", 12/68
"Inside and Out with the Oakland Seven", Linda

Morse, 1/69
"With Liberty and Justice For All" , Marvin Garson,

2/69
"I Saw the, Little Judge Commence to Look About",

Ernest O'Shea, 3/69

RIOTS AND WATIS--------

•
MOVEMENT
D~bll~htd b, the

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COOROINATI~G CC',1'-1ITTEE
olcal'lorn'a

"Transcript of Bob Moses at 5 Anniversary of
SNCC" , 4/65

"SNCC Organizes Migrants" , 8/65
"Report From Arkansas SNCC" , 10/65
"SNCC Rejects White House Conference", 6/66
"We Need to Radically Confront America", Ivanhoe

Donaldson, 7/66
"Is There a Change in SNCC? 2 Years Ago A White

SNCC Worker Talked About Black Power", Mike
Miller with Introduction by Stokely Carmichael,
7/66,8/66

"We Are Going to Build" , R~p Br!lwn, 6/67
"New SNCC Officers" , 6/67
"Staff Meeting Report-New SNCC Directions", 6/67
"Riots, SNCC and the Press", Terrence Cannon, 7/67
"Rap Brown-ReVOlutionary Violence" (statement after

Cambridge, Maryland Arrest), 8/67
"SNCC Reorganizes". 8/68
"SNCC Harassment" 10/68
"Connally vs SNCC"J 12/68
"SNCC Alliance", 1/69

"The Mood in the Fillmore", 9/65
"What We Have Learned From Watts?" (editorial),

9/65
"Non-Violence in the Ghetto", :Sob Parris (Moses),

9/65
"If I Go, Pll Take Whitey With Me" (Watts), Ter-

rence Cannon, 9/65 ,
"SNCC Field SecretarY's Report-The Negro Revolt

in LA From the Inside" , Norman Chastain, 9/65
"Rights of Citizens Overlooked by Judges, Public

Defenders", 10/65
"Conflict in Legislature", Coleman. Blease, 10/65
"Watts-The New Year", Terrence Cannon, 1/66
"Will Watts Secede?" , 7/66
"A Night With the Watts Community Alert Patrol",

Terrence Cannon, 8/66
"There is a Movement ~arting in Watts", 8/66
"A Meeting with Brother Lenny (Watts CAP), 9/66
"We've Got to Get the Police Off OUr Back" (In-

terview with Chester Wright-Temporary Alli
ance of Local Organizations), 9/66

"The San Jose' Riot-Cops Beat Handcuffed Man",
Fred Hirsch, 9/66

"Eye Witness to Atlanta,Riots", 12/66
"Voiceprint Rejected in Watts Arson Case", Ter

rence Cannon, 1/67
"Voiceprint Youth 1 to 10 Years", 3/67
"MAW Sit-In starts Riot" (Boston), Jean Tepper

man, 7/67
"People Get Ready" (editorial), 8/67
"It- Couldn't Happen Here" (Detroit), Phyllis and

Rennie Freeman, 8/67
" Liberation...Black and White" (Detroit), David

Wheeler, 8/67
"Newark 'It Was Like A Happening' " (Interview

with Eric Mann), 8/67
"White Response to White Racism" (White Reaction

to Repression of 1968 Riots), Washington DC;
Boston; Chicago, Noel Ignatin and C. Kissinger;
Pittsburgh, John Bancroft; Detroit, Dave Well
man. 6/68

Vol. 5 No.1.-FEBRUARY 1969

IMOVEMENT

"Dirksen Amendment, Disaster for Civil Rights",
Vivian Bozman, 7/65

"Legal De Facto Segregation", Coleman Blease, 8/65
"Subversion in Mississippi", Joh n Perdew, 9/65
.. Equal Education ••• Unequal Income" , Harry Brill,

9/65
"Hunters Point Cop Shot Into Community CenterShel

tering 200 Children", 10/66
"W1l1 LA Cops Trigger the Next Riot" , chester Wright,

11/66
"An Hour of Liberal Racism" (movie review of "Los

ing Just the Same"), Dave Wellman, 12/66
"Who All Lives in the Yellow SUbmarine", (relations

between hippies and black people), 4/67
"U.S. Postoffice Destroys SNCC Mail", 5/67
"Cleveland -- City at War", Tim Hall, 6/67
"Carmichael Arrested -- Seige at Prattville", 7/67
"Where Would We Be Without a Handful of Rocks",

9/67
IIMad Dogs", Hank R., 10/67
IISlaughter in South Carolina" (Orangeburg), 4/68
"Radical Response to Racism", (Editorial), 7/68

"Mississippi Counter-Attacks the War on Poverty",
Joan Bowman, 10/65

"Washington Will Not Enforce Welfare Rights Laws",
11/65

"Job Corps Workers Strike for Hours, Wages", 11/65
"The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Make pay,
"The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Make PAyments",

Jack Minnis, 11/65
"The Poor of Syracuse vs. the OEO" (Editorial),

1/66 -
"What Happened to the Mississippi C;;hildDevelopment 

Group", Dr. Gerald Rosenfield, in three parts,
Part I: 3/66; II: 4/66; III: 6/66

"Poverty Director OUsted by Poor", Fred Hirsch, 3/66
"A Tent City in Alameda's White District", 7/66
" Convention- of Poor Shakes Up Small Town", 7/66
"The Welfare World", Becky M1l1s, 8/66
"The Welfare World", Becky Mills, 9/66
"They Took My Son Away", Mary Hichenberry, 10/66
"Power and Politics Conference", (Californians for

Liberal Representation), 10/66
"Get Benny Parrish OUt Of Modesto" 11/66
"Kentuckians Fight strip Mines", 10/66
"Reagan's Welfare Plan", Mike Sharon, 2/67
"Recipients Move for Power", (WRO, Colunbus, Ohio),

Jim Buckley, 3/67
"Long Beach Welfare Flood", Lou Gothard, 3/67
"Welfare Group Boycotts store", 5/67 (L.A.)
"Headstart Protest", (S.F.), Lou Gothard, 5/67
"Welfare Pressure Forces Reagan", 6/67
"Welfare' Blues in Chicago", Marilyn Katz, 6/67
.. Cleveland, Moving to Where the Problem IS", 6/67
"8 Welfare Arrests in Chicago", Noel Ignatin, 11/67
"jelly Beans for the Poor", Hardy Frye, 8/68
"Death of Resurrection City", B1l1y Ayers & Terry

Robbins, 10/68

"HUAC and Bigotry -- Arm in Arm", 4/65
"HUAC strategy: KKK Hearings Pave Way for Rights

Investigation", Dale Gronemeier, 12/65
II Attempt to Smash SNCC in Philly Backfires" , Terry

Cannon, 9/66
"Anti-War Movement Attacked by HUAC -- But

The Movement Fights Back", 9/66
"Comfort Arrested . . • Again and Again", 2/67
"How to Organize a Community Alert Patrol" , Louis

J. Gothard, 2/67
"Mark Comfort Found Innocent -- Framed by Cops",

5/67
"Militant Parents Form Council" , (L.A.), 5/67
"Supreme Court Denies Black Plea", (MacLaurin),

5/67
"movement - SNCC Office Raided", 6/67
"Comfort Freed on 2 Year Probation", 7/67
"w1l1 They Die" , (Texas Southern 5), 9/67
"Defend the TSU 5", 1/68 '
"5 Fight for Their Lives" ,5/68 .
"Are the Crackdowns Coming?", Jerry Densch, 12/67
"Expose the Courts" , (interview with W1l1iam Patter-

son), 12/67
"'Rap Brown Under House Arrest", 1/68

°FightingGovernment Repression-Take the Offensive",
Arthur Kinoy, 1/68 .

"A Proposal For Self-Defense" , Arlene Eisen Berg-
man, 2/68

"The Dangers of Mace", Beverly Leman, 2/68
"SubversiveAttack on DuBois Clubs", 2/68
"Houston SDS Under Attack", 5/68
"Sellers in Troubl~", Mrs. Sandi Sellers, 7/68
"Rap Gets 5", 7/68 -
"Brother Jeff is in the Clink", 7/68
"The Sad Tale of the Boston 5", Michael Ferber, 8/68
"The Rubin Bust", stewart Albert, 8/68 -
"There Must Be Some Way out of Here Said the

Hangman to the Priest", Ken Cloke, 9/68
"How'd You Like To Make A Deal?", 12/68
"Sellers Faces 78", 12/68
"Framed" (Lee otis Johnson), Bob Analavage, 12/68
"NOC Organizers Fired, Jailed", 12/68
"90 Days for What?" (Cannon's Obscenity Sentence)

1/69

"Tear Gas for Fun and Profit", Gren Whitmore, 7/67
"Make Money and Keep the Lid On (How Litton Runs

Job Corps", Brooks Penney, '116']
, "The Criminal Record of J. Frank Coakley", 2/68

"New CIA Secret Weapon", 5/68
"On the Tube ••• Liberal Racism's New Look",

Arlene Eisen Bergman, 7/68
"Snooperscope", 7/68
"Tungsten War", Jerry Densch, 10/68

PIGS

"The Police Lobby: Cops in Congress", Coleman
Blease, 9/65

"Police in OUr Cities" (Editorial), 9/66
"Police Pressure Building Up in Oakland", 9/66
"Police Can stop Trouble", 7/67
"L.A. Cops Smash LBJ Picketing", 7/67
"Cops Have New Look" (Chicago), Mik e James,

7/67
"Cops Harrass to Prevent Riots", 9/67
"JOIN SUes Police", Al Lincoln, 10/67
"Cops 'Armed Mercenaries' Says Ex-Cop", 11/67
"Chicago Cop Agents Exposed", 1/68
"cops Fantasy Leads to Death, Frameup", 5/68
"Haight Street Blues", Jerry Densch, 9/68
"Cannon's Tale ••. Or How They Beat My Ass",

Terrence Cannon, 9/68
·Chicago Community Catches Cop", 9/68
·Cop War in Cleveland", Tim Hall, 9/68
"Cop Caught Convicted", 10/68
• Chi Cop Busted", 1/69
"W.hitewash", Seth, 1/69 (South Carolina)

1.".«. "" It·.-

POWER STRUCTURE -------
"Harvard Part of the Mississippi Power structure?" ,

11/65
"Who Gets the Money for the Napalm" , Jack Minnis,

10/66
"Investigate Your Local CIA", Jack Minnis, 11/66
"Why Are We in Vietnam -- For Business Oppor-

tunities" , Jack Minnis, 12/66 -
"Corporations on the Cole, a Primer of California

Politics", 3/67
"$23,000,000 -Jakland Fraud: Federal- Money for

Segregation a:.,d Scab Labor" , 4/67
"From Confidential Government Files, Meet Your

Local War Criminal, Look Him Up in TAB", 5/67
"Beyond the Power structure", (Center for Radical

Research), Mike James, 5/67
"The Death of the American Press -- How the Media

Plans to Cover Revolts" , 7/67

"Vietnam: A Poem", Mrs. Ida Mae Laurence,
Rosedale, Mississippi, 7/65

" Moonmaker" , Worth Long, 9/65
"Freedom", Rob Wood, 11/65
"My Land is a Land I Don't Understand", Glory

Jean Louie, 15 years old from Tchule, Miss.,
11/65

"Poem", Julian Bond, 1/66
"Arson and Cold Grace", Worth Long, 6/66
"Who Owns California", Tim Hall, 6/66
"Poem of the Banana Machines'; , Terry Cannon,

6/66
"Black and White People", Charlie Cobb, 11/66
"Mississippi", Aime Cesaire, 3/67 -
"On Being Fucked Over", Frank Jones, 5/67
"Poem in the Grass", Youngblood, 10/67
"Born to Win", Woody Guthrie, 11/67
"The Duty of a Revolutionary Is • . -.", Julius Les-

ter, 12/67
"Message To My Comrades", Youngblood, 2/68
"Tales of the Ghetto", Youngblood, 2/68
"We Are Not Americans", Terry Cannon, 6/68
"Poems", Diane di Prima, 8/68
"For Those Pacifist Poets", Ares., 9/68
"Marble and Hammer", Youngblood, 9/68
"It's All Right", Nicholas Gu1l1en, 9/68
"It Turns Out That We", Victor Casaus, 9/68

-"Che", Miguel Barnet, -9/68
"Garbage or Nothing", from a Digger poem, 9/68
"To Huey Newton", Abraham (Cuba), 11/68'
"The Song of Hayakawa, or Up Against the Wall

Mother Country" , Lincoln Bergman, 1/69
"Epistle to my Country" , Youngblood, 1/69
"Welcome Home", (for Morton Sobell), Sam SWing,

2/69
"Chant for the Scabbing student", Todd Gitlin, 2/69
-"Elephant", Judy Grahm, 2/69
"Poem by Lao Tzu", 3/69
"Poem", from Ho Chi Minh's Prison Diary, 3/69

POETRY -----------

OUR NEWSPAPER _

"What is a Revolutionary Newspaper" (Editorial),
11/66

"What They Say About Us (NYT) and What We
Say About Them" (relationship between SNCC and
the MOVEMENT), 6/67

"Where We're At" (Editorial), 2/68

MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM DEMO.CRATIC PARTY
"MFDP Runs Candidates in Local Election$"', 5/65
"MFDP-Race Has Kept Us in Poverty", Mike Mil-

ler, 5/65
"Jackson MFDP March for Free Elections", 7/65
"Legal Phase Ending, Action Begins", Lawrence

Guyot, 7/65
"Depositions of Negroes", 7/65
"Reject the Pretenders", James Farmer, 7/65
"Must Have Free Elections", John Lewis, 7/65
"A Test of Moral Integrity", Martin Luther King,

7/65 -
"Report from a Lobbyisf', John Lewis, 7/65
"Fannie Lou Hamer - Crabgrass Politician", Char

lie Cobb,8/65
"Mississippi Challenge Killed 228-143", '10/65
"It Has a KIu Klux Klan, A Sheriff and a MFDP" ,

10/65 _
"Some Very Personal Notes on the Washington DC

Challenge", Lou King, 10/65
"The Challenge is Dead, So is the Government",

Jack Minnis, 10/65
"MFDP strong, Growing", 2/66
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"We've Got To Reach Our Own People: A Plan For
White Resistance", 11/67

"Take A step Into America-, Junebug Boykin, Diane
Fager, Mike James, Bob Lawson, Tom Living
stone, Bob McGinnis, Virgil Reed, Mike Sharon
and Doug Youngblood, 12/67

"Let's Get It On" , Peggy Terry, 1/68
"Don't Shake It Break It", Doug Youngblood, 1/68
"Pittsburgh-Groping Attempts to Build a Movement" ,

John Bancroft, 2/68
"CIPA in Chicago-Organizing the Middle Class" , Bobbi

Cieciorka, 5/68
"Toward Consumer Drug Control", Dave George, 5/68
"A Fatlure to Think About" (Bellefonte, Pa.), 6/68
"Shotgun Wedding" (anti-gun control organizing), 12/68
"Time to Fight" (National Organizing Committee--

Peggy Terry Campaign), Bob Lawson, Diane Fager
and Mike James, 12/68

"Computers in Revolt", 1/69
"All God's ChUdren Ain't Free" (GROW), Bob An

alavage, 1/69
"Ready-AIM" (New Haven), John Bancroft, 3/69

Like most people in the movement today, THE MOVEMENT
newspaper began its political life in the civil rights struggle.
We have all developed a long way since then. But many
'stories in past issues have continuing relevance.

We compiled this index partly because it is representative
important aspects of movement history and partly because
we think that movement organizers will find many of the
past articles useful.

Most back issues are available. Send 25 cents for each
back issue requested to THE MOVEMENT PRESS, 330
Grove Street, San Francisco, California 94102. As always,
we have special bulk rates. Avery, very few complete sets
are available at a very premium price. Please inquire.

THE SOUTH IS RISING

You can help bv sub,

scribing to our papers.
For $6.50 you get 26
issUes. One or more
papars from each
Southern state.

Southern Subscription

& Distributing Service

Box 2624

New Orleans, La. 70116

WOMEN'S LIBERATION -------
"Anti-Draft and Women's Rights" , Karen Koonan and

Bobbi Cieciorka, 11/67
"Women, Organize Your Own Fighting Forces- ,Gloria

Martin, 11/67 POSTERS! MALCOLM X THE MOVEMENT AND THE WORKERS
by Clayton Van Lydegraf
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ism if it is to succeed in helping to
create a revolutionary movement among
them. Not to do this, but to simply'
adopt all kinds of shallow rhetoric and
rationale about workers is to remain
isolated in a 'snobbish and elite cloud.

It must be added that the recent articles
of Steve Hamilton and Bob Avakian al
ready represent a partial breakthrough
of this tradition. The April issue shows
that the movement is becoming able to
turn a baa thing to good account. The
discussion of the slogan of a "worker
student alliance" --which was just suQh
a mindless economist trap as described
Ilbove, given the absence of a revolu
tionary workers movement--has now led
lo sharply posing the questions--why is
there no such movement--and how can
one be built? Avakian's April article al
t~~dy flatly c~ls for. struggle against
economism and for anti-imperialist Ull

derstanding among workers. (He is one
,ided about not criticizing union leaders
--that is not the way to come on, true.
But you have to get to that too.) He does
not deal with the channeling and bribery
by the system as a central problem
yet, this we are just opening UP, prob
ably because students feel a bit em
barrassed with their privileges to talk
about white worker's privileges. So this
is one thing we white workers over 30
are good for--you can find some who
will understand the need to fight on this
front.
, We have to unite our Marxism-Lenin

ism with our own working class move
ment and the main direction is to oppose
selfish-interest with class interest and
imperiali-white chauvinism withworking
class international solidarity. This
means a fight with old ideas and the
labor skates. There is no construction
withoutJ!estruction. (Mao Tse-tung)

Specific ideas are given more atlength
in my pamphlet, "The Movement and the
Workers". 'This letter may also betaken
as an explanation as to my objectiveI

in writing it in the first place.

With Best Regards,

A 24-p llKe pamphl et di scussinj! p rob
1 ems underlyinj! the newest Bij!
Debate ..,onj! movement activists.
C..e out of exchanj!es of opinion
with both students and workers.,

Seeks solutions in the essence of
the problem rather than in the usual
c'anne'd & packaged remedies of fac
tional sales enj!in eeri nj!.

The author: A participant in both
old & new left action since 1933.
Member of the West C&ast Committee
on:orrespondence: and'of'the Wash
inj!t'on' Pe'ac'e & Fre-edom' P'arty.

25¢ each; 15¢ in lots of 20 or more

Order from: CLAYTON VAN LYDEGRAF,
PO BOX 25674, SEATTLE, lA, 98:25
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So--the movement must study the
channeling of workers and the rotten
quality of THEIR lives under imperial-

ands, even at times millions, ofworkers
on behalf of fellow-workers and future
generations.

He has one very interesting sentence,
"••.it is obviously inadequate to demand
that white workers give up their present
hard-won racist gains infavorofafuture
socialist society." This is 'the muddle
that comes of theories based on "rac
ism" , instead of class analysis. In actual
historic fact~ the steel and auto industries
were only organized AFTER the org
anizers rejected racial policies. After
wards, after the victory of organization
and recognition.L ,wht~ was !he hard
fight shared by Black and white, the
Blacks were abandoned in effect be
Cause the white workers and their of
ficials preferred to retain their usual
and accustomed privileges to carrying
out the original program of united class
struggle organizing.

It is worth noting that the concept
of "self-interest" of the worker did not
come from classic Marxism" but from
deserters like Earl Browder.

The article by Jim Hawley in another
setting with third world forces directly
involved more ae:ftn1tely sees these or
ganic connections of national-liberation
and domestic class struggles. Never
theless, he too, does not go beyond the
limits of "racism" and white "self-in
terest- ,in analysing the relationship of
whites to the TWLF role. So he also
never gets directly to grips with the
need to repudiate selfish interest in
favor of class and public interest and to
struggle against being channelled by the
material and cultural bribes of imper
ialism.

It is a striking fact that most white
people easily see the sellout by any sort
of colored uncle Tom but remain blind
to all the various payments of the soul
which white students and workers make
in return for their own small favors
and privileges.
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The article of Jim Jacobs (MOVE
MENT, April, 1969) with its recognition
of white privilege as a material thing
approaches realization of the system's
use of selfish interest to fortify its
oppr'ession, both at Mme and abroad,
by small concessions in order to cor
rupt white workers both materially and
ideologically. Jacobs does not quite get
to that point in his article because he
draws back at the last due to having
some mystical notion of "racism" as
more than it is. It is nothing but an
ideology borrowed from slaver)' and
feudalism and the church now us~ to
fortify the super-exploitation and natio,'l.
al oppression inherent in the entire
system of capitalist imperialism.

So Jacobs is unable to bring himself
to state the oppos1t1on of momentary
selfish interest to class and future in
terest because he sees only the moral
issue of "racism" rather than the form
of material and cultural bribery of a
certain part of the workers. Perhaps
he has not thought much about the fact
that every real advance of labor has
required the unselfish sacrifice of thous-

worker's "self-interest" (read selfish
interest, there is no difference) is en
tirely opposed to the Marxist concept
of class interest and the socialist con
cept of public interest--the ,Chinese
cultural revolution is the assertion of the
primacy of public interest over selfish'
interest.
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WORKING CLASS STRUGGLES ---
"MUitancy in the Delta" (Mississippi Freedom Labor

Union-MFLU), 7/65
"We Want U.nions, We Want Action" (Appalachia),

Racheal Brewer, 8/65
"Tennessee Freedom Labor Union-Poorest County

Organizes", 8/65
"Does It Take Slavery?" (MFLU), 8/65
"Involving Workers in the Movement-Proposal to the

Unions", Mike Miller, 9/65 '
"For 200 Years We've Been Working For Nothing",

(MFLU), 10/65
"Black Power in Bakersfield-Sanitation Workers

Strike, Alfredo de Venado, 12/66
"Hospital Workers strike", Brooks Penney, 2/67
"Right to Picket Denied" (social workers union), Bill

Durant, 3/67
"Lonely Struggle in Appalachia-Women Fight to Save

Union", 5/67
. "Strikers' CooP" (B1ueridge), 1/68

"Learn the Lessons of US HistorY" , Noel Ignatin, 2/68
"How the Man Breaks A Strike" , Bob Analavage, 4/68
"Strikers' Coop Competes With Levi", 5/68
"Union Battle Won in Memphis", Fred Lacey, 6/68
"Hospital Workers Run Hospital", 8/68
"Wildcats in Chicago" , Noel Ignatin, 9/68
"George Wallace, No Friend of the Little Man", Doug

Youngblood, 11/68
"Dodge RebelUon" (DRUM), Donna Shoemaker, 12/68
"Masonite Uptight" (Laurel, Miss.), Bob Analavage,

12/68
"SDS in Kalamazoo" (Worker Alliance), Ed Jacques,

12/68
"Learn From the People, Serve the People, Become

One With the People" (Richmond), Steve Hamil-
ton, 1/69 '

"Get Ready to Fight" (International Harvester Leaf
let), 2/69

"The People vs. Standard Oil", Bob Avakian, 3/69
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